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The emergence of dense networked embedded sensor systems
in monitoring and control applications has enabled the
collection of data, information processing, decision, and
actuation at previously unseen temporal and spatial resolution and scale. The built environment offers significant opportunities and challenges for the application of such intelligent
sensor systems with tangible economic, environmental, and
social benefits. Buildings in particular, as hallmark of global
urbanisation tendencies, have great potential to leverage
modern technologies to operate more efficiently and provide
better living and working conditions. This addresses, among
others, aspects related to energy management, occupancy
detection and prediction, safety, and security. At a larger
scale, smart city infrastructures are able to implement these
advances towards wider benefits in environmental monitoring, traffic management, improved utilities networks, and
social services. Design of human-in-the-loop approaches
offers citizens valuable direct feedback mechanisms towards
the intelligent systems and administrators for real-time adaptation and responsiveness with medium term impact on
suitable policy development.
The special issue aimed to collect contributions covering
the state of the art and recent advances in this area, addressing
both theoretical and applied implemented approaches for
both scientific and technical impact. Potential topics that
were initially defined include but were not limited to the following: intelligent sensors in smart building applications, for
example, environmental, occupancy detection and activity
tracking, air quality, safety, and energy efficiency, adaptive

and distributed sensing strategies including virtual sensors,
large scale monitoring systems for data collection through
wireless sensor networks, data management and computational intelligence approaches for knowledge extraction from
raw sensor streams, data-driven methods for modelling,
simulation, and control of smart building and smart city
systems, open hardware and software architectures to support
complex sensor systems integration, bridging heterogeneity,
and proprietary systems through standardisation. New sensing, computing, and control paradigms were also accounted
for, such as cyberphysical systems (CPS), Industry 4.0, and
multiagent systems (MAS).
Ten articles were finally accepted after a thorough review
process out of 25 submissions. In total, 38 authors from
eight countries contributed to the successful outcome of the
special issue. The accepted articles can be broadly grouped in
clusters, which identify key current areas of research in line
with the special issue topics:
(i) Wireless sensor networks, including communication
aspects
(ii) Smart building modelling through sensor systems
(iii) Machine learning algorithms for knowledge extraction from data
(iv) IT infrastructure to efficiently support intensive and
persistent sensing data flows.
The accepted papers are briefly introduced next.
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In the article titled “Design of a Smart Sensor Network
System for Real-Time Air Quality Monitoring on Green
Roof” by Z. Zhao et al., the authors present the design
and evaluation of an embedded sensor node for PM2.5,
wind speed, temperature, and relative humidity monitoring
in urban environments. The device provides Wi-Fi radio
connectivity and supports the cloud-ready MQTT protocol for relaying the collected information to a dedicated
server application. The low-power and low-cost design shows
promise for ubiquitous deployment to mitigate air pollution
hotspots through increased awareness.
The paper titled “A Novel Non-Line-of-Sight Indoor
Localization Method for Wireless Sensor Networks” by Y.
Wang et al. approaches the important challenge of nonline-of-sight (NLOS) localization in harsh radio environments such as indoor spaces, where channel attenuation
due to various obstacles and persons, multipath propagation, and other radio effects can occur. For positioning a
node in relation to a set of known anchors, the time of
arrival (ToA) is used along with residual analysis method
in order to carry out NLOS localization. For unknown
node positioning, an optimisation problem is defined based
on the LOS measurements and solved by means of the
particle swarm optimisation with a constriction factor (PSOC) method. The technique yields an improvement between
20 and 33% over other literature techniques on a custom
testbed.
A low-energy-consumption distributed fault detection
mechanism (LEFD) is introduced in “Fault Detection Modelling and Analysis in a Wireless Sensor Network” by S. Jia
et al. The authors argue that through a two-stage algorithm
network congestion and energy consumption are reduced.
This exploits the time correlation information in the first stage
to detect faulty nodes and spatial correlation in the second
stage. Performance evaluation is defined in terms of detection
accuracy (DA) and false-positive ratio (FPR), illustrated over
various simulation scenarios in the NS2 software.
An in-depth scalability test of low-power and long-range
radio technology for future sensor networks is performed in
“LoRa (Long-Range) High-Density Sensors for Internet of
Things” by A. Lavric. LoRa/LoRaWAN technology represents
a key technology for enabling high-density distributed sensing for various smart city functions, whether environmental
monitoring, traffic management, or security applications. The
presented simulation results lead to a maximisation of the
total number of nodes in a network with proper selection
of the network and communication parameters in terms
of packet payload size, the duty circle parameter, and the
spreading factor.
The paper titled “Measuring Occupants’ Behaviour for
Buildings’ Dynamic Cosimulation” by F. Naspi et al. carries
out an in-depth experimental study for measurement and
modelling of human behaviour in buildings, important for
improving the control strategies of the building HVAC
and lighting subsystems. Two stochastic and data-driven
behavioural models, one for predicting light switching and
one for window opening, are developed and deployed to
the IESVE simulation software. The main results point to
a reduction of the discrepancy with respect to real profiles
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up to 58% and 26% when simulating light switching and
ventilation, respectively, in comparison to standard profiles
by means of the adoption of behavioural profiles.
A method for data fusion between direct sensor readings and contextual information and domain knowledge is
presented in the paper titled “Estimating Occupancy from
Measurements and Knowledge Using Bayesian Network for
Energy Management” by M. Amayri et al. The application
for improved HVAC control of unoccupied or underoccupied
smart buildings is developed through an unsupervised learning method with Bayesian Networks. The reported results
highlight that the energy efficiency can be increased by
roughly 5% over known optimal control techniques and more
than 25% over rule-based control while maintaining the same
occupant comfort.
The paper titled “Data-Driven Modelling of Smart Building Ventilation Subsystem” by G. Stamatescu et al. focuses
on illustrating a black-box data-driven approach to model
the air handling units, integral parts of the modern HVAC
systems found in smart buildings. The authors use Support
Vector Machines (SVM) to characterise individual units and
indirectly quantify operational modi, occupancy, and usage
patterns for targeted building areas. A case study is performed
on a reference university building with one year of collected
data: temperature sensor readings, outdoor weather, and
time-relevant features. This represents one step towards a
general approach for handling the large diversity in building characteristics which currently needs time-consuming
complex modelling methods limiting the applicability of
advanced online control strategies.
The paper titled “Evolutionary Multilabel Feature Selection using Promising Feature Subset Generation” by J. Lee
et al. is focused on a machine learning strategy to extract
knowledge from the large quantities of data being generated
continuously by modern sensor systems, including those
in smart buildings and smart cities. The main contribution
refers to a multilabel feature selection method that can
improve learning accuracy under constrained resources.
This works by iteratively creating feature subset candidates
and filtering them by means of a computed score value.
Results achieved over testing on 14 reference datasets show
improvements over conventional feature selection methods
such as genetic algorithms (GA) and multiobjective particle
swarm optimization feature selection (MPSOFS) in terms of
several metrics: multilabel accuracy, hamming loss, ranking
loss, and normalized coverage.
The paper titled “Traffic Flow Prediction during the
Holidays Based on DFT and SVR” by X. Luo et al. presents
an application of machine learning techniques with impact
to smart city traffic flow estimation and management. The
specific case of holiday traffic is handled by traffic features
extraction by means of the Discrete Fourier Transform
(DFT), which are then input to a learning algorithm based
on Support Vector Regression (SVR). Experimental data
is used in the form of traffic values from a Chinese city
on two holidays for the interval 2011-2015. The proposed
method improved traffic prediction by values between 4%
and 17% with regard to baseline methods, while improving
the robustness to stochastic traffic flow data.
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“Management of IoT Sensor Data Using a Fog Computing
Node” by G. Yoon et al. describes a new system architecture
and IT platform for integrating distributed sensors into the
fog computing paradigm. The article presents the design of
the sensor node and touches on key issues such as data
processing closer to the source and suitable aggregation primitives, standardised communication protocol integration, and
software interoperability. Experimental results prove a consistent network traffic reduction between the node and the
server, while the reported values are mapped and checked
against predetermined typical sensing patterns.
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A general approach is proposed to determine occupant behavior (occupancy and activity) in oﬃces and residential buildings in
order to use these estimates for improved energy management. Occupant behavior is modelled with a Bayesian network in an
unsupervised manner. This algorithm makes use of domain knowledge gathered via questionnaires and recorded sensor data for
motion detection, power, and hot water consumption as well as indoor CO2 concentration. Diﬀerent case studies have been
investigated with diversity according to their context (available sensors, occupancy or activity feedback, complexity of the
environment, etc.). Furthermore, experiments integrating occupancy estimation and hot water production control show that
energy eﬃciency can be increased by roughly 5% over known optimal control techniques and more than 25% over rule-based
control while maintaining the same occupant comfort.

1. Introduction
Buildings and appliances are steadily becoming more energy
eﬃcient due to regulatory changes such as building standards. As a result, energy consumption related to human
activity is relatively much bigger than before. In addition,
demand side management programs in both electric and heat
grids can lead to variable tariﬀs that building occupants have
to take into account in their everyday life. These complex
interactions have the potential to substantially aﬀect the
end energy consumption and inﬂuence grid operation. Existing building automation systems can compute relevant set
points for the HVAC systems according to predeﬁned occupant calendars, but this is often not an adequate replacement
for a dedicated building manager.
Energy management systems, or energy managers, provide two key capabilities to building managers and occupants: automation and recommendations for behavioral

change. Because of thermal inertia and diurnal and seasonal
demand patterns, these energy managers have to be able to
anticipate the upcoming day, at least, i.e., they have to be proactive, rather than reactive, to deal with current conditions.
Occupancy estimation, a key piece to automating energy
management, can be done via cameras and a posteriori labeling. The use of supervised learning algorithms on site can be
ruled out for most practical cases because of the requirements
to obtain relevant data in the form of video stream as it raises
privacy concerns. Even in settings where local learning from
gathered data might make this possible, annotation, i.e.,
occupancy labeling from videos, is complicated and noisy.
Gathering suﬃcient data to learn occupancy patterns reliably
from this data is a challenging problem.
This paper tackles the aforementioned issues and proposes an occupancy estimation approach based on human
knowledge and involving the occupants through a questionnaire. It focuses on developing features for the estimation of
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human number and activities which cannot be measured
directly, with the help of nonintrusive sensors. Algorithms
from machine learning have been adapted to a residential
setting which is a sensor test bed with a large number of
ENOCEAN sensors (self-powered wireless standard for
building automation and smart homes), with regular/eventbased data reporting. It proposes an occupancy and activity
estimation approach based on the human knowledge and
gathering feedback from the occupants in the studied area.
In addition, a novel algorithm has been presented to
optimize the energy demand for hot water production in
residential buildings using these occupancy estimates. Optimizing energy consumed by hot water systems is likewise
an important consideration for energy managers as it
accounts for between 10 and 25% of end building energy consumption (Pérez-Lombard et al. [1]). With innovations in
facade technology, this draw is expected to further gain in
importance. By including occupancy estimates for control
of hot water vessels, this work extends the state of the art
where eﬃciency improvements are usually derived from
thermodynamic or consumption-based optimization [2].
In [3], the authors present a model of the Bayesian network for an oﬃce case study, while in this work, we present
comparisons between residential and oﬃce case studies
besides an application of using occupancy estimation for
energy-eﬃcient hot water production.
In the paper [4], a method of estimation occupancy has
been proposed using a supervised algorithm (decision tree)
with interactive learning concept, which is used to send a
question to the end user to collect the required training database. Only oﬃce context has been presented and analyzed,
while the current paper has proposed a method to estimate
occupancy and activities in diﬀerent contexts using an
unsupervised tool Bayesian network (BN); it depends on
the sensor data, questionnaire, and knowledge to build the
conditional probability tables. An oﬃce and 2 residential
contexts have been presented and analyzed.
Section 3 presents a state of the art about occupancy and
activity estimation. Section 4 discusses the problem statement of occupancy and activity estimation in nonsupervised
learning algorithms (i.e., Bayesian networks). Section 5 discusses diﬀerent case studies for occupancy estimations using
Bayesian network (BN) knowledge. Section 6 proposes structures and process for BN. Section 7 analyzes the resulting
occupancy and activity estimations for residential contexts.
Section 8 presents an experiment integrating occupancy
estimation and hot water production control.

2. State of the Art
In the building physics community, there is a growing
interest in occupant behavior because of its importance
in determining end energy demand and reducing energy
waste in buildings [5, 6]. Occupant behavior can be
studied from building physics to human biology, through
sociology and psychology in order to model and assess
thermal and visual comfort as well as other aspects of indoor
environmental quality.
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Reference [7] uses neural networks for the agents to learn
occupant behavior from recorded data to ensure comfort.
After a learning phase, agents know which actions increase
occupant comfort while operating in diﬀerent environmental
conditions. In a recent study, Reference [8] models various
occupancy proﬁles by calibration to predict the use of fans,
heating systems, and windows. The hidden Markov model
(HMM) and its variants have been extensively studied and
utilized quite often to detect activities in the past. Oliver
et al. [9] utilize an extension, layered HMMs in their model
SEER, to detect various activities like desk work, phone conversations, and presence. The layered structure of their
model makes it feasible to decouple diﬀerent levels of analysis
for training and inference. Each level in the hierarchy can be
trained independently, with diﬀerent feature vectors and
time granularities. Once the system has been trained, inference can be carried out at any level of the hierarchy. One
beneﬁt of such a model is that each layer can be trained individually in isolation, and therefore, the lowest layer which is
most sensitive to environmental noise can be retrained
without aﬀecting the upper layers.
Diﬀerent researches in occupancy estimation have also
been analyzed. Methods started by using single feature classiﬁers which estimate two classes (presence and absence) to
multisensor and multifeature models. The main approach,
which is applied in many commercial buildings, is the use
of passive infrared (PIR) sensors for occupancy estimation.
However, motion detectors fail to detect a presence when
occupants remain relatively still, which is a normal behavior
during activities like working on a computer or regular desk
work. This leads to consider the use of PIR sensors alone for
estimating occupancy is not suﬃcient. Combining of PIR
sensors with other sensors can be useful as discussed in
[10]. It uses motion sensors and magnetic reed switches for
occupancy counting in order to increase the eﬃciency of
the HVAC systems. However, video cameras have been used
a lot in activity recognition and occupancy detection [11].
While most of these can estimate occupancy patterns reliably, they cannot be employed in most oﬃce buildings for
reasons like privacy and cost concerns. Jaehoon Jung et al.
[12] show a normalized human height estimation algorithm using uncalibrated cameras. The algorithm tracks
moving objects and carries out tracking-based automatic
camera calibration.
Estimating activities undertaken by building occupants is
a more challenging task than estimating occupancy; however,
some of the previously mentioned sensing techniques can be
extended for this purpose. For instance, the use of pressure
and PIR sensors to determine presence/absence in single
desk oﬃces and tag activities has been discussed in [13].
However, for various applications like activity recognition
or context analysis within a larger oﬃce space, information
regarding the presence or absence of people is not suﬃcient
and an estimation of the number of people occupying the
space is essential.
Various learning models have been used by researchers in
the ﬁeld of activity recognition and occupancy analysis. This
generally involves creating a probabilistic or statistical activity model that is augmented with training data. The task of
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Figure 1: Elements of a Bayesian network: diﬀerent probability distributions.

the model is to recognize patterns that diﬀerentiate various
classes in the training data and apply this knowledge for the
prediction/classiﬁcation of test data. This allows for datadriven methods, i.e., where domain-speciﬁc knowledge is
not necessary. Reference [14] classiﬁes these data-driven
approaches as follows:
(1) Generative Modeling. Here, the target is to create a
model that uses training data samples to form a
description of the complete input feature space.
Examples include the Naive Bayes classiﬁer which
assigns a probability to every event or the hidden
Markov model which additionally models temporal
dependencies of events. These methods can suﬀer
from generalization issues in high-dimensional feature spaces because of limited training data [15]
(2) Discriminative Modeling. Rather than representing
the entire input space, discriminative modeling only
focuses on classiﬁcation. The primary objective of
such a model is to ﬁnd a decision boundary (or
boundaries). Examples include the KNN (K-nearest
neighbor) classiﬁer, decision trees, and SVMs [16]
(3) Heuristic-Based Modeling. Such models use a combination of both generative and discriminate models
along with some heuristic information [17]
In this paper, an occupancy modelling framework is
proposed which fully exploits information available from
low-cost, nonintrusive environmental sensors and knowledge. Without loss of generality, this information is then
combined with a control framework to minimize energy
consumed for hot water production. While this allows for
meaningful energy eﬃciency results in residential buildings,
the sensing requirements still pose certain limitations regarding occupant privacy.

3. Proposed General Process for Occupants and
Activity Estimation
3.1. Bayesian Network (BN). A Bayesian network (BN) is a
directed acyclic graphical model for reasoning with uncertainty among the random variables (see Figure 1). Moreover,
the variables have been shown as nodes in both cases continuous or discrete, while the direct connections between the
nodes have been shown by the edges. A probability function
has been built for each node which should take a speciﬁc
number of values for the input node variables and gives as
output; the probability distribution of the variable has been
shown by the node. This probability depends on the causal
relationships between the variables (cause/eﬀect relation).
A Bayesian network (BN) is a knowledge model of
knowledge using conditional probabilities and evidence to
derive resulting probabilities.
A tool has been developed using Python 3 to deal with the
structure of the building and the input of conditional probabilities. It is an adaptation of the libpgm module [18]. In this
paper, all conditional probabilities are determined, i.e., they
were depending on observations and analyzing oﬃce
occupant questionnaire.

4. Case Study
4.1. Experimental Setup. In this section, the diﬀerent case
studies are described which were used to evaluate the performance of the proposed algorithm. In the ﬁrst instance, an
oﬃce context is proposed because it can be considered as a
simple and initial single-zone environment with lots of
number of sensors. In addition, two residential buildings
have been investigated which vary according to sensors availability, user feedback, and complexity of the environment.
Besides, a practical example for each case study will be
presented later in Section 7.
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(1) Case Study 1. This is an oﬃce. The system of the
sensor network contains the following:

Moreover, building the occupancy model depends
mostly on analyzing historical data.

(i) An ambiance sensing network measures luminance, temperature, humidity, motions, CO2
concentration, power consumption, door and
window position, and microphone. ENOCEAN
protocol has been used [4]

The unsupervised learning algorithm is a practical
paradigm for the residential and commercial building environment, where supervised learning is mostly not accepted
by the users because of privacy issues.

(ii) There are 2 video cameras to record the real
number of occupants and activities. These 2 cameras are installed only for the validation period
(iii) There is a web application with a centralized
database for getting back continuously the data
from diﬀerent sources
(2) Case Study 2. This is an apartment context, which is
presented with a multizone application including lots
of number of sensors and diﬀerent types of activities.
The installation of the sensor network contains the
following:
(i) Temperature sensor for each room
(ii) Motion sensor for each room
(iii) Window contact sensor for each room
(iv) Door contact sensor for each room
(v) Fridge, oven power consumption, microwave,
espresso, steam cooker, kettle, and dishwasher
sensors in the kitchen
(vi) Power consumption sensors for each room
connected to diﬀerent appliances
(vii) Humidity sensor for each room
(viii) Luminosity sensor for each room
The apartment consists of two bedrooms, a living
room, a kitchen, a working oﬃce, a bathroom, and a toilet.
The doors and windows are equipped with contact position sensors, which provide a binary number related to
the position of the door or window, i.e., 1 for open and
0 for closed. Only the contact sensors give values as a
binary number while the rest of the sensors give their
respective variables to the extent of the intensity, i.e., the
temperature in the kitchen.
(3) Case Study 3. This is a multizone house with a diﬀerent number of activities while a limited number of
sensors installed only in the common room. This case
study is part of a big project where an energy management system is developed in order to improve
building energy eﬃciency. By implementing the
occupancy detection model, the control system can
be improved. The complexity of this context model
has been increased due to as follows: as in real
application settings, getting feedback from occupants
during design and validation phase was impossible.

5. Methodology
As previously mentioned, three cases of study were used to
exemplify the capability of the proposed approach to estimate occupancy and activity. In this section, the adaptations
to the methodology as mandated by diﬀerent sensory inputs
are highlighted [19].
5.1. Case Study 1: Occupancy Estimation in Oﬃce Building. In
the case of the oﬃce building, collecting occupancy and activity feedback was easy due to the presence of video cameras
and microphone. Besides, the possibility to interview occupants during the design and validation periods of the estimation models provided additional information.
This oﬃce has been equipped with 30 sensors to evaluate the occupancy and activity estimation of the trained
Bayesian network. To estimate the number of occupants,
its relationship with the sensed variables in the oﬃce environment has to be discovered. To do so, the oﬃce environment can be represented as a set of state variables,
At = A1 , A2 , … , Am t . This set of state variables A at any
instance of time t must be indicative of occupancy. A state
variable can be termed as a feature and therefore the set of
features as feature vector. Similarly, m-dimensional space
that contains all possible values of such a feature vector
is the feature space.
The underlying approach for the experiments is to
formulate the classiﬁcation problem as a mapping from a
feature vector to some feature space that comprises several
classes of occupancy or activity. Therefore, the success of
such an approach depends on how good the selected features
are. In this case, features are attributes from multiple sensors
accumulated over a time interval. The choice of interval
duration is highly context dependent and has to be done
according to the required granularity. However, some features do not allow this duration to be arbitrarily small. As
an example, it has been observed that CO2 levels do not rise
immediately, and one of the factors aﬀecting this delay is
the ventilation of the space being observed. The results presented in this paper are based on an interval of T s = 30
minutes (which is referred hereafter as 1 quantum). Features
are the information extracted from raw data, i.e., acoustic
pressure from a microphone, time slot, occupancy from
power consumption, door or window position, motion counting, day type, and indoor temperature.
One quantitative measurement of the usefulness of a
feature is information gain, which depends on the concept
of entropy [20]. Information gain is helpful to distinguish
among a large set of features, the most worthwhile to
consider for occupancy estimation. A supervised learning
approach has been used. Occupancy counting was manually
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annotated using a video feed from two cameras strategically
positioned in an oﬃce. A decision tree algorithm has been
used because it results in human readable rules and can be
adjusted using expert knowledge and yield estimation rules
(if then) from the decision tree structure. It is likely that
from the large set of features considered in [20], some
may not be useful to achieve our target of occupancy classiﬁcation. After removing less important features according to the information gain formulation, the following
main features were considered:
(1) Motion Counter. The PIR sensor in use is a binary
sensor that reports a value of 1 whenever it senses
some motion. These impulses have to be computed
for each time quantum
(2) Acoustic Pressure from Microphone. The RMS amplitude feature was deﬁned from the recording signal
(3) Occupancy from Power Consumption. Four sensors
measuring power consumption have been connected
to occupant laptops in the oﬃce
Some important questions have to be answered while
building the BN structure:
(1) What type of knowledge is relevant to collect for ﬁling the conditional probability tables of the BN?
(2) What variables within these domains should be
modeled?
(3) What are the relationships between these variables?
(4) What probabilities describe these relations?
Instead of modelling occupancy levels as the exact
number of occupants, three levels of occupancy have been
chosen: low, medium, and high number of occupants. This
reﬂects a compromise for simplicity as increasing the number
of levels increases the complexity of the table of conditional
probability of a Bayesian network structure. Reference [20]
indicates a correlation between the power consumption and
the number of occupants in the oﬃce. For the sake of simplicity, power consumption has also been discretized into
three levels: low, medium, and high or L, M, and H, respectively. This discretization yields a probability table with 9
values (Figure 2).
To collect the required information for conditional probability tables of the Bayesian network, two questions were
posed to the oﬃce occupants to determine the probability
table for power consumption:
(1) The approximate schedule of occupants arriving and
leaving the oﬃce
(2) The average time of laptop usage during working
hours
According to user answers, the conditional probability
tables are ﬁlled directly or can be calculated. It is important
to note that the calendar of occupants could be used instead

Power
consumption

L0
L1
L2

Microphone
Occupancy

Motion
counter

L M H

L

H

09
0.5.
0.2.

01
0.5
0.8

L M H

Figure 2: Bayesian network (BN) structure of an oﬃce H358.

of the question, in order to facilitate the conﬁguration of
the BN structure.
The recorded signal from the microphone can be discretized into two levels: low acoustic pressure and high acoustic
pressure or L and H, respectively. This gives a table of probabilities with 6 values Figure 2.
The following questions were proposed to determine the
probability table for the microphone:
(1) The kind of activities in the oﬃce (computer work,
presentation, and Skype meeting)
(2) The frequency of discussions between the colleagues
during the working day
The probability tables for motion counter have been
suggested according to the general knowledge for three different cases: low motion, medium motion, and high motion
or L, M, and H, respectively.
5.2. Case Study 2: Occupancy Estimation in Residential
Building. Similar to case study 1, three occupancy levels have
been chosen: low, medium, and high number of occupants.
Furthermore, similar observations about correlation between
occupancy and power consumption hold. The structure of
the Bayesian network for occupancy estimation in the apartment has been developed taking into account the interaction
between diﬀerent rooms in the apartment. It is composed of 6
Bayesian networks, which can be seen in Figure 3 as follows:
(1) Five Bayesian networks, one for each room (two bedrooms, one kitchen, one common, and one oﬃce) in
order to estimate the absence/presence in each considered room. Power consumption and motion
detector sensors have been used in each room for
presence estimation, while in the master bedroom,
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Figure 3: Bayesian network structure case study (apartment).

the time slot has been integrated because the presence
in this room is related mostly to a sleeping time
(2) One additional global Bayesian network for the
whole apartment to adapt the estimation results from
the previous 5 Bayesian networks, because of the
interactions between the rooms
Six conditional probability tables have been deﬁned for
each Bayesian network besides the global one. The global
Bayesian networks required a table of 100 values, which
include all the combinations of the absence/presence in each
room in the apartment to estimate 3 levels of occupancy: low,
medium, and high in the whole apartment.
For data collection, multiple sensors are installed in the
apartment to sense diﬀerent variables. Practically, it is
challenging for the residential application to interact with
the occupants in real time. Therefore, in this case study, the
required knowledge has been extracted from questionnaires
and analyzing historical data.
The following questions have been proposed to determine the probability tables:
(1) The average time for staying at the apartment during
a weekday and weekend
(2) The frequency of inviting short- or long-term guests
(3) The frequency of leaving the apartment for visiting
friends or traveling
According to the user answers, the conditional probabilities are either calculated or ﬁlled directly in the tables.
As presented in the Bayesian network structure (see
Figure 2), power consumption and motion detection sensors
are the most relevant features for occupancy estimation. This
has been extrapolated from previous work in the oﬃce environment due to information gain concept.
5.3. Case Study 2: Activity Estimation in Residential Building.
Tracking user activities in daily life and estimating occupant
activities are important in diﬀerent areas (i.e., mirroring

Table 1: Activity types.
Activities (1) with interactions Activities (2) without interactions
Cleaning
Talking
Doing sport
Watching TV

Working
Sleeping
Cooking
Family meal

service and also to determine best time for interacting). In
this section, activities are proposed as a human state per
room for each time quantum. In order to classify occupant
activities, two categories have been deﬁned: (1) activities with
possibility to interact and interrupt the occupants (hereafter
referred to as activities (1)) and (2) when it is inconvenient
for the occupants to be prompted for interaction (activities
(2)) (see Table 1). In this case, the interaction time with the
occupants could be recognized and utilized in more advanced
applications as explained earlier. The proposed system in this
case consists of interconnected Bayesian networks which can
be seen in Figure 4. Within the available sensors in the apartment, 4 Bayesian networks have been built for each activity
(family meal, cooking, sleeping, and working) and a global
one to adapt an estimation result, similar to what has been
analyzed in occupancy estimation.
(1) Family meal is related to time of the day, the kitchen
motion detector, and the cooking activity
(2) Cooking is related mostly to cooking time and use of
the oven
(3) Sleeping is mostly related to the slot time and motion
detector in a parent room
(4) Working is usually done in the oﬃce with consuming
power and motion detector in the oﬃce
5.4. Case Study 3: Absence/Presence Estimation. This case
study is similar to case study 2 in the sense that it also deals
with the residential built environment. However, because of
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Figure 4: Bayesian network structure case study (activities).
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Figure 6: CO2 concentration from 01/06/2016 to 01/12/2016.

limited sensing, it presents a more challenging estimation
problem than case study 2. It is a multizone and multiactivity
house with limited number of sensors located only in the living room. Here, the focus is on binary estimation of occupancy and not on activity estimation. The target from this
application is to provide a presence proﬁle over the day to
improve the control part of the energy management system.
Historical consumption has been extracted from a database, in the absence of feedback from occupants. A Bayesian
network structure of occupancy estimation has been built,
with two levels for occupancy: absence/presence. According
to [20], the most relevant sensors for occupancy estimation
are as follows:

Water ﬂow sensors give the volume consumed during
each quantum of time (i.e., 30 minutes). In order to collect
the required information for conditional probability tables,
historical data has been analyzed for power consumption,
water ﬂow consumption, and CO2 concentration. Figures 5
and 6 present, respectively, the historical data during six
months.
Figure 5 shows kWh data which has been extracted
from the smart meter. It reads the energy consumed every
30 minutes. Power consumption has been calculated to be
used in the occupant model. Similar to power consumption,
water ﬂow consumption has been extracted from the accumulated consumption in (L/h) (the liters of water consumed
each hour).
A Bayesian network structure and probability tables have
been built using these main sensors, which can be seen in
Figure 7. Due to the goal of estimating absence/presence of
occupants, two diﬀerent cases have been considered: low

(i) Total energy consumption from smart meter sensors
(ii) CO2 concentration
(iii) Total water ﬂow consumption
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Table 2: Estimation results from the Bayesian network.
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Figure 7: Bayesian network structure case for Enervalis.
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Figure 8: Generate occupancy proﬁle from historical data of CO2,
water consumption, power consumption, and expert knowledge
during one day and time quantum = 30 minutes.

consuming and high consuming or L and H, respectively. It
gives a probability table with 6 values. In a similar way, the
probability tables of water consumption and CO2 concentration have been deﬁned.
The process for calculating the conditional probabilities
in case of using historical data starts by analyzing the data
each day, which can be seen in Figure 8 to choose the
trust days (days which do not exhibit a mixed presence
proﬁle) and remove the rest. The presence proﬁle has been
generated according to the values of data sensors. Expert
knowledge is used in case of no consistency in the occupancy proﬁle, before computing the conditional probability, i.e., the conditional probability value of consuming
water during occupant presence, from a trust day in
Figure 8, is equal to 13/43 or the number of samples
where water was consumed divided by the number of samples of occupant presence. Diﬀerent trust days have been
considered to calculate the conditional probability table.

6. Results
6.1. Case Study 1. A data set covering 10 days from
04/05/2015 to 13/05/2015 has been used for building a Bayesian network structure. Figure 2 shows the results obtained
from the Bayesian network for three levels and 3 main features. Both actual and estimated occupancy proﬁles have
been plotted in a graph with the number of occupants and
time relations (quantum time was 30 minutes). The accuracy
achieved from Bayesian network was 91% (number of correctly estimated points divided by the total number of
points), and the average error was 0.09 persons. Table 2 represents the average error values for each class of estimation,
while “support” in Table 2 indicates the number of events
(sensor data each quantum time) in each class and average
support indicates the sum of all events in the 3 classes.
The oﬃce H358 was the ﬁrst initial step for analyzing the
knowledge-based approach for occupancy estimation, where
all the required information was available in this oﬃce.
6.2. Case Study 2. A data set covering the year 2016 has been
used for building a Bayesian network structure. Data for
validation were not easy to obtain from the occupants; only
3 days to test the estimation model have been collected.
Figure 9 shows the results obtained for 3 days from
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Table 3: Knowledge-based occupancy model applications.

Presence/absence probabilities
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Figure 11: Occupancy estimation proﬁle during one year over 48
half hours. It gives the probability of absence in blue color and the
probability of presence in red color for each time quantum.

11/06/2016 to 13/06/2016 which were holidays and maximum number of occupants is 4 while minimum is 1. Both
actual and estimated occupancy proﬁles have been plotted
in a graph with the number of occupants and relation to time
(time quantum was 30 minutes). The accuracy achieved from
the Bayesian network was 82% (number of correctly estimated points divided by the total number of points), and
the average error is 0.17 persons.
During one year, an average daily activity proﬁle has
been extracted over 48 half hours, which can be seen in
Figure 10. It gives the probability with possible interaction
with the user (no activities) in red color of each bar and
the probability with no possible interaction (of activities) in
blue color for each time quantum (i.e., half an hour). An
average error of 0.24 per activity has been achieved by

Multizone Multiactivity
No
Yes
Yes

No
Yes
Yes

Sensing and
Validation
feedback
+++
++
-

Yes
Yes
No

estimation of 4 activities (sleeping, cooking, eating, and
working) during 3 days.
The current framework provides an excellent trade-oﬀ
for activity recognition in a residential environment while
not requiring prohibitively expensive sensor data. In doing
so, occupancy and activity estimation is not limited to the
use of cameras anymore, thereby marking an advance on
most current research [11] which usually requires cameras
to cover the whole observation area.
6.3. Case Study 3. A data set covering six months from
01/06/2016 has been used to build the Bayesian network with
two levels of occupancy, absence/presence. Finally, the occupancy presence proﬁle over the day has been generated, to be
integrated into the control system, which can be seen in
Figure 11. It gives the probability of absence in blue color
and the probability of presence in red color for each time
quantum, i.e., at time 00 : 00, the probability of presence is
90% (red part of the bar).
Validating results directly is one of the most challenging
aspects of real applications. In this case, it was because of
the diﬃculty in contacting the end users. Consequently,
building occupants could not be involved in the energy system process with frequent interruptions. In addition, only
limited sensing is available because of privacy concerns.
Thus, both occupancy estimation and validation are challenging tasks. The solution, in this case, was to collect enough
data to build the estimation model.
In this section, three applications have been discussed
(see Table 3), and the Bayesian networks with diﬀerent
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Figure 12: Impact of occupancy estimation on the trade-oﬀ between occupant discomfort (number of hot water draws where consumption
temperate fell below 45°C) and energy consumption (number of annual reheat cycles) for four simulated houses.

structures have been applied as the solution to the problem of
occupancy and activity estimation. The diﬀerent structures
are due to diﬀerences in available sensors, knowledge, and
the complexity of the studied area.

7. Energy-Efficient Hot Water Production Using
Occupancy Estimates
Typically, hot water production systems consume energy due
to regular reheat cycles following a naive rule-based
controller.
Here t refers to the control action of the heating element
at time t. When it is set to 1, it reheats the storage vessel and
remains idle when the mode is 0. This decision is made
based on temperature sensor information from the storage
vessel T s which is compared against a threshold T tg − ΔT,
where T tg is the temperature and the vessel is reheated to
during a reheat cycle, and ΔT is the temperature and the
storage vessel is allowed to fall relative to T tg before a reheat
cycle is initiated. This behavior can be optimized by making
the reheat behavior dependent on the remaining energy content in the storage vessel and the (predicted) behavior of the
human occupant.
Here W t is the hot water volume left in the vessel, deﬁned
here as the amount above 45°C. Since the energy content in
the storage vessel is not observable directly, W t can only be
approximated using a model of the storage vessel. This model
can be built using either thermodynamics knowledge of the
storage vessel or can be learned directly from sensor data
[21]. The model then deﬁnes the remaining volume of hot
water in the storage vessel which is compared against
Σi+n
k=i W k , the amount of hot water predicted to be consumed
over the next n time steps. Furthermore, a safety margin,
M, is introduced in the control formulation to account
for unexpected draws caused by stochastic human behavior and is usually considered a ﬁxed threshold-based value.

This greedy approach to reheating the storage vessel
belongs to the family of just-in-time control strategies where
both late heating and early heating are penalized [22].
In doing so, it improves the energy eﬃciency of hot water
production while maintaining occupant comfort. This strategy is demonstrably optimal for climate agnostic heating elements such as electric resistance or gas boilers, given no
additional knowledge about human behavior. For heat
pumps, where ambient temperature aﬀects the eﬃciency, it
performs suboptimally (since an earlier reheat cycle might
beneﬁt from higher ambient temperature) thereby necessitating more sophisticated optimization strategies such as metaheuristics for planning [23]. In this work, we consider an
electric resistance heater simulated with hot water draws
from four representative households.
Stochasticity in human behavior means that, over the
long run, there are violations of occupant comfort which lead
to water consumption temperatures dropping below the
speciﬁed limits occasionally. This is mostly because predicting hot water demand accurately is extremely diﬃcult, and
sometimes the demand exceeds both the demand prediction
and the safety margin, M.
We demonstrate that by making M a function of the
predicted occupancy, the eﬃciency-comfort trade-oﬀ can
be improved upon. This new threshold takes the following
form: M t = O, where Ot is the occupancy estimate at time
t and is a probability and then replaces in the original
control formulation used to determine u1 at every time
instant. Intuitively, when the occupancy estimate is low,
the required safety margin can likewise be made lower and
vice versa. This essentially decomposes the occupant behavior into two distinct streams: one represents the expected
occupant consumption at any time (which is based on historical trends) and the second represents the possibility for
an unexpected draw (which is correlated with the occupancy
estimate) [24].
Figure 12 shows that for four simulated houses with
diﬀerent occupancy and demand patterns, 2 houses (houses
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1 and 2) gained substantially from using an occupancy estimate. The prediction error for hot water demand W t was
between 25% and 50%.The ﬁxed safety margin, M, as deﬁned
above, was varied between 10 liters and 50 liters. For each
chosen value of M, this was further modulated with an occupancy estimate Ot for controlling the threshold dynamically.
The results of this sensitivity analysis are represented by the
ellipses in Figure 12. The comfort bound exceeded index is
deﬁned as the amount of occurrences where the occupant
drew hot water at a temperature below 45°C (normalized to
an entire year). The number of reheat cycles is used as a
proxy for the energy consumed to reheat the storage vessel
on an annual basis.
It is evident from the ﬁgure that including an occupancy
estimate in the control problem can reduce the number of
reheat cycles by an additional 5% over the control strategy
deﬁned with a static threshold. Moreover, this strategy was
around 25% more eﬃcient than the rule-based control presented earlier for all the considered houses. These gains are
however a strong function of occupant behavior. Occupancy
estimates have an important modulating eﬀect on the energy
consumption patterns of the vessel. More concretely, for the
houses that show negligible eﬃciency gains (houses 3 and 4),
the estimated occupancy values were usually high which
meant the modulation did not have much impact on the
value of M (the average annual occupancy prediction was
above 0.9 for these cases). For houses 1 and 2, on the other
hand, the average occupancy prediction was closer to 0.6,
which meant that the controller could set back the reheat
cycles successfully during these times leading to lower energy
consumption or achieve better occupant comfort.
The energy eﬃciency improvements in hot water production derive from making the reheat cycles subordinate to
occupant behavior and presence/absence. In this, a prediction
of occupant demand provides most of the savings. However,
this can come at the cost of occupant comfort. Using occupancy estimates provides a way to help solve this problem.
Alternatively, it can be used to further improve energy eﬃciency while maintaining the same level of occupant comfort.

8. Conclusion
Knowledge-based approach with nonsupervised learning
procedure has been applied using the Bayesian network.
The proposed method can generalize well because the structure is not assumed; rather, it is discovered from the questionnaire and can therefore be extended to any room with
expert knowledge. Additionally, three applications have been
discussed with the Bayesian networks built using sensor data
and knowledge coming, respectively, from observation and
questionnaire. The structure of these Bayesian networks differs according to the application environment. The level of
complexity increased from one application to the other
because of missing occupancy and activity feedback, the
information available from the questionnaire, or the fewer
installed sensors.
(1) Case study 1, with an oﬃce environment, is the ﬁrst
step and perhaps the easiest environment to analyze
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and evaluate the knowledge-based approach due to
availability of all the required sensors, occupant feedback, observation (video camera, microphone, and
power consumption), and validation in one zone
area. Occupancy estimation using the Bayesian network model knowledge gave excellent performance
with an average estimation error for the oﬃce context
of 0.08 occupants over a ten-day test period
(2) Case study 2, a residential environment with multiple
zones and many activities, proved to be more complex due to the interaction between the rooms and
the requirement to estimate activities. On the other
hand, collecting data from a high number of sensors
in the apartment and the cooperation of the user for
replying to the questions during the design and validation period facilitated the construction of the
required models. An average error of 0.17 for the
number of occupants and 0.24 for activity estimation
has been achieved
(3) Case study 3 presented a more complex real-world
application. The setting was a multizone and multiactivity house with very limited number of sensors and
no possibility for obtaining feedback from the occupants. In order to cope with this case, 6 months of
historic sensor data have been analyzed to extract
the required knowledge for building an occupancy
estimation model. Because of lack of communication
with the building occupants, only limited validation
could be performed in this case
Experiments to integrate occupancy estimation and hot
water production control have also been carried out. These
conclude that energy eﬃciency can be eﬀectively increased
by up to 5% when occupancy estimates are incorporated into
the optimal control formulation.
This paper presented important results in estimating
occupancy and reducing energy demand and, in doing so, it
contributes to the growing body of literature illustrating the
energy-occupancy nexus.
Future directions of the work include using these
occupancy estimates to not just improve energy eﬃciency
but also perform active demand side management. This has
the potential to reduce energy costs for building users as well
as providing support to the broader energy grid.
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Considering the advances in building monitoring and control through networks of interconnected devices, eﬀective handling of the
associated rich data streams is becoming an important challenge. In many situations, the application of conventional system
identiﬁcation or approximate grey-box models, partly theoretic and partly data driven, is either unfeasible or unsuitable. The
paper discusses and illustrates an application of black-box modelling achieved using data mining techniques with the purpose of
smart building ventilation subsystem control. We present the implementation and evaluation of a data mining methodology on
collected data from over one year of operation. The case study is carried out on four air handling units of a modern campus
building for preliminary decision support for facility managers. The data processing and learning framework is based on two
steps: raw data streams are compressed using the Symbolic Aggregate Approximation method, followed by the resulting
segments being input into a Support Vector Machine algorithm. The results are useful for deriving the behaviour of each
equipment in various modi of operation and can be built upon for fault detection or energy eﬃciency applications. Challenges
related to online operation within a commercial Building Management System are also discussed as the approach shows
promise for deployment.

1. Introduction
1.1. Smart Building Context. Buildings have become major
drivers of energy consumption and quality of life challenges
in the modern, urbanised, society. As the potential impact
of implementing advanced sensing, computing, and communication is steadily realised, they have also become smart. In a
technical context, we view and deﬁne smartness by having the
building comply to the dual objectives of occupant awareness
and energy eﬃciency, achieved by modelling, simulation, and
control over the network of ﬁeld devices and controllers. This
leads to increased requirements on the control strategies to
balance in an online manner the needs of the building users
for comfort with the needs of the building operator for
reduced costs. Furthermore, dynamic energy pricing and
electrical grid balancing constraints impose real-time
requirements which are often addressed by means of demand
response (DR) schemes.
Usually, some tools allow knowledge discovery from
large databases with transactional information, customer

records, or other types of structured and unstructured business information. Recently, the application of data mining
methods to measurements coming from the physical world
have started driven by the emergence of Internet of Things
(IOT) solutions in industrial and smart city scenarios [1].
This has been driven to a large extent by more eﬃcient electronic components, communication protocols, and advanced
algorithms for data processing and dissemination. At their
core, data mining techniques attempt to identify meaningful,
nontrivial patterns in large bodies of data which are subsequently built into validated models and reevaluated periodically to incorporate new information from the underlying
process. The models can be purely data-based or enhanced
with domain speciﬁc expert knowledge. The data sources
are either large static databases of historical measurements
which are stored on dedicated machines or in a distributed
manner in the cloud or dynamic data streams that have to
be evaluated online for timely outcomes.
We focus on the application of such advanced data processing techniques in the ﬁeld of building automation
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systems (BAS). In particular, as buildings are key drivers of
energy consumption in the modern society, by using the
information improved decision support systems and control
algorithms can be implemented to optimise overall building
operation. Within a modular BAS structure, the heating,
ventilation, and air conditioning (HVAC) subsystem plays
a dominant role as both the main driver of energy consumption and a driver of user satisfaction with the working environment, mainly through subjective assessment of indoor
thermal conditions. Air handling units (AHU) are used to
ventilate the building with the optimal quantity of fresh
air, ﬁltering the air and conditioning it, both heating and
cooling, within limited margins. AHU control is responsible
for enabling the best ratio of outside and recirculated air
which is delivered to the indoor thermal zones of the building. In the context of this contribution, the focus is on
medium to large commercial buildings where the savings
potential has already been validated and the application of
advanced data processing and control is thus justiﬁed in
practical deployments.
1.2. Related Work. Though academic and industrial research
have developed advanced control strategies, in practice most
buildings in which some sort of BAS is available operate on
rule-based control or Proportional Integral Derivative
(PID) control loops with static schedules and signiﬁcant
oversight from the building operator. A broad overview of
data science methods applied to buildings is presented in
[2]. The main focus is on assisting building professionals in
the ﬁeld of energy management with appropriate decision
support tools. The data mining process is described in conjunction with the speciﬁc nature of the application going
from raw collected data to preprocessing, processing, modelling, prediction, and validation. In [3], a two-level load forecasting architecture is proposed for the following examples of
very short-term load forecasting: (1) several hours to one-day
prediction horizon and (2) one day to several weeks of energy
prediction. Data processing follows a Lambda Architecture,
which splits the data into 2 layers. Each layer treats data by
a diﬀerent Autoregressive Integrated Moving Average
(ARIMA) algorithm depending on the needed time window,
with real-time processing for hourly prediction or slower
processing for daily prediction.
A paper focused on energy eﬃciency improvements
leveraging available building-level data for data mining is
[4]. The authors list the main predictive tasks in which data
mining of large quantities of measurements and contextual
information is relevant. These cover building energy demand
prediction, building occupancy and occupant behaviour, and
fault detection and diagnosis (FDD) for building systems.
References [5, 6] further argue through broader studies the
relevance of data-driven approaches in timely building
energy eﬃciency applications.
Deployment of distributed sensor networks for ﬁnergrained spatio-temporal monitoring of indoor conditions
is performed in [7]. The authors argue that the statistical
modelling of the indoor environment as nonparametric
Gaussian processes can lead to reliable information that is
fed back to the Building Management System in order to
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improve the HVAC control. Wireless sensors can be implemented with limited costs as compared to conventional
wired sensors, and the monitoring architecture can be
adjusted dynamically in order to best capture ﬁeld-level
information. In [8], a thermal comfort application using
collected HVAC IoT data is presented. Building-level
benchmarking datasets [9] are highly important to assess
algorithm performance and produce reproducible outcomes. The authors present a large database of one-year
data from 507 nonresidential building energy meters,
mainly from university campuses. A model-based predictive
control for maintaining thermal comfort in buildings is
applied in [10]. The optimal comfort index is achieved by
a cost function depending on both occupant comfort and
energy cost.
As compared to traditional model-based control (MBC),
data-driven control (DDC) represents an emerging ﬁeld of
study which accounts for the need to manage the data deluge
produced by dense temporal and spatial monitoring of various systems. A broad survey on the speciﬁc nature of DDC
and comparison to MBC in various control structures is discussed in [11]. Within this concept, the steps of data mining
and classiﬁcation for prediction and assessment are seen
mainly as acting as a higher-level supervisor to ﬁeld-level
control loops in the case of tuning control parameters and
set-points and providing contextual information which
contributes to improved robustness. One good application
example is reference for DDC with random forests of regression trees [12]. In this case, multioutput regression trees are
used to represent the system dynamics over the prediction
horizon and the control problem is solved in real time in
closed loop with the physical plant.
Big data analytics for smart city electricity consumption
is presented in [13]. The authors use computational intelligence algorithms to model the consumption of eight university buildings. The outcome consists of oﬄine policies to
optimise energy usage across the campus. In [14], a diﬀerent
application is described using decision trees for occupancy
estimation in oﬃce buildings. Occupancy modelling and estimation is a critical task in smart buildings as the occupancy
level and its accurate forecasting directly impact the HVAC
conditioning strategy of the building and thus avoiding
wasteful control. Fault and anomaly detection with a rulebased system is described in [15]. The main contributions
relate to building automated anomaly detection rules with
regard to energy eﬃciency. This is achieved by combining
data mining on historical data with expert information about
energy eﬃciency. The results of the BRIDGE diagnosis strategy on a dedicated building sensor test bed are illustrated in
[16]. By considering sensor faults as data deviations, FDD
can accurately detect abnormal conditions. FDD for ventilation subsystems is also covered in [17] by using a graphbased approach.
The explicit data modelling process for smart building
evaluation is described in detail [18]. A case study is carried
out for energy forecasting of a target building using techniques such as Bayesian Regularized Neural Networks and
Random Forests. SVM is also considered, but it provides
weaker results in this speciﬁc scenario. Finally in [19], SVM
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is applied for a regression problem where instead of a class
label the output of the algorithm consists of a numeric value.
The current paper also builds upon own previous work
dedicated to decision support systems for renewable energy
campus microgrids [20] and carrying out Model Predictive
Control (MPC) for building simulations [21]. Earlier work
has also included exploratory data analysis from a single
building AHU without further analysis and implementation
of learning models at a larger scale [22]. In this context, we
have developed the contributions towards a better understanding of collected data from smart buildings. Figure 1
summarises this section with regard to the role of data mining for DDC in this scenario. This generic approach is
mapped onto our particular scenario as well. Each of the ventilation units implements local control loops which have to
comply to setpoints given by the building operator according
to occupancy schedules or seasonal adjustments. Without
inﬂuencing the low-level control, we look at input-output
data to indirectly characterise the system behaviour with
the end goal of improving the control loop parameters and
setpoints through a learning framework.
1.3. Objectives and Structure. The main objective of this paper
is thus to illustrate the application of a data mining methodology with application to smart buildings for more energy
eﬃcient operation. We consider the chosen approach as representative beyond the current case study of learning the
behaviour of the ventilation subsystem as well as extensible
to other relevant subsystems.
The main contributions of the work can be summarised
as follows:
(i) Argumentation of data-driven building modelling as
alternative to conventional system identiﬁcation or
grey-box model approximations
(ii) Presenting a case study of approaching the black-box
modelling of air handling unit (AHU) data as a data
mining problem with control applications
The rest of the paper is structured as follows: Section 2
focuses on several speciﬁc data mining techniques which
can serve as a suitable tool for HVAC subsystem data analysis
and processing in smart buildings. Section 3 reviews the

exploratory data analysis steps taken in conjunction with
expert knowledge from the facility management staﬀ. Section
4 presents a case study of one year of multi-AHU operations
collected in a medium size multifunctional campus building.
We present here the main results of our study, namely the
compressed representation of the time series data, feature
engineering, and ﬁnally results of training various multiclass
SVM classiﬁers on three input datasets. Section 5 highlights
the conclusions of the paper with an outlook on future work
and implementation.

2. Data Mining Pipeline: Theoretical
Background and Proposed Approach
Time series data mining [23] refers to the application of data
mining methodology and algorithms to time series data.
When the data is stored in conventional relational databases
or unstructured databases, these methods help by representing the data into a new format and allowing the search in the
new representation which leads to fewer original data being
inspected. Subsequently, the method has to oﬀer guarantees
about the search results and provide a means to visualise and
assess the results. The types of problems that can be solved
using time series data mining include similarity matching,
clustering, and classiﬁcation of the relevant segments. For
classiﬁcation, the segments are determined using methods
such as Fourier decomposition, Haar coeﬃcients resulting
from wavelet transformations, and Piecewise Aggregate
Approximation (PAA), which turn them into features. Then,
using suitably deﬁned distance metrics the individual examples are assigned to predeﬁned classes. This type of approach
has become highly relevant in the Internet of Things age
where data collected from the physical world includes a
relevant time component whether in the monitoring and
control of manufacturing lines, transportation system, the
environment, and smart city or smart building applications.
We present our approach to apply time series data mining techniques to the problem of building subsystem modelling. The end goal is to extract relevant information from a
building sensor time series which can ﬁnally assist the facility
management department by being integrated into a decision
support or directly into the control framework. The approach
illustrates two main techniques. Initially, we use Symbolic
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Aggregate Approximation (SAX) [24, 25] to assign symbols
to parts of the time series into a uniﬁed lower dimension representation. Support Vector Machines (SVM), a common
technique for classiﬁcation of discrete patterns of events, is
subsequently illustrated to classify the collected data in order
to achieve an indirect model of indoor conditions and operation. The application is focused on the measured exhaust
air temperature of the air handling units, as a proxy of mixed
indoor temperature. We use the other measurements as well
as contextual information, such as outside weather, time of
day, scheduling, and weekends, as additional features in the
classiﬁcation model.
Time series data mining includes various methods that
have been applied to nonparametric modelling. SAX has
been used by many researchers in various ﬁelds and relies
on assigning symbols to time series segments based on the
observed range of values. Ranges are identiﬁed through the
data histogram or in a uniform manner. The method provides linear complexity and opens up the use and application
of multiple statistical learning tools. One of the tuning factors, the number of regions, can signiﬁcantly inﬂuence the
quality of the result.
The method extends PAA [26] by assigning symbols to
the PAA-identiﬁed segments. The segments can thus be
incorporated into a Markov model to compute the probability of the observed patterns for future observations. According to the PAA method description, starting with a time
series X of length n, this is approximated into a vector X =
x1 , … , xM of any length M ≤ n. Each element of the vector
xi is calculated by

Support Vector Machines [27] for classiﬁcation problems extend linear boundary classiﬁcation problems by
imposing a minimum distance b > 0 from the class separator. In the case of two classes
w · xTk + b≥+1,

for yk = 1,

w · xTk + b≤−1,

for yk = 2

4

SVM searches for the optimal solution by minimising
the objective function:
J = w 2,
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which corresponds to maximising the distance b. As the
classes might be very close to each other or even overlapping, a slack variable ξ is introduced as follows:
w · xTk + b≥+1 − ξk ,

for yk = 1,

w · xTk + b≤−1 + ξk ,

for yk = 2

6

To keep the value of the slack variable ξ small, a penalising factor is added to the cost function:
J= w

2

n

+ γ · 〠 ξk ,

γ>0

7

k=1

The SVM parameters w and b are obtained by minimisation of J with the imposed constraints. The vector w represents a linear combination of the training examples as

n/M i

xi =

M
〠
x
n j=n/M i−1 +1 j

1

y j =1

This means that we reduce the dimensionality of the
time series from n to M samples by initially dividing the
original data into M equally sized frames and then computing the mean values for each frame. Putting the mean values
together, we achieve a new sequence which is considered to
be the PAA transform (approximation) of the original data.
With regard to computational considerations, the PAA
transform complexity can be reduced from O NM to O
Mm with m being the number of frames as the tuning
parameter of the method. The distance measure is deﬁned
as follows:

DPAA X, Y =

n
M

M

〠 xi − yi

2

i=1

It has been shown by the proposers of the method that
PAA satisﬁes the lower bounding condition and guarantees
no false dismissals such that
DPAA X, Y ≤ D X, Y

w = 〠 αjx j − 〠 αjx j

3

8

y j =2

The general form of SVM is expressed as follows:
〠 α j k x j , xk − 〠 α j k x j , xk + b≥+1 − ξk ,

yk = 1,

〠 α j k x j , xk − 〠 α j k x j , xk + b≤−1 + ξk ,

yk = 2,

y j =1

y j =1

y j =2

y j =2
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where the kernel k x j , xk = ϕ x j · ϕ xk T can take various
forms accounting to the following nonlinear class discriminants: linear, polynomial, Gauss, radial basis function, etc.
This is one signiﬁcant advantage of SVM, while accounting
for increased computing eﬀort and optimisation constraints.
In our classiﬁcation problem, namely the correct identiﬁcation of streaming data to one of the installed ventilation
units, we encounter a multiclass SVM problem, as an extension to the binary SVM problem described above. This is
handled using the one-versus-one approach [28]. This
method leads to the evaluation of all pairs of classiﬁers
among the target classes, with k k − 1 /2 binary classiﬁers.
The outcome of the classiﬁcation is achieved by counting
the respective votes of each classiﬁer to the test example.
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Figure 2: Proposed data mining approach for ventilation subsystem modelling.

Figure 2 summarises the proposed approach with regard
to the implemented data processing and learning steps as well
as their use either for human decision support or in automatic control loops at the BAS level.

3. Exploratory Data Analysis
We carry out a case study using data mining methodology on
measurements taken from four air handling units (AHU)
installed in a medium-sized campus building. The building
is a 7-story, 9000 sqm facility commissioned in 2016 hosting
the PRECIS research center. It contains multiple research
laboratories, multifunction spaces, meeting rooms, and a
large auditorium as well as administrative oﬃces. It is located
at 44°26′06.0″N and 26°02′44.0″E in a temperate continental
climate with hot summers and cold winters. Cooling is handled using on-site electric chillers while heating is provided
from a district heating network. For monitoring and control
of the various building subsystems, a commercial Building
Management System (BMS) software solution from Honeywell is implemented on a central server and used by the facility management staﬀ.
The AHU units are the main components of the ventilation subsystem of the building. They handle the ventilation function of the HVAC subsystem by extracting air
from the building and inserting a mix of fresh, air quality
objective, and recirculated, energy eﬃciency objective, air
into the building. The target building has four AHU units
labeled AHU1 and AHU2 for the top half of the building
and AHU3 and AHU5 for the bottom half. AHU setpoints
for input temperature and air pressure are set by the building operator given various seasonal, occupancy, and usage
factors. In our focus building, each AHU handles between
10 and 20 thermal zones from similarly placed and oriented areas. Though the AHU is controlled by local temperature and air pressure PID loops, the resulting exhaust
air from the building is inﬂuenced by multiple other factors such as zone-level temperature setpoints input by the
user, occupancy and activity levels, and internal loads
which make the high-level analysis relevant and worthwhile in the absence of extensive ﬁeld sensors for observing
the system.

Figure 3 presents a picture of the target building along
with a representative BMS screen for one of the ventilation
units. Access to the BMS software is either local or
remotely enabled.
Within this technical context, we proceeded to collect the
necessary raw data for our study. Data is stored in a
SQL-structured database on the central BMS server and has
been collected oﬄine for the purpose of this study. From each
of the four AHU systems, we have access to the exhaust,
input, and recirculation temperatures sampled at ﬁveminute intervals. In addition, we collected the reference outdoor temperature and air humidity values from AHU1.
Humidity is not used in the current analysis. The reference
period of the study is the year 2017, more speciﬁcally the
period from January 7th to December 31st for a total of 359
days and 103392 data samples for each of the 14 measurement points. The original time series at yearly, monthly,
and daily timescales are illustrated for the AHU1 exhaust
and input temperatures in Figure 4. The input temperature
refers to the building indoor temperature (AHU output temperature), and the exhaust temperature is determined by the
indoor activity disturbance.
Preprocessing the raw data allows the improvement of
the quality of the data that is input into the algorithms.
These steps can help mitigate faulty or erratic sensor behaviour or communication issues that can result in misleading
values or gaps in the time series. By analysing the time
series, we have observed some zero values as well as noise
in some of the data. Two preprocessing steps have thus
been implemented:
(i) Outlier removal—mainly zeros which are replaced
with the previous none zero value in the series; the
overall occurrence is below 0 1% of the dataset
(ii) Smoothing spline for noise removal even though we
sample quite infrequently (5 mins); the ﬁtting spline
parameters have been adjusted empirically
The resulting time series are input to the next stage in the
processing pipeline.
The exhaust temperature data is considered as an aggregated proxy for indoor temperature in the corresponding
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Figure 3: Target building and AHU synoptic diagram within the BMS software.

thermal zones assigned to each AHU. The building operator
currently sets empirically the input temperature set point,
pressure set point, and recirculation ratio set point. The main
preprocessing steps taken were to eliminate all zero values,
due to sensor faults or communication issues, and using a

smoothing spline ﬁt on the time series. We subsequently
compute statistical indicators in Table 1. These include the
minimum, maximum, average, and standard deviation, as
well as the skewness and kurtosis to characterise the underlying probability distribution.
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Figure 4: AHU1 input and exhaust temperatures: (a) yearly, (b), monthly, and (c) daily.
Table 1: Exhaust temperature statistical indicators.
T

AHU1

AHU2

AHU3

AHU5

EXT

Min
Max
Avg
SD
s

15.09
40.75
25.21
2.89

16.14
38.67
23.6
1.83

0.59
30.11
21.46
5.65

9.1
32.3
25.57
3.39

-15
39.6
13.78
9.87

1.85

0.41

-2.26

-1.46

-0.07

k

8.51

3.74

7.64

7.04

2.46

r

0.28

-0.22

0.5

-0.0732

—

Skewness, s = E x − μ 3 /σ3 , quantiﬁes the asymmetry of
the data around the sample mean. Negative skewness indicates left unbalanced data and positive skewness right unbalanced data. Kurtosis, k = E x − μ 4 /σ4 , is used as a metric for
how outlier-prone a distribution is. Distributions which have
a value of k higher than 3 are considered to be outlier-prone.
In addition, we compute Pearson’s correlation coeﬃcient r

between each measurement array and the outdoor temperature to indirectly determine the recirculation proportion.
Figure 5 presents the histograms for the four data series
which illustrate qualitatively the underlying probability distributions for the exhaust temperature values. AHU1–2
values correspond to more predictable zones for laboratory
and oﬃce spaces. AHU3–5 cover multifunction and administrative spaces. For subsequent data processing, the following
z-score standardisation is applied: xn = x − μ /σ.
As contextual information, Figure 6 illustrates the outdoor temperature for the analysed period. The measurement
proﬁle is typical of a temperate continental climate with hot
summers and cold winters, thinly separated by shoulder seasons where the best control strategy is no control strategy by
leveraging outdoor air as much as possible for ventilation.

4. Results
We described the outcome of the following two steps in the
data mining processing pipeline. The preprocessed time
series are represented into an aggregate form, initially
through numeric PAA segments followed by symbolic SAX
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Figure 5: Exhaust air temperature distributions.
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Figure 6: Outdoor temperature proﬁles: (a) yearly, (b) monthly, and (c) daily.

segments. One of the key tuning parameters is the number of
segments for the daily representation of each time series and
the alphabet size into which these segments are codiﬁed by
SAX. A trade-oﬀ between the number of approximating elements and the granularity of each element is presented. With

the chosen conﬁguration, this leads to a reduction of a factor
of around 30 in the data to be processed. Several SVM classiﬁers are then trained and tested on the input data with various conﬁgurations. For enabling a direct comparison, all
training is carried out on a single desktop PC, running
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Figure 8: Monthly and daily SAX results with w = 10 and a = 6.

Windows 7 Professional and MATLAB R2017b, with a
quad-core i7 3.6 GHz processor and 16 GB RAM memory.
The results are presented relative to a common benchmark,
namely, training a SVM classiﬁer with a ﬁne Gaussian kernel function on the original dataset. We highlight the outcomes while considering that the original dataset contains
substantial redundant information given the ﬁne-grained
timescale of data collection for the slow underlying thermal
processes, while the aggregated representation might lose
some information but provide faster training times which
eventually lead to faster online adjustments of an initially
lower performing model.
4.1. Data Aggregation. We apply the PAA/SAX algorithms
to the time series in order to illustrate the patterns derived
from each operation mode. By operation mode, we intend
to better understand the patterns resulting from both the
underlying thermal behaviour given occupancy and usage
patterns and weather ﬂuctuations, as well as the control
strategy decided for each of the ventilation units by the
facility manager. Here, we present the results for AHU1
at diﬀerent timescales with the input data being sampled

at ﬁve-minute intervals over one year. The time scales
are similar to the exploratory data analysis in the sense
that the yearly representation allows the observation of
major seasonal trends in operation of the ventilation system. At the monthly level, we are then able to diﬀerentiate
better shorter-term events and usage and weather variations within each season. Finally, the daily representation
is what we use further on as it gives the best representation
of usage at a ﬁne-grained scale. The tuning parameters of
the SAX algorithm are the number of segments w and the
alphabet size a. The results are shown in Figure 7 at the yearly
scale for two conﬁgurations: w = 8 and a = 4 and w = 10 and
a = 6. After carrying out multiple experiments on all the
available data, we ﬁnd that the latter parameters oﬀer a
better and more consistent representation. With the tuning
parameters w = 10 and a = 6, the monthly and daily sample
aggregations for the AHU1-normalised series are illustrated
in Figure 8.
There are several factors inﬂuencing the aggregated
patterns which we should account for. For the usage patterns, these are related to work and school holidays, weekends, and the structure of the academic year, as well as the
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Table 2: Dataset PAA header sample.

evac
Numeric

in
Numeric

rec
Numeric

ext
Numeric

iswkn
Binary

iswinter
Binary

issummer
Binary

isshoulder
Binary

Class
Target

0.2501
0.4426
1.6611
-1.2388
…

0.4406
0.8874
1.4945
-1.1770
…

0.8710
0.8515
1.4616
-1.3696
…

0.7291
0.7291
0.7291
0.7291
…

1
1
1
1
…

1
1
1
1
…

0
0
0
0
…

0
0
0
0
…

1
2
3
5
…

Table 3: SVM training results.
SVM

Accuracy
dataset-proc

AŪC

Accuracy
dataset-paa

AŪC

Accuracy
dataset-sax

AŪC

Cubic
Gauss

81.2
91.4

0.94
0.985

63.2
83.6

0.8675
0.958

70.9
84.6

0.91
0.965

work schedule at the daily scale. Using the identiﬁed
sequence, we achieve a compact representation of the data,
to be correlated with expert knowledge of the building
operator. The resulting segments can be used to reconstruct the original data.
4.2. SVM Classiﬁcation. We use SVM because it provides a
ﬂexible and powerful classiﬁer when parametrising various
kernel functions, in spite of increased computational eﬀort
for the optimisation problem. SVM is an inherently binary
classiﬁer, so for our problem of modelling the patterns of
the four ventilation units we use the extension to the multiclass setting as described in Section 3. The one-versus-one
approach involves training k k − 1 /2 binary classiﬁers, with
k the number of target classes, in our case four, and then
voting on the assignment of each observation to a particular class. The advantage is that each of the classiﬁers
are trained on a smaller sample of the input data. The
results of these three datasets are used in our experiments
for training and for investigating the performance of the
following SVM classiﬁers: dataset-proc, dataset-paa, and
dataset-sax. The datasets have the same number of features with a diﬀerent number of observations. dataset-proc
has 411692 observations representing the preprocessed
sensor readings from the ventilation units. dataset-paa
and dataset-sax both have 14360 observations. For training
the classiﬁers, we reconstruct the time series based on the
PAA and SAX representations. The data table header for
dataset-paa with one example from each class is illustrated
in Table 2:
There are four numeric features originating from the
temperature measurement at the AHU level and four binary
features which codify the temporal aspects with regard to the
day of the week and season used in training the models.
These are the following:
(i) evac—exhaust temperature of the AHU; normalised temperature values for dataset-raw and
dataset-paa and aggregated segment labels for
dataset-sax

(ii) in—input temperature of the AHU
(iii) rec—recirculation temperature of the AHU
(iv) ext—outdoor temperature; the same for all units
(v) iswkn—binary feature used to represent if the measurement was on a weekend (1) or not (0);
(vi) iswinter—binary feature used to represent if the
measurement was during winter (1) or not (0);
(vii) issummer—binary feature to represent if the measurement was during summer (1) or not (0);
(viii) isshoulder—binary feature used to represent if the
measurement was during a shoulder season (1) or
not (0); spring and autumn months are considered
to be shoulder seasons
The target class represents the numeric labels of the individual ventilation units 1, 2, 3, and 5.
Based on this input data, we go on to train the SVM
multiclass classiﬁers and describe the results. As initial testing has shown, the particularities of the dataset require a
more complex class delimiter so that we present the results
obtained with a cubic and a ﬁne Gaussian SVM, respectively. The cubic SVM kernel function has the form k x j ,
xk = x j · x k

T

3

+ 1 . The Gaussian SVM kernel function

is expressed as k x j , xk = exp − x j − xk 2 /2σ2 . In practice, we use a ﬁne Gaussian model which uses the kernel
scale P/4 with P as the number of features. The tuning
parameter for the ﬁne Gaussian is the scale factor which
is determined automatically for the presented results on a
similar random seed using a heuristic subsampling
approach. A total of six classiﬁers are thus evaluated, two
for each of the three training datasets. Each classiﬁer is
evaluated according to the following metrics: accuracy, sensitivity, speciﬁcity, and area under the curve (AUC). All
results have been obtained using 5-fold cross-validation
for improved statistical robustness.
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Figure 9: dataset-proc SVM performance.
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Figure 10: dataset-paa SVM performance.

With regard to classiﬁer evaluation, in the binary case,
given the number of positive examples P and negative
examples N in the input dataset, upon running the

classiﬁcation we obtain a number of true positive TP and
true negative TN examples. The accuracy of the classiﬁer
is given by ACC = TP + TN / P + N . Sensitivity, also
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Figure 11: dataset-sax SVM performance.
Table 4: Performance analysis.
SVM

Training time
dataset-proc

Pred. speed

Training time
dataset-paa

Pred. speed

Training time
dataset-sax

Pred. speed

Cubic
Gauss

125321
14388

1150
450

5136
58.172

9600
4200

4868
48.773

12000
4600

denoted as true positive rate (TPR), is computed as TPR =
TP/P. Speciﬁcity, also known as true negative rate (TNR)
is computed as TNR = TN/N. The precision, or positive
predicted value (PPV), of a classiﬁer is deﬁned as PPV =
TP/ TP + FP . Table 3 shows the aggregated metrics for
the six multiclass classiﬁers.
The metrics used for evaluation in our multiclass scenario are deﬁned as follows:
(i) Accuracy—the accuracy metric is a weighted average
of the true positive rates across all four classes
(ii) AUC—average area under the curve; as the ROC
curve depicts the relation between the false positive
rate and the true positive rate when the pairwise discrimination threshold is varied; in our case, we report
the average AUC between the target class and the
sum of the negative classes
Figures 9–11 below show the best results for each dataset
in graphical form. We represent the confusion matrix and
receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves for the best
AUC indicator.

Finally, we present a comparative evaluation of the training time and performance for the case study. Table 4 presents
the training time in seconds, as well as the prediction speed in
observations per second for each of the six trained classiﬁers.
A graphical representation is shown in Figure 12, which
is useful to assess the magnitude of the improvements. We
observe how, with the same number of features, when the
number of observations of the input dataset decreases by a
factor of 30 the training time decreases roughly by a factor
of 250, validating the nonlinear complexity increase of the
SVM classiﬁer with regard to input dataset size. An experimental observation is that given the automatic determination
of the kernel scale factor used, which is based on a heuristic
subsampling method, training times for the cubic polynomial
SVM kernel are signiﬁcantly larger than the Gaussian kernel
SVM on the datasets used.

5. Conclusions
The paper has presented a practical application of data mining methodology to data collected from the ventilation subsystem of a smart building. Motivation of the work has been
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mainly driven by the need to better understand black-box
building and operator dynamics in order to improve the
control strategies. The presented framework is applicable
beyond the described case study to other challenges which
might relate to occupant comfort and/or energy eﬃciency
in a building context. The results are replicable through the
available Matlab datasets and associated scripts. The important contribution of the study has been the resulting model
of the Air Handling Unit of the studied smart building
which can be used further with direct impact on the energy
eﬃciency of the ventilation system.
Our main goal has been to achieve a better understanding
of indoor temperature and ventilation operational patterns
which can lead to an improvement in the building control,
either oﬄine or online. Future work will be focused on the
automatic adjustment of AHU setpoints based on learned
analytical rules and models. Thus, the data hypervisor control would be achieved. For online operation, in order to link
the developed software routines and modules with the commercial building management system, the implementation
of a suitable middleware platform such as VOLTTRON
[29] in the target building is foreseen. With regard to the core
data mining and learning techniques, further investigation
into the most relevant kernel functions and hyperparameter
tuning can be pursued. Both high-level tools and low-level
libraries for machine learning oﬀer good potential to improve
training performance, including by leveraging cloud-based
infrastructures for data analysis and processing.
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Over the past few years, there has been a growing awareness regarding the concept of Internet of Things (IoT), which involves
connecting to the Internet various objects surrounding us in everyday life. The main purpose of this concept closely connected
to the smart city issue is increasing the quality of life by contributing to streamlining resource consumption and protecting the
environment. The LoRa communication mechanism is a physical layer of the LoRaWAN protocol, deﬁned by the LoRa Alliance.
Compared to other existing technologies, LoRa is a modulation technique enabling the transfer of information over a range of tens
of kilometers. The main contribution this paper brings to the ﬁeld is analyzing the scalability of the LoRa technology and
determining the maximum number of sensors which can be integrated into this type of monitoring and control architecture.
The sensor architecture is speciﬁc to the smart city concept that involves the integration of a large number of high-density
sensors distributed on a large-scale geographic area. The reason behind this study is the need to assess the scalability of the
LoRa technology, taking into consideration other factors, such as the packet payload size, the duty circle parameter, the
spreading factor, and the number of nodes. The experimental results reveal that the maximum number of LoRa sensors that can
communicate on the same channel is 1,500; furthermore, in order to obtain a high performance level, it is necessary to schedule
and plan the network as carefully as possible. The spreading factor must be allocated according to the distance at which the
sensor is placed from the gateway.

1. Introduction
Over the past few years, there has been a growing awareness
regarding the concept of Internet of Things (IoT), which
involves connecting to the Internet various objects surrounding us in everyday life [1]. Today, it is impossible to develop a
smart city without integrating this concept.
The main purpose of the concept is increasing the quality
of life by contributing to streamlining of resources and protecting the environment. Considerable eﬀorts have been
made to increase the level of performance associated with a
large-scale sensor network distributed on a very large
geographic area. The battery should last for decades. The
potential of these sensors is huge, as well as the number of
applications which can be developed in various ﬁelds, such
as environmental protection, smart cities, smart homes, disaster prevention, waste management, location tracking, smart
metering, industrial, agriculture, transport, and logistics [2].
Currently, there are a lot of standards, protocols, and
communication mechanisms that promise to more or less

solve the main problems of IoT. The main characteristic of
this concept is that it provides communication capabilities
to a wide number of sensors distributed over a large-scale
geographic area. The challenges are great, taking into consideration the fact that the communication distance is limited by
the resources available to these sensors (e.g., processing
power, information storage, and energy resources). Also, to
ensure the highest performance level possible, as well as the
integration of a large number of sensors, intensive research
focusing on streamlining and improving the communication
mechanism is required.
The LPWA (Low-Power Wide Area) architectures have
the highest potential. Figure 1 shows a few LPWA protocols,
such as: Weightless [3], NB–IoT (Narrowband IoT) [4],
LTE-MTC (LTE-Machine-Type Communication) [5], ECGSM-IoT (Extended Coverage-GSM-IoT) [6], LoRaWAN
(long-range wide area network) [7], RPMA (random phase
multiple access) [8], and SigFox [9].
This paper will focus on the LoRaWAN protocol, which
provides the largest communication distance; the protocol,
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Figure 1: LPWAN wireless sensors.

based on the LoRa (Long-Range) modulation, is developed
by the LoRa Alliance.
The paper is structured as follows: after a brief introduction, Section 2 presents the main challenges of the LoRa
technology, the LoRaWAN communication protocol, and
also the various solutions. Section 3 focuses on the experimental results of the developed model, while Section 4 ends
this paper.
The main contribution of this paper is the analysis of
the scalability of the LoRa technology and the determination of the maximum number of sensors that can be integrated into this architecture. The reason behind this study
is the need to assess the scalability of the LoRa technology
by taking into consideration additional factors, such as the
payload size of the package. As far as the author knows,
at this moment, there is no other similar analysis in the
scientiﬁc literature, and this is also the novelty element
of the study.

2. Large-Scale LoRa Sensors for
Long-Range Transmissions
The LoRa modulation uses a modiﬁed frequency modulation
(frequency-shift keying) that allows data to be transferred
over a range of tens of kilometers. Figure 2 shows the LoRaWAN (long-range wide area network) protocol deﬁned by
the LoRa Alliance. The Semtech-patented LoRa modulation
is used at the physical level; this modulation operates in the
ISM frequency band deﬁned by the geographic area in which
the sensors operate. The advantage of LoRa sensors is that
they operate in the ISM (Industrial, Scientiﬁc, and Medical)
license-free bandwidth, so there are no additional license
fees. The application level is deﬁned by the user above the
MAC level, already deﬁned by the LoRa Alliance. The technology is not connected to a mobile network operator, so
there is the possibility for it to be implemented by users in
an open-source manner.
In the IoT world, the LoRa communication protocol is
seen as the holy grail because it comes to solve many challenges, like ensuring high-density connectivity for large-scale
architecture sensors like those integrated in a smart city.
LoRaWAN is a low-power protocol that enables the connection of a sensor to the Internet, ensuring the lowest energy

consumption possible [10]. The communication distance can
be as long as 15 km in urban environment conditions and
much longer in rural communication setups [11].
In previous papers published by the author [12–17], different aspects of the LoRa technology were studied, tested,
and simulated. The experimental work presented in this
paper provides an in-depth analysis of the LoRa scalability
problem.
The LoRaWAN architecture is composed of sensors and
a gateway module meant to centralize and collect messages
received from various sensors. Figure 3 shows the architecture of a LoRaWAN network that includes sensors, gateway
modules, and the LoRa network server and application
server. When a LoRa node transmits a packet, it is received
by the gateway module which, in turn, sends it back to the
network server. The latter centralizes and controls the entire
LoRaWAN network, being responsible for sending MAC
commands that are designed to increase the performance
level of the architecture. The necessity of an accurate control
of sensor’s parameters is very important and must not be
neglected when designing a LoRa network [18].
The user interface application is located at the application server, the level where the user can query the data by
receiving and viewing diﬀerent reports. The main advantage
of such an architecture is that it can integrate a large number
of sensors, because the gateway modules can communicate
with multiple sensors at the same time. The network uses a
star topology so the architecture is similar to cellular networks. For a device to become a certiﬁed LoRaWAN gateway module, it must be able to receive and monitor all 8
channels simultaneously.
This feature allows for a major simpliﬁcation of the
communication mechanism and of the MAC level, because
the integration of a routing protocol is no longer required.
Thus, each sensor can communicate directly with the gateway module.
This simplicity of connectivity, supported by very longdistance communication, gives the LoRaWAN protocol the
possibility to integrate a large number of sensors, with the
beneﬁts of a cellular-like topology.
Depending on the type of the application, the LoRa
Alliance deﬁnes three classes of sensors (as presented in
Figure 2):
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(i) Class A: the sensor periodically sends packets to the
gateway module. After completing the sending process, the node keeps the receiver active for a very
short period of time, in which it can receive data
from the gateway. After completing this cycle, the
sensor enters sleep mode in order to save energy.
Also, the duty cycle parameter limits the maximum
number of packets a sensor can transmit in one day
(ii) Class B: unlike class A, this type of sensor has programmed receiving time slots. Therefore, it becomes
active more often and awaits messages from the
gateway module
(iii) Class C: this is the lowest energy eﬃciency class,
because the sensor keeps the receiver constantly
active, being able to receive messages from the gateway module at any time
Energy eﬃciency is obtained through an ALOHA channel access mechanism. When a sensor wants to send a message, it does not perform any previous checking of the
communication channel for avoiding possible collisions.
The long communication distance is obtained at the expense
of the transfer rate. The LoRa technology is deﬁned by three
main parameters: spreading factor (SF), bandwidth (BW),
and carrier frequency. The transfer rate varies by using
orthogonal spreading factors which is a compromise between
distance and emission power [19]. Thus, a high level of performance is achieved within a communication system in
which the frequency band is limited. There are a number of
papers in the literature [20–27] dealing with LoRa, but none
investigates the issue of scalability.
The European 868 MHz ISM frequency band deﬁnes a
number of 8 channels, each separated by a bandwidth of
0.3 MHz. Thus, if a sensor wants to send a message, it chooses
a spreading factor, the communication channel, and the
amount of energy used, and afterwards, it sends the message.
After the transmission, the sensor opens two reception slots:
the ﬁrst one second after the completion of the transmission
process and the second one second after the previous reception slot. In the event that the gateway module does not have

any message to be transmitted, it ignores these slots. If the
sensor does not receive any message in the ﬁrst reception
window, it does not open the next slot, thus reducing the
power consumption.
The gateway sensors can simultaneously receive and
transmit messages on all 8 communication channels, and
each of the messages can be sent with a diﬀerent spreading
factor. It is possible to use acknowledgment packets so that
the sensors have conﬁrmation that the packet has been
received correctly. The implementation of such a mechanism
will deﬁnitely contribute to the increase of the energy consumption. The sensors receive MAC commands from the
network server that coordinates the entire architecture by
adapting and modifying parameters, such as the spreading
factor and the communication channel through an Adaptive
Data Rate (ADR) mechanism. The main purpose is to
increase the level of performance [28].
By increasing the bandwidth of a modulated signal, it is
possible to compensate the degradation generated by the
noise on the communication channel. This is the basic principle of spectral spreading. In classical transmission systems
involving DSSS (Direct-Sequence Spread Spectrum), the signal emitted by the transmitter undergoes changes in accordance to a sequence of code [29].
This process is generally performed by multiplying the
desired data signal with a propagation code known as the
chirp radar sequence for LoRa modulation. The chirp
sequence is much faster than the original data signal, and
thus, the bandwidth of the given signal is extended; therefore,
spectral spreading is performed, and the interference resistance is increased.
Because of the simplicity of this communication mechanism, the hardware structure of sensors is simple; so, a major
advantage is that the sensors are very inexpensive. Also,
decreasing the number of messages that a sensor can send,
increases the energy eﬃciency.
An important aspect of modulation is that it turns each
bit sequence into a symbol, doubling the number of the output samples needed to modulate a symbol. Because of this
aspect, the LoRa technology becomes a very slow modulation.
This feature limits the applicability of the mechanism
regarding real-time monitoring systems, where latency is
important. However, this redundancy makes LoRa a very
robust modulation, capable of being demodulated below the
noise level, making it possible to reach very large communication distances.
Table 1 presents the main characteristics of the
LoRa technology.

3. LoRa Sensor Scalability Analyses and
Performance Evaluation
This section presents and analyzes the scalability of the LoRa
technology. For these reasons, the LPWAN simulation [30]
environment is modiﬁed and adapted. The open-source simulator is developed in MATLAB, allowing the integration and
development of new functionality models and mechanisms.
In the model, we have integrated the obtained parameters
presented in another paper published by the author in [12].
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Table 1: LoRa modulation.
Technology

LoRa

Technique
Modulation

Chirp spread spectrum
Frequency chirps
125 kHz
250 kHz
500 kHz
Battery lifetime of decades
Tens of kilometers
0.3-50 kbps
-137 dBm
Above 140 dB
ISM: sub-GHz
Bidirectional
14 dBm
Star
Semtech

Channel bandwidth (uplink)
Low power
Long range
Data rate
Sensitivity
Link budget
Band
Communication type
Transmit power
Network topology
Proprietary

This approach customizes simulation scenarios that have to
be as realistic as possible.
The transfer rate R can be determined by the following equation:
R = SF ∗

1
kbps,
2SF /BW

1

where SF = spreading factor (7,…,12) and BW = modulation
bandwidth (Hz).
Table 2 presents the obtained data rates and the time on
air (ToA), for a channel bandwidth of 125 kHz and using

diﬀerent payloads for the sent packets. This conﬁguration
proﬁle was integrated in the simulation model.
The main purpose was to obtain a model with a high level
of performance. The packet error rate (PER) parameter is
analyzed in order to assess the performance level. The
parameter is analyzed globally at a scenario level, and it is
expressed as a percentage, representing the ratio between
the number of erroneous received packets and the total number of sent packets.
This parameter is strictly inﬂuenced by the number of
collisions that may occur on the communication channel.
Most of the time, these collisions occur because of the big
number of sensors. In the case of the LoRa communication,
two messages sent on the same channel with diﬀerent spreading factors will not interfere with each other, but there may be
collisions due to the capture eﬀect phenomenon.
In experimental scenarios, each LoRa sensor sends
packets using diﬀerent conﬁgurations (e.g., spreading factors). The PER parameter is inﬂuenced by any collisions that
may occur on the communication channel. Thus, for a
spreading factor SF = 7, we have, as shown in Table 2, a transfer rate of approximately 6.83 kbps; still, the communication
distance is reduced, in comparison to using a higher spreading factor. In the ﬁrst set of modeled scenarios, all sensors
communicate using the same spreading factor, while other
parameters vary.
The main contribution of this paper is the analysis of the
LoRa technology scalability. The inﬂuence of the packet payload was analyzed. From the author’s best knowledge, this is
the ﬁrst paper that addresses this issue and proposes diﬀerent solutions.
Figure 4 shows the PER parameter when a number of
10,000 sensors are integrated. The spreading factor used is
7. The duty cycle parameter is approximately 0.02%, because
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Table 2: LoRa data rates and time on air.
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Figure 4: The packet error rate parameter for SF 7 with
10,000 sensors.

we consider this value to be realistic and appropriate to many
IoT application.
In order to evaluate the performance level with the purpose to model the sensor network, the payload of sent packets
varies from 10 bytes to 30 bytes, 50 bytes, and 70 bytes. To
achieve an acceptable performance level, it is recommended
that the PER parameter does not exceed 10%, thus avoiding
the resending of packages.
From the obtained results, we can see that for a 10%
PER, when a 70-byte payload is used, the network integrates a number of 200 sensors. We can integrate 50 sensors for a 50-byte payload and almost 1,000 sensors for a
30-byte payload.
If a 10-byte payload is used, the maximum number of
sensors that can be integrated into a LoRa architecture is
approximately 1,500. Taking into account that a gateway
module can communicate and monitor 8 channels simultaneously, the number of sensors that can communicate on a
channel can grow even more.
Figure 5 shows the PER parameter when a number of
2,000 sensors are integrated and the spreading factor used
is 12. The use of the maximum spreading factor determines
the selection of the longest communication distance and
the lowest transfer rate.

The obtained results show that the PER level is much
higher even if the transfer rate is considerably reduced (as
shown in Table 2) because the time on air is much higher;
so, the packet is more susceptible to collisions. Whereas in
the ﬁrst case we had a PER of 15% for 2,000 sensors if a
10-byte payload was used, in this case, we get a PER of
about 98%.
Thus, the experimental scenario where the lowest transfer rate is approximately 0.36 kbps provides the highest
PER. These aspects should not be neglected when implementing a LoRa sensor architecture.
Most of the time, the default settings of these sensors
involve the use of a spreading factor of 12, obviously for reasons related to the communication range; this results in the
crowding of the communication channel, the increase of
the number of collisions, and, consequently, in the drastic
decrease of the performance level.
Figure 6 shows the PER parameter when 5,000 sensors
are integrated and the spreading factor used is 7. This
experimental scenario involves using the highest transfer
rate (6.8 kbps) at the expense of the data transfer distance.
It can be noticed that for a number of 5,000 sensors when
a 10-byte payload is used, we get a PER of 30%, and when
the payload is 70 bytes, PER is 80%. It is obvious that for
a value of 100% associated with the PER parameter, no
packet is received, and for a value of 0%, all packets are
received correctly.
As expected in the case where the payload of the packets
is increased, the time on air is also increased; this increases
the chances of collisions. The obtained values characterize
the LoRa communication mechanism, which is a speciﬁc
ALOHA. For a possible increase of the performance level, it
is imperative to implement a communication channel veriﬁcation mechanism.
Figure 7 presents the PER parameter when 1,000 sensors
are integrated and the spreading factor used is 12. It can be
noticed that for more than 1,000 sensors, when a payload
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of 10 bytes is used, the PER is 92%, and when the payload is
70 bytes, the PER is 100%.
A comparison with previous scenarios in which SF was 7
reveals the dramatic increase of the PER parameter in the
case of long communication distances; consequently, the SF
is as high as possible. For these reasons, a better understanding of the LoRa communication mechanism is needed in
order to increase the performance level as much as possible.
Choosing most often the conﬁguration that ensures the highest radius of communication determines the signiﬁcant
decrease in the number of nodes. This decision must be based
on the speciﬁcs of the application.
In the second set of modeled scenarios, all sensors communicate using the same spreading factor; the duty cycle
parameter is being modiﬁed this time by altering the total

number of packets sent by each sensor within the network.
The main purpose is to assess how the duty cycle inﬂuences
the performance level.
Figure 8 shows the PER parameter in which the duty
cycle is varied from 0.1% to 0.5% and the spreading factor
used is 7. The maximum regulated duty cycle is 1%, taking
into account the limitations imposed by the ISM operation
band and the communication power. Thus, the access of a
sensor to the communication channel is limited. From the
obtained results, it can be noticed that for a duty cycle of
0.5%, the PER parameter reaches the maximum value of
100%, corresponding to the case when no package is received;
in comparison, when the duty cycle is 0.1%, the maximum
PER is approximately 75%.
The results highlight the importance of choosing properly the spreading factor and the duty cycle when the initial
implementation of sensor network is performed. Another
parameter that should not be neglected and which is of crucial importance is the payload.
In the third set of modeled scenarios, all sensors communicate using diﬀerent spreading factors; this time, the number
of nodes and the payload of the package are being modiﬁed.
The purpose of this analysis is to determine the maximum
number of sensors that can communicate on a LoRa channel.
Thus, for 120 seconds, the LoRa sensors will send random
messages using diﬀerent spreading factors.
Figure 9 shows the PER parameter when the payload of
packets sent by sensors varies from 10 bytes to 30 bytes, 50
bytes, and 70 bytes. In this test scenario, the sensor network
has integrated a number of 1,000 LoRa nodes.
From the results, we can see that the PER parameter
increases at the same time with the payload. Thus, for 1,000
sensors, we get a PER of about 40%, while for a 70-byte payload, we get a PER of about 72%. Thus, when the developed
LoRa network is deployed and tested, it is very important to
choose the appropriate payload. This will inﬂuence the performance level and the number of sensors that can be integrated into the architecture. In this situation, we have a
uniform distribution of the spreading factor used and,
implicitly, a more eﬀective coverage of the spectrum.
Figure 10 shows the PER (packet error rate) parameter
when the number of LoRa sensors varies from 1,000 to
10,000 nodes.
As expected, with the increase in the number of nodes,
the PER parameter increases exponentially. Within this test
scenario, the payload is 50 bytes. From the results, we can
see that for 1,000 sensors, we get a PER of about 50%; for
4,000 sensors, a PER of 90%; and for 10,000 sensors, a PER
of 98%.
Depending on the speciﬁcity of the application, in order
to ensure the highest level of performance by reducing as
much as possible the number of retransmissions, it is not recommended that the PER parameter exceeds 10%.
Figure 11 shows a way to allocate the spreading factor
parameter based on the distance of the sensors from the gateway module.
The gateway module is placed in the center of the ﬁgure.
As we can see, the number of sensors with a high spreading
factor decreases with the increase of the distance from the
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spreading factors be minimum. When the nodes use a high
spreading factor (e.g., SF = 10, 11, and 12), the communication channel will be occupied more times, this means that
the packets are prone to collisions caused by concomitant
transmissions. The use of diﬀerent spreading factors entails
an orthogonal feature that enables the integration of a high
number of nodes.
The main contribution of this paper is a detailed analysis
of the LoRa technology scalability. In the paper, diﬀerent scenarios that were analyzed included the inﬂuence of the LoRa
number of nodes on the PER parameter and the impact of the
duty cycle parameter on the performance level of the network. Also, the inﬂuence of the packet payload was analyzed.
The novelty of this work consists in the payload analyses.
Possible solutions to increase connectivity maintaining a
high level of performance were proposed by the author.
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Figure 9: The packet error rate parameter for 1,000 LoRa nodes.

gateway. This allocation method has been proposed to
increase the performance of the topology by reducing the
number of collisions.
A possible distribution of the LoRa sensors considering
their distance from the gateway module is shown in
Table 3. In order to ensure connectivity when the distance
from the gateway is increased, the spreading factor is also
increased by the network server. This aspect generates a high
number of collisions because the packets spent more time on
air. The optimization of the radio communication parameters is done by using MAC commands. These commands
allow the network server to fully control the entire LoRa network composed of thousands of nodes.
In order to obtain a good level of performance, the number of LoRa nodes that use a high spreading factor must be
limited. Thus, it is crucial that the nodes that use high

4. Conclusions
In this paper, the level of performance of the LoRa technology is assessed by performing a scalability analysis. Thus,
the main purpose was to determine the maximum number
of sensors that can be integrated into such an architecture
speciﬁc to the concept of IoT.
Furthermore, a series of solutions and possible improvements that can eﬃciently contribute to increasing the performance level has been presented. The main contribution of
this paper is the analysis of the LoRa technology scalability.
The inﬂuence of the packet payload was analyzed. From the
authors’ best knowledge, this is the ﬁrst study that addresses
this issue and proposes diﬀerent solutions.
The varied parameters from the analyzed scenarios were
the following: the spreading factor, the size of the packet
payload, the number of nodes, and the duty cycle parameter.
If the packet payload is increased, the time on air also
increases, thus becoming more susceptible to collisions.
The obtained values characterize the LoRa mechanism,
which is a speciﬁc ALOHA [26]. One possible solution
would be to implement and integrate a channel access
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Figure 11: LoRa sensor SF distribution.
Table 3: Spreading factor allocation.
Spreading factor

Percentage of sensors

SF = 7

40%

SF = 8

25%

SF = 9

15%

SF = 10

10%

SF = 11

8%

SF = 12

2%

mechanism; this mechanism can reduce the collisions that
decrease the performance of the architecture.
For these reasons, a better understanding of the LoRa
communication mechanism is needed so that the performance level is as high as possible. Choosing most of the time
the conﬁguration that ensures the highest radius of communication determines a signiﬁcant decrease in the number of
nodes. This decision has to be made according to the speciﬁcity of the application, taking into account several factors.
The obtained results highlight the importance of properly
choosing the spreading factor and the duty cycle, when the
sensor network is initially implemented. Another parameter
of crucial importance that should not be neglected is the payload. The experimental results show that once with the
increase of the spreading factor, the PER parameter also
increases, even if the transfer rate decreases considerably.
This behavior is generated by the particularity of the LoRa
communication mechanism.
The experimental results obtained show that the maximum number of LoRa sensors that can communicate on
the same channel is 1,500 in the conﬁguration with a SF of
7 and a payload of 10 bytes. Thus, in order to achieve a high

level of performance, it is necessary to plan the network as
carefully as possible, and the spreading factor has to be allocated depending on the distance of the gateway mode sensor.
Also, the package size should be as small as possible so that
the collision packet exposure is as small as possible.
The number of sensors assigned to operate on a certain
spreading factor must be carefully monitored to avoid retransmissions and lower performance levels. Thus, at the level of the
network server, the implementation of a mechanism that
avoids the allocation of the same factor to a very large number
of sensors is necessary; the mechanism can also monitor the
distance at which these sensors are placed. Only with an accurate control of these parameters is it possible to integrate as
many sensors as possible.
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As IoT systems spread, transmissions of all data from various sensing devices to a remote OM (Operation and Management) server
through the Internet can lead to many problems, such as an explosion of network traﬃc and delayed responses to data. Fog
computing is a good means of resolving these problems in an IoT system environment. In this paper, a management method for
sensor data in a fog computing node is proposed. The monitoring node monitors data from sensor devices using a data pattern
from the OM server, which dynamically generates and updates the pattern. The monitoring node reports only the data beyond
the normal range of the pattern to the OM server rather than sending all data to the OM server. The monitoring node can
control the operations of sensor devices remotely according to the requests of the OM server.

1. Introduction
Currently, the Internet of Things (IoT) [1] is used in intelligent homes, smart buildings, factory automation systems,
intelligent transportation systems, and autonomous car
management systems. An IoT system consists of a number
of sensors, actuators, and computing nodes. Generally, these
leaf-node devices do not have enough computing resources
to supply intelligent services. Therefore, one or more servers
must undertake the processing, storing, and classifying of the
data. Though a server or a cluster of servers is able to process
all data generated by leaf-node devices, network problems
such as traﬃc explosions or delayed transmissions can occur
if the number of IoT systems increases. To alleviate these
problems, the concept of fog computing [2–5] has been
introduced. Fog computing does not store massive amounts
of data on a large data server; instead, the data is stored near
the data source. Fog computing has the advantage of mitigating network traﬃc that is concentrated on the server.
Traditional fog computing nodes simply performed
ﬁltered data transmission using a ﬁltering criterion provided
by a human administrator. A smart gateway [6] reduces the
communication overhead of the core network and reduces
the burden on the cloud. The human administrator of the
smart gateway must change the ﬁltering criterion when

necessary. On the other hand, the system proposed in this
paper automatically establishes and updates the ﬁltering criterion without the administrator’s intervention. Adaptive
monitoring (AdaM) [7] refers to a framework that reduces
the volume of generated data as well as the network traﬃc
between IoT devices and data management endpoints. AdaM
uses both adaptive sampling and adaptive ﬁltering algorithms and dynamically adjusts the monitoring intensity
and the amount of data disseminated through the network
based on the current metric evolution. Unlike the monitoring
node proposed in this paper, AdaM runs on an IoT device
itself. Therefore, it can be applied to IoT nodes with certain
types of computing hardware. The cognitive IoT gateway
[8] is a type of fog node. The cognitive IoT gateway reduces
the network traﬃc between IoT devices and cloud servers
by migrating server applications to the gateway. It uses a
machine learning algorithm to determine where to execute
IoT applications between a fog node and a cloud server based
on hardware information pertaining to the gateway, such as
the CPU utilization, memory usage, and network bandwidth
values. The cognitive IoT gateway diﬀers from the proposed
monitoring node in that it deals with the deployment of
applications. Research from another point of view suggests
a multi-core-based edge server type of architecture to
improve the performance of the edge (fog) computing. An
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edge server which corresponds to a fog node is a server with
limited capabilities, though it must handle large amounts of
data in real time. Another study suggested the use of many
core systems to oﬀer high-performance computing and caching services for these types of limited servers [9]. Using
many-core systems for each edge server can be costly in a
smaller IoT system. An edge-side company storage framework was also proposed to store IoT data [10]. Edge servers
also usually have limited resources and small amounts of
storage. When an edge server lacks a storage space, the
edge-side company storage framework shares the storage of
other near-edge servers to avoid long delays when oﬄoading
data to a cloud server. While the aforementioned study [10]
concerns the eﬃcient management of the storage space, this
paper focuses on the data ﬁltering issue.
A better means of reducing network traﬃc and the
server workloads in an IoT system environment was proposed by the authors [11]. The ﬁltering criteria in that study
are automatically generated by the OM server using raw
data from the sensor devices. The functional architecture
of the method is described but detailed schemes for the collection, management, and transmission of sensor data are
not included.
This paper expands on the earlier work [11] and includes
a detailed communication scheme between monitoring
nodes and sensor devices, a method for the adaptive generation of data patterns and the monitoring of sensor data, and a
method by which abnormal data are transmitted to an OM
server in an IoT system environment. The implementation
of a prototype of an IoT system is undertaken to demonstrate
the feasibility of the proposed method and to measure the
response time of the fog node.
This paper proceeds as follows. Section 2 brieﬂy introduces the concept of fog computing and explains the proposed operational process of our system. Section 3 describes
the functions of the monitoring node to support the operations presented in Section 2. After the implementation of
the prototype, the response time measurements and a discussion of the traﬃc reductions which can be expected when
using this system are presented in Section 4. The concluding
remarks are given in Section 5.

2. Fog Computing
2.1. Architecture. Figure 1 shows a typical architecture of a
fog computing system, which has three hierarchical systems.
The monitoring nodes, also known as fog nodes, connect several IoT systems to the OM server. A monitoring node is a
proxy of the OM server, and it manages the IoT system.
Sensed data generated by IoT devices are transmitted to
and processed by the monitoring node instead of the OM
server. The monitoring node manages received data and
reports only abnormal situations which arise to the OM
server. As a result, the network traﬃc and workload of the
OM server are reduced.
2.2. Proposed Operational Process. The aim of this study is to
provide the following operations to the IoT system using the
monitoring nodes of fog computing and the OM server. (1)
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When a new sensor device is connected to the monitoring
node, the monitoring node recognizes it and reports it to
the OM server in real time. (2) The sensor device transmits
data to the connected monitoring node. The monitoring
node stores the data received from the sensor device. (3)
When the monitoring node receives the data in step (2), it
also checks whether a data pattern exists for this device. If a
data pattern does not exist, the monitoring node transmits
the received data to the OM server to generate a data pattern.
(4) The OM server acquires the data from the monitoring
node and generates a pattern for this speciﬁc sensor device,
which is a collection of sets of values and generation times
of data from the device. This pattern informs us of ﬂuctuations of normal data values with respect to the time of day.
(5) When a pattern is generated with suﬃcient data, such
as data collected over several hours, the OM server sends
the data pattern to the monitoring node. These operations
can be called the pattern generation process, and they are
depicted in Figure 2. We assume that an IoT device is connected to only one monitoring node. One monitoring node
may have multiple IoT devices, and one OM server may have
multiple monitoring nodes.
After the data pattern is generated, monitoring operations can take place. (1) Sensor devices transmit data to the
monitoring node. The monitoring node stores the received
data. (2) The monitoring node also compares the IoT data
with the data patterns. (3) If the value lies within the acceptable deviation range, steps (1) and (2) are repeated. This
range may be set by the administrator. For example, a 5%
range means that ±5% of the diﬀerence between the received
data value and the pattern value is accepted as a normal case.
(4) If the value is beyond the normal data pattern range, the
monitoring node records this in a log ﬁle. The monitoring
node takes a proper action to control this, and it also reports
this abnormal value to the OM server with the corresponding
time information. (5) The OM server recognizing the abnormal situation can analyze the data and alert the administrator
or may reﬂect the data when updating the corresponding
data pattern. (6) The server may request the monitoring node
of the stored data in a speciﬁc time interval for operation and
management purposes.
The advantages of the proposed method compared to
other fog computing mechanisms include the fact that data
ﬁltering is performed on a per-device basis given a data pattern for each sensor device. Unlike other mechanisms, our
method does not require any human eﬀort to provide data ﬁltering criteria (normal data patterns), and data patterns are
created systematically and provided by the server. The data
patterns can dynamically adapt to appropriate situations;
for example, diﬀerent versions of data patterns can be made
with respect to the time of day or considering seasonal or
climate changes.

3. Management of Sensor Data in a
Monitoring Node
For the operations of the previous section, the monitoring
node was designed to have the functions shown in Figure 3.
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3.1. Data Storage. The sensor devices of an IoT system can
generate data frequently or periodically. The data storage
component stores the data in a compressed form to reduce
the storage capacity. When unexpected or abnormal data is
received, the data storage component must keep logs for system management and failure tracking.
The data storage component requires an eﬃcient data
management scheme to prevent performance degradations.
The monitoring node manages data in a block by block manner in order to improve the eﬃciency of data search and
transmission processes. A data set includes data values, identiﬁers of the device and sensor along with a timestamp to distinguish which IoT device generated the data as shown in
Figure 4. The data storage component also responds to
requests from the OM server. When the OM server requests

speciﬁc data or data generated during a given time interval,
this component searches for and retrieves the data from storage and sends the data to the server.
3.2. Communication Management. This component transmits data from/to IoT devices to/from the OM server. Each
IoT system can use diﬀerent communication protocols, such
as Modbus [12], MQTT [13], or CoAP [14]. IoT systems cannot be accessed by an OM server unless this protocol diﬀerence is resolved. By converting legacy communication
protocols between IoT devices and the monitoring node to
a common standard Internet protocol between the monitoring nodes and OM servers, the monitoring node can connect
diﬀerent IoT environments and therefore achieve scalability.
The Data Distribution Service (DDS) of the OMG (Object
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Management Group) [15, 16] can be used as the common
Internet-side protocol.
We explain the communication management component
with respect to the Modbus protocol. The Modbus protocol is
a master/slave type communication protocol. The master
sends a request to the slave and waits for a response, and
the slave sends a response to the master (Figure 5). Typically,
Modbus includes the Modbus RTU based on serial communication and the Modbus TCP based on socket communication. We used the Modbus TCP in this research.
The Modbus TCP protocol sets up necessary information
(e.g., IP address and port number) for socket communication
and attempts to make a connection from the master to the
slave using the information.
After a connection is made, the master requests data from
the slave according to the Modbus frame format shown in
Figure 6, and the slave sends a response. Modbus deﬁnes
six function codes, as shown in Table 1, for requests to the
slave from the master.
We set the monitoring node as the master and each IoT
device as a slave. Figure 7 shows the message exchange diagram. The monitoring node requests data from a slave by
sending a message with function code 4 to the IoT device,
and the IoT device transmits a response matching the
requested function code. The data in the reply from the IoT
system are sent to the data storage component via IPC
(Inter-Process Communication).
The communication management component uses DDS
to communicate with the OM server. Therefore, the monitoring node converts legacy protocols to DDS to send IoT data
to the OM server. To support high ﬂexibility in protocol conversions and adaptations to monitoring data updates, the
monitoring node applies DDS-XTYPES, which are extensible
types for DDS.
DDS represents data in a structure known as a topic.
Figure 8 shows the structure of a topic. Topics are composed
of a name and a type. A topic name refers to the identiﬁcation
of data in a DDS domain network. The topic type information also includes the type name and its data structure. The
type information must be deﬁned before creating topics.
OMG deﬁned the extensible types for DDS speciﬁcations
to make the topic creation and deﬁnition processes ﬂexible.
Figure 9 shows the topic representations of DDS-XTYPES.
DDS-XTYPES speciﬁes how to express the structure and
the attributes of a DDS topic. When DDS undertakes the
endpoint discovery process, the participating DomainParticipant can forward the structure information, expressed in
the DDS-XTYPES form, of the endpoint discovery messages.
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Figure 5: Communication topology of Modbus.

When DDS DomainParticipant receives endpoint discovery
messages including DDS-XTYPES information, the DomainParticipant can understand and use the topic even if the information of the topic was unknown to the DomainParticipant.
The proposed communication technique can undertake
ﬂexible communication and monitoring using DDSXTYPES. In order to apply DDS-XTYPES, the monitoring
node must know the type of data transmitted by a legacy
protocol. The monitoring node has IDL (Interface Deﬁnition
Language) ﬁles representing these data structures, and the
node converts IoT data to a DDS topic using the IDL information. These IDL ﬁles are written by device manufacturers
and are downloaded from the OM server. When the IDL
information or topics are updated, these changes are propagated through DDS’s endpoint discovery processes with
DDS-XTYPES. Examples of such cases include those when
existing monitoring information is changed or when new
monitoring information is added by a new sensor node or
a monitoring system. Due to these DDS propagation processes, the monitoring nodes and OM servers can adapt to
these changes during runtime without any modiﬁcation or
compilation processes.
3.3. IoT Monitoring. This component monitors the connection states and operational states of connected IoT devices.
An IoT device may fail or may sometimes be detached. If
the communication channel between the device and the
monitoring node is unreliable, communication may fail.
The monitoring node continuously checks the state of the
channel and the device when possible.
The monitoring node attempts to collect the device information of each IoT device, such as the manufacturer/model
name, hardware information, address, and other parameters.
If this proﬁle information is embedded in the device and if
the communication protocol between the device and the
monitoring node is capable of delivering the proﬁle, the
monitoring node can obtain the device information. For
example, when a new IoT device is plugged into the IoT
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Table 1: Modbus function code.
Function type
Bit access
Data access
16-bit (word) access

system, this component of the monitoring node may automatically detect the device type and status. It then reports this
information to the OM server in real time.
The device is also controllable through the monitoring
node if necessary. This IoT monitoring component controls
the IoT device by transferring messages with function code
5 and the device ID and sensor ID to the slave, as described
in Figure 6. For example, if the monitoring node recognizes
that the value of a temperature sensor exceeds a certain
threshold after reading the temperature, the monitoring node
turns on the air conditioner by transmitting the message with
the function code “Write” and changing the registry value
controlling the air conditioning power of the IoT device.
3.4. Data Monitoring. This component analyzes the collected
data. The monitoring node receives the data pattern from the
OM server to judge the normality of the received data. The
data storage component saves the data received from a sensor. The values of the received data are then compared with
the data pattern. If the data is not in the normal range, the
monitoring node records this in a log ﬁle and reports the
occurrence of abnormal data to the OM server. An example
of such a pattern is given in Table 2.
The OM server generates a data pattern for the monitoring node to detect abnormal data from IoT devices. There are
many technologies for generating patterns, but a simple
primitive method is used as the initial ﬁrst trial. As shown
in Figure 10, the OM server divides 24 hours into 144 sections of ten-minute periods and calculates the average of
the sensor data values collected from the monitoring node
during each time section. The OM server maintains the
sequence of the average values as the data pattern for a speciﬁc IoT device.
The OM server sends the generated data pattern to the
monitoring server by putting in a DDS topic, as shown in
Figure 11.
The OM server must update the data pattern to adapt to
change of normal values due to environmental issues, such as
seasonality changes. The monitoring node reports to the OM

Function name

Function code

Read discrete inputs
Read coils
Write single coil
Read input register
Read holding registers
Write single register

2
1
5
4
3
6

server when a value beyond the acceptable deviation range is
received or when data are continuously received from a
device whose values are close to the maximum/minimum
range of the data pattern.
Figure 12 is a diagram showing a data pattern of a sensor
device. Data values within the range of section (a) are
regarded as normal; hence, the monitoring node stores the
data in this case without further action. Data values in section
(b) are also regarded normal, and the monitoring node stores
the data. In this case, the frequency of data of section (b) is
also counted, and the monitoring node requests an update
of the data pattern if the frequency is high. Because the data
in section (c) exceeds the normal range, the monitoring node
transmits the data to the OM server.
The OM server is able to reconﬁgure the monitoring of
IoT systems by updating the data patterns of IoT devices
and downloading them onto the monitoring node. The monitoring node uses the Docker platform, which allows the node
to install new software onto the monitoring node. For example, the monitoring node can download and install a new
algorithm to detect abnormal data from the OM server.

4. Performance Evaluation
We implemented a prototype system to demonstrate the
feasibility of the monitoring node in this study. The middle
part in Figure 13 represents the sensors and an actuator. A
DHT-22 temperature-humidity sensor, an IR sensor, an
MQ-135 gas sensor, and a small fan are used with Arduino.
We used an Apple MacBook Pro 2017 (Intel dual-core
i5-7360u, 3.1 GHz) for the monitoring node and a Gigabyte AERO (i7-7700HQ, 2.8 GHz, Ubuntu 18.04) for the
OM server.
Advantages of the proposed monitoring node include the
fact that the monitoring node can control IoT devices more
quickly than the OM server and the monitoring node can
reduce network traﬃc.
First, we show how quickly the monitoring node controls IoT devices. We positioned a heat source near the
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Figure 7: Modbus connection conﬁguration and information transfer procedure. CM: communication management; FC: function code.

Topic name: foo
Type name: Sensor
struct Sensor{
@key
long
type_id;
float
temp;
float
hum;
}

Figure 8: DDS type composition.

temperature-humidity sensor on purpose and measured
the response time, i.e., the delay from the time the IoT
device, Arduino, sends the measured high-temperature
value to the monitoring node up until the time the Arduino device receives a control message to turn on the fan
from the monitoring node. The average of 36 measurements was found to be 30.220 milliseconds. If the monitoring node is not used, the sensed value is sent to the
remote OM server and the server sends back a control
message. The server’s response time will approximate the
monitoring node’s response time plus the network roundtrip delay. The network delay to the OM server depends
on the distance and the number of router hops from the
IoT system to the OM server. In this experiment, we used
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Table 2: An example of a data pattern for an IoT device.
Date
2018-01-01
2018-01-01
2018-01-01
2018-01-01
:

Time

Mean normal value

Acceptable deviation

12:00:00
12:00:30
12:01:00
12:01:30
:

20.05
20.05
21.00
21.00
:

5%
5%
5%
5%
:

2018-01-01 00:01:00

24.50

Sensor data collected
every 30 sec.

…

2018-01-01 00:09:30

24.00

2018-01-01 00:10:00

23.00

2018-01-01 00:10:30

24.00

2018-01-01 00:11:00

24.00
…

2

24.00

…

Second
10-min.
time section

1

Value

…

First 10-min.
time section

Time
2018-01-01 00:00:30

2018-01-01 00:19:30

25.00

2018-01-01 00:20:00

24.50

Compute the average of
20 sensor values
collected during 10 min.

…
21.00
…

1
4
4

20.00

2018-01-01 23:51:00
…

144th 10-min.
time section

2018-01-01 23:50:30

2018-01-01 23:59:30

19.50

2018-01-01 24:00:00

20.00

Compute the average of
20 sensor values

Figure 10: 144 sections of data.

the average roundtrip delay of the North America region,
which is 36.737 milliseconds [17].
As shown in Table 3, the response time of the monitoring
node is shorter than that of the cloud server. If we consider
the heavy workload at the server due to the considerable

amount of traﬃc from many IoT devices, the server’s
response may become even slower.
We performed a simple evaluation to depict the second
advantage of the monitoring node. Figure 14 shows the
shapes of the network traﬃc changes. From times 0 to T1,
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Table 3: Comparison of response times (unit: ms).

Topic name: Data pattern

Average response time of the
monitoring node
Average response time of the
cloud server

Type name: Temperature Sensor
Struct Sensor{
long Device_id;
long Sensor_id;
float temp[144];
}

1.0
Network traffic ratio

Value
c
b
a

Representative value +3%

a

Representative value

b

Representative value −3%

c

0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0.0
T1

Representative value −5%
0

30 220 + 36 737 = 66 957

1.2

Figure 11: Topic for a data pattern.

Representative value +5%

30.220

T2

T3

Time
24 hours

Figure 12: Comparison of received data with the data pattern.

Error rate (0.5)
Error rate (0.4)
Error rate (0.3)

Error rate (0.2)
Error rate (0.1)

Figure 14: Network traﬃc reduction over time.

Figure 13: A prototype implementation of a monitoring node and
an IoT system.

the monitoring node discovers a new sensor device and
establishes a connection with it. Upon reaching time T1,
the discovering and connecting processes end. From times
T1 to T2, the monitoring node transmits all of the data to
the OM server on the Internet because the monitoring node
does not yet have a data pattern for this device. Therefore,
the network traﬃc reaches its maximum level, and the workload of the OM server is high. During this period, the OM
server learns and generates a pattern from the received data.
At time T2, the OM server completes the generation of the
data pattern and sends it to the monitoring node. At time
T3, the monitoring node receives and installs the data pattern, after which it begins to detect an abnormality. The
monitoring node reports only abnormal data to the OM
server after T3.

Network traﬃc arises in proportion to the assumed error
rate, which is the rate of the occurrence of abnormal data
from some sensor device. We simulated diﬀerent error rates
and calculated the corresponding traﬃc rates. If we assume
an error rate of 0.5, half of the received data is normal and
is not sent to the OM server after T3. With an error rate of
0.2, we do not need to send 80% of the data to the OM server.
Therefore, the proposed method can decrease the network
traﬃc considerably. In a typical IoT system without a monitoring node, all of the sensor data are directly sent to the OM
server; the network traﬃc ratio will always be 1 after T1.
The values of traﬃc rates during 0~T1 and T2~T3 were
set to certain intermediate values simply to show a gradual
increase/decrease during these transient time spans. The purpose of this graph is to show the diﬀerences in the traﬃc rates
during the T1~T2 time span and the time span after T3.

5. Conclusion
The purpose of the monitoring node in this paper is to control IoT devices quickly and to reduce network traﬃc and
the server’s workload in the IoT system environment. The
monitoring of the normality of data from each sensor
device is based on the corresponding data pattern provided
by the OM server. The monitoring node with the data patterns reports only the data outside of the normal data range
to the OM server rather than sending all the data to the
OM server.

Journal of Sensors
Generating a proper data pattern is an important subject.
The OM server adaptively generates data patterns and provides them to the monitoring nodes for each sensor device.
Data patterns should be generated from a large set of data
collected by each sensor device. Though we described a simple method of pattern generation, we can improve it further.
It can be replaced by another method, such as one based on a
deep learning technique.
Other future research subjects may include a quick
method to detect abnormal sensor values at the monitoring
node. The capability of the monitoring node can be further
extended to search and download the proﬁle information of
IoT devices from an external server such as the OM server
or the manufacturer’s server. Performance evaluations of
the fog computing with IoT systems on a larger scale are
also challenging.
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With the implementation of the freeway free policy during the holidays, traﬃc congestion in the freeway becomes a common
phenomenon. In order to alleviate traﬃc pressure, traﬃc ﬂow prediction during the holidays has become a problem of great
concern. This paper proposes a hybrid prediction methodology combining discrete Fourier transform (DFT) with support
vector regression (SVR). The common trend in the traﬃc ﬂow data is extracted using DFT by setting an appropriate threshold,
which is predicted by extreme extrapolation of the historical trend. The SVR method is applied to predict the residual series.
The experimental results with measured data collected from the toll stations in Jiangsu province of China show that the
proposed algorithm has higher accuracy compared with the traditional method, and it is an eﬃcient method for traﬃc ﬂow
prediction during the holidays.

1. Introduction
With the rapid development of the social economy, the present massive road infrastructure still fails to meet people’s
traveling demands [1–5] and traﬃc congestion has become
a common phenomenon in the freeway. Especially, freeways
often turn into parking lots during the holidays. To solve the
problem of traﬃc congestion during the holidays, intelligent
transportation systems (ITS) have been widely implemented.
Traﬃc ﬂow prediction is fundamental for ITS, and it requires
the following preconditions: traﬃc guidance, planning, and
control. Traﬃc ﬂow is aﬀected by people’s willingness to go
to a trip, the weather, and many other factors. The implementation of some policies also results in more dramatic
changes in traﬃc ﬂow, such as free charge for cars under 7
seats during important holidays in China, which makes trafﬁc ﬂow prediction more diﬃcult. Moreover, people’s travel is
more for leisure and tourism during the holidays, which
makes some changes in the composition of traﬃc ﬂow. The
passenger car ﬂow increases obviously, while the truck ﬂow
decreases to some extent. Especially, traﬃc ﬂow around

scenic spots is increasing dramatically, and occasional traﬃc
congestions often occur, which results in traﬃc ﬂow data
becoming more stochastic. Traﬃc ﬂow distribution during
the holidays is obviously diﬀerent from those during workdays. However, most of the existing prediction models are
mainly aimed at workdays, and there are relatively few prediction models aimed at the holidays. To improve transportation operation eﬃciency, accurate traﬃc ﬂow prediction
during the holidays has become a problem of great concern.
Traﬃc ﬂow prediction is a complex issue. A large
number of algorithms have been proposed in the past
few years. Existing prediction methods can be basically
classiﬁed into the following three categories: parametric
approach, nonparametric approach, and hybrid approach.
The parametric approach includes the historical average
(HA) method, autoregressive moving average method
(ARIMA) [6, 7], seasonal autoregressive integrated moving
average method (SARIMA) [8–10], and Kalman ﬁlter (KF)
[11, 12]. The nonparametric approach includes artiﬁcial neural networks (ANNS) [13–17], k-nearest neighbor (KNN)
[18–22], support vector regression (SVR) [23, 24], and the
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Bayesian model [25, 26]. The hybrid approach mainly
combines the parametric approach with the nonparametric
approach [27–35]. Vlahogianni et al. [36] summarized
existing traﬃc ﬂow prediction algorithms, and readers
interested in details of the models that apply to the ﬁeld
of traﬃc prediction could refer to their review paper as a
reference.
Traﬃc ﬂow data presents a certain regularity, which
makes it possible to predict the traﬃc ﬂow. In order to
improve the accuracy of traﬃc ﬂow prediction, it is a very
eﬀective method to decompose the traﬃc ﬂow data into different components. There are various methods to retrieve
the diﬀerent components in traﬃc ﬂow data, including the
simple average trend [37], principle component analysis
[38], empirical mode decomposition (EMD) [39, 40], wavelet
methods [41], spectral analysis method [42, 43], and the lowpass ﬁlter [44]. Since traﬃc ﬂow data is characterized by
stochastic and highly nonlinear patterns during the holidays,
the existing traﬃc ﬂow decomposition methods cannot
achieve good performance, and it is diﬃcult to apply traditional prediction methods to traﬃc prediction. Due to
the impact of the economic environment, the traﬃc ﬂow
data is almost increasing year by year. Although the
annual growth rate is not the same and there is a certain
stochastic ﬂuctuation, the trend component of traﬃc ﬂow
data changes under the same law but slightly increases
year by year. In order to improve the accuracy of the trafﬁc ﬂow prediction, it is very necessary to extract the trend
component in traﬃc ﬂow data. Li et al. [45, 46] have discussed the trend modeling for traﬃc time series and
explained the beneﬁt of detrending.
Although Dai et al. [47] have speciﬁcally studied the trafﬁc ﬂow during the holidays, they focused on the investigation
of holiday traﬃc ﬂow from the spatial and temporal aspects.
The ANN model was used to predict the traﬃc ﬂow, but this
method did not aim at the characteristics of traﬃc ﬂow during the holiday, it still belonged to the traditional prediction
model, and it could not meet the requirement of practical
engineering. This paper proposes a hybrid prediction
methodology combining discrete Fourier transform (DFT)
with support vector regression (SVR). Traﬃc ﬂow time series
are decomposed into a common trend and a high-frequency
residual time series. The common trend is extracted with the
DFT algorithm through setting the appropriate threshold.
The common trend reﬂects the endogenous characteristics,
which are approximately stationary. By extreme extrapolation of the historical trend, the common trend of traﬃc
ﬂow time series is predicted. The residual series, which
includes ﬂuctuations and bursts, reﬂects environmentdependent characteristics. As shown in Chen et al. [48]
and Li et al. [49], the existence of bursts brings diﬃculties
for prediction models. This paper proposes a method to
identify and preprocess bursts, and the prediction of the
residual series is estimated by SVR. Finally, the traﬃc ﬂow
in the next holidays is predicted by combining the prediction result of the common trend with the residual series.
The tested results with traﬃc data collected from the toll
stations in Jiangsu province of China, show that proposed
algorithm has superior accuracy.
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Figure 1: Prediction ﬂowchart for the proposed method.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2
gives details on a hybrid traﬃc prediction method based on
hybrid DFT and SVR. In Section 3, the dataset used for our
numerical experiments is introduced, and the results with
diﬀerent prediction algorithms are presented. Finally, conclusions and the direction for future research are given in
Section 4.

2. Methodology
Traﬃc ﬂow data changes more violently and stochastically,
which makes predictions more diﬃcult. In this paper, a
hybrid prediction method during the holidays is proposed
based on DFT and SVR. The traﬃc ﬂow data is composed
of the common trend and high-frequency residual time
series. The traﬃc ﬂow time series are transformed from the
time domain into the frequency domain with DFT, and the
trend is extracted through setting the appropriate threshold.
Except for the natural growth of the traﬃc ﬂow during the
holiday, the change of the trend component is basically the
same. Therefore, the trend component is predicted by
extreme extrapolation of the historical trend. For the residual, the ﬂuctuation and burst are deﬁned at ﬁrst. The mean
and variance of the ﬂuctuation are stable, but the burst has
great randomness. The burst in the residual component is
preprocessed, and then the residual is predicted with SVR.
The ﬁnal prediction result can be obtained by combining
the trend with residual prediction result. Our approach is
summarized in Figure 1.
2.1. Decomposition of Traﬃc Flow Time Series with DFT. The
purpose of traﬃc ﬂow time series decomposition is to extract
the trend and residual, which can improve the prediction
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accuracy. Suppose the sampled traﬃc ﬂow data on D day
holidays can be written as a time series:
X N = xt1 , xt 1 +Δt , xt1 +2Δt , … , xt1 + n−1 Δt , … ,
xtD , xtD +Δt , xt D +2Δt , … , xtD + n−1 Δt ,

1

where Δt is the sample time interval, n is the data size in a
day, and if Δt is 1h, then n = 24. N = nD is the sample data
length on D day holidays.
The spectrum of the time series X N of the traﬃc data by
DFT can be represented as
N−1

x̂k = 〠 xm e−j2πkm/N ,

0 ≤ k ≤ N − 1,

2

ΔX T max =

xT2max xT3max
xTMmax
,
,…,
xT1max xT2max
xT M−1 max

7

The regression analysis is carried out on ΔX T max , and the
regression equation is obtained as
C ΔxT = β1 t + β2 ,

8

where β1 and β2 are regression coeﬃcients, t is the time variable, and C ΔxT is the ratio coeﬃcient of the trend component
maximum value compared to that of last year.
The predicted trend component in M + 1 year is calculated directly with observed traﬃc ﬂows in consecutive
M years.

m=0

where xm is the mth sample of X N , x̂k is the frequency spectrum of xm , and j is the imaginary unit.
Set a threshold α to remove the high-frequency variations, and the common trend of traﬃc ﬂow data X T can be
extracted.
xk =

xT m =

x̂k ,

x̂k > α,

0,

x̂k ≤ α,

1 N−1 j2πkm/N
〠xe
,
N k=0 k

3

0 ≤ m ≤ N − 1,

4

where xT m is the mth sample value of the common trend X T .
Then, traﬃc ﬂow data is decomposed into the sum of the
common trend X T and the residual X r :
XN = XT + Xr

5

2.2. Prediction of the Common Trend. The trend component
represents the regular variations of traﬃc ﬂow data. Commuters are more and more conscientious of the ecological
impacts of their trip, and a change of trend in forthcoming years has attracted more attention. For holidays, the
trend component of traﬃc ﬂow data changes under the
same law but slightly increases year by year. The increment is also basically the same, although there is a little
diﬀerence in western countries. Therefore, the trend
component is predicted by extreme extrapolation of the
historical trend in this paper.
Suppose that X TM = X T1 , X T2 , … , X TM is a common
trend in consecutive M years, the maximum value X T max of
the trend component in M year can then be represented as
X T max = max X T1 , max X T2 , … , max X TM
= xT1max , xT2max , … , xTMmax

6

The increment of the maximum value ΔxT max can be computed with (7) as

XT

M+1

= C ΔxT X TM ,

9

where CΔxT is the ratio coeﬃcient calculated by (8) and
xTM is the trend component in M year.
2.3. Prediction of the Residual Component
2.3.1. Prediction Preprocessing. The residual series includes
ﬂuctuations and bursts. Suppose that the standard deviation
σ is obtained from the square root of the variance for the
entire residual time series. As demonstrated in Li et al. [45],
a point is deﬁned as a “burst” if the entire residual component is twice larger than the standard deviation σ. Most
existing prediction models assume that model inputs have
a certain smooth mapping relationship with model outputs. Therefore, the predicted value is near the positive
and negative variance σ away from the trend component.
That is, existing prediction models have a diﬃculty in
forecasting the bursts. The intraday trend is an M
-shaped curve that represents the regular variations of
daily traﬃc ﬂow. The morning and evening rush hours
result in the two peaks, while one shallow valley and one
deep valley, respectively, appear at noon and midnight.
This paper extracts the trend component using DFT,
which results in the M-shaped curve being smoothed into
a number of sine functions, and traﬃc ﬂow value being
slightly enlarged at noon. In order to improve the accuracy of prediction, a strategy is introduced to preprocess
the residual component.
xr =

2σ,

xr > 2σ,

xr ,

xr < −2σ

10

In the expression in (10), the positive bursts are preprocessed only twice the standard variance σ, and the negative bursts are not changed, which is diﬀerent from the
existing processing methods. The experiments show that
the processing algorithm can help suppress the inﬂuence
of burst disturbance and improve prediction performance.
2.3.2. Support Vector Regression (SVR). SVR is widely used to
deal with nonlinear problems and large-scale prediction

4
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upper training error (ξ∗i is lower) subject to the ε insensitive
factor.
This optimization problem can be transformed into a
dual problem, and its solution is given by (13), where a∗i , ai
are the Lagrange multipliers that can be acquired by solving
the dual problem and K xi , x is the Mercer kernel function
that equals the inner product of ϕ xi with ϕ x .

algorithms. In this paper, the SVR method is applied to predict the preprocessed residual series. For a given training set
T = xi , yi , i = 1, 2, … , l, xi ∈ Rn , yi ∈ Rn , where xi is a
dimensional input variable, yi is the corresponding output
value, and l represents the size of the training data.
Through a nonlinear mapping function ϕ , xi is
mapped to a high-dimensional feature space, in which the
optimal decision function is constructed as follows:
f x = wT ϕ x + b,

w ∈ Rn , b ∈ R,

l

11

f x = 〠 a∗i − ai K xi , x + b,

1
w
2

min

2

st

≤ C, 0 ≤ ai ≤ C

The most frequently used Mercer kernel functions are
instance sigmoid, polynomial, and radial basis function
(RBF). RBF is a common choice for the kernel function
because of the need to set very few parameters and excellent
overall performance. So, RBF is selected as the kernel function in this paper.

i=1

12

yi − wxi + b ≤ ε + ξ∗i
ξi ≥ 0, ξ∗i ≥ 0, ε ≥ 0,

2.4. Proposed Prediction Model. Suppose the sampled traﬃc
ﬂow data on D day holidays in consecutive M years can be
written as the matrix X MN :

where 1/2 w 2 is the expression for the complexity of the
decision function, C is a penalty coeﬃcient, and ξi is the

X MN =

0 ≤ a∗i

l

+ C 〠 ξi + ξ∗i

wxi + b − yi ≤ ε + ξi
st

xt 11 ,

xt11 +Δt ,

xt11 +2Δt

⋯

xt 11 + n−1 Δt ,

⋯,

xt1D ,

xt1D +Δt ,

xt1D +2Δt

⋯

xt 1D + n−1 Δt

xt 21 ,

xt21 +Δt ,

xt21 +2Δt

⋯

xt 21 + n−1 Δt ,

⋯,

xt2D ,

xt2D +Δt ,

xt2D +2Δt

⋯

xt 2D + n−1 Δt

⋮

⋮

⋮

⋮

⋮

⋮

xt M1 ,

xt M1 +Δt ,

xtM1 +2Δt

xt MD ,

xt2D +Δt ,

xt 2MD +2Δt

⋮
⋯

xtM1 + n−1 Δt ,

where Δt is the sample time interval, n is the data size in a
day, and N = nD is the sample data length on D day
holidays.
According to (3), (4), and (5), the traﬃc ﬂow data in consecutive M years are decomposed into the sum of the trend
components and the residuals.
X T1
X MN = X T + X R =

X T2
⋮
X TM

X R1
+

X R2
⋮

,

15

X RM

where X T are the trend components in consecutive M years
and X R are the residuals.
The predicted traﬃc ﬂow during the holidays in M + 1
year is calculated directly by adding the trend with residual
prediction results.
̂
X

M+1

13

i=1

where w is the weight vector and b is the bias value. SVR minimizes the following objective function:

= f1 XT + f2 XR ,

16

⋯,

⋮
⋯

,

14

xtMD + n−1 Δt

where f 1 X T is the prediction result of the trend component
with (9) and f 2 X R is the prediction result of the residual
component with SVR.

3. Case Study
3.1. Data Description. Jiangsu is a highly developed province
in China. In this paper, the data used to evaluate the performance of the proposed model are collected from the toll stations in Jiangsu province on Tomb-sweeping Day and
National Day from 2011 to 2015. The length of the traﬃc
ﬂow data interval has an important inﬂuence on the prediction results. An excessively short time interval tends to lead
to the instability of the prediction model, but an interval that
is too long will lose the inherent characteristics of traﬃc ﬂow
data. As shown in Ma et al. [50], the prediction performance
improves as the data aggregation level increases due to less
data ﬂuctuation as the time interval becomes longer. The prediction accuracy reaches its maximum when the aggregation
level reaches one hour. Therefore, we selected one hour as the
sampling time, which can also meet engineering management requirements. There are total of 1200 data points (50
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Figure 2: The traﬃc ﬂow on National Day from 2011 to 2014.
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Figure 3: The spectrum of traﬃc ﬂow on National Day in 2011.

days from 2011 to 2015) in the dataset. The data are divided
into two data sets. The ﬁrst 960 data points (40 days from
2011 to 2014) are used as the training sample, while the
remaining 240 data points (10 days in 2015) are employed
as the testing sample for measuring the prediction performance of the proposed model. The traﬃc ﬂow on National
Day from 2011 to 2014 is shown in Figure 2. From
Figure 2, we can see that the trend of change of the traﬃc
ﬂow is basically consistent every year and the traﬃc ﬂow
value increases around 10% year by year. The traﬃc ﬂow
data are similar during the whole holiday in each year
except for the ﬁrst and end day of the holiday, which
shows a sharply increased and decreased ﬂow. The hourly
distribution of traﬃc ﬂow in each day has the same trend
with a high value in the daytime and a low value at night.
It shows remarkable similarity and strong periodic features, but it also reveals the stochastic properties. It is

necessary to decompose the traﬃc ﬂow data in order to
reveal its potential characteristics.
3.2. Decomposition of Traﬃc Flow Time Series with DFT. The
traﬃc ﬂow data increases year by year in Figure 2, but has
similar patterns during the whole holiday from 2011 to
2014. It has been pointed out in literature that the prediction accuracy is greatly aﬀected because of the existence of
several trends, and the trends should be removed to
improve the prediction performance. DFT is a powerful
analytical method to extract the periodic component of
the signal. This paper decomposes the traﬃc ﬂow data
into a trend and a residual component with DFT. The
spectrum of the traﬃc ﬂow on National Day in 2011 is
shown in Figure 3, and three obvious components can
be seen. The sampling period of the testing dataset is
one hour, then n = 24, the sample data length on D day
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holidays is N = nD. If the data length is the power of 2, we
use DTF directly. Otherwise we will ﬁll the data to make it
a power of 2 by adding 0 in the end of the original traﬃc
data, which will not change the frequency resolution and
also conform to the calculation condition for DFT. From
Figure 3, we can see that there are several peaks in the
traﬃc ﬂow spectrum and the intervals between the peaks
are large enough to meet the frequency resolution requirements. The main purpose of DFT is to extract the trend

components of traﬃc ﬂow sequences. This indicates that
we need to retain the low-frequency components and suppress high-frequency components. Through experiments,
we can extract the trend components of traﬃc ﬂow data
eﬀectively by keeping only the highest peak value component. However, the highest peak is not really an impulse
function, so we must set a large threshold to suppress
other frequency components. When the threshold alpha
is set 0.7 times of the maximum frequency spectrum value,
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Figure 6: The prediction results by DFT-SVR, ARIMA, SVR, and EMD-SVR (a) on Tomb-sweeping Day and (b) on National Day.

the trend components of the traﬃc ﬂow sequences can be
extracted eﬃciently according to (3) and (4). The trend
components on National Day from 2011 to 2015 are
shown in Figure 4. Compared to Figure 2, the law of trend

components is more obvious year by year, so it becomes
easier to predict the trend component in traﬃc ﬂow. The
traﬃc ﬂow sequence minus the trend component and the
residual series are obtained.
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3.3. Preprocessing of the Residual Series. The residual series
includes ﬂuctuations and bursts, and it represents the stochastic component in the traﬃc ﬂow, which is aﬀected by
the weather, traﬃc incidence, roadway conditions, and other
factors. Especially, because of the presence of large bursts, the
accuracy of traﬃc ﬂow prediction is greatly aﬀected. In order
to improve the accuracy of the prediction, the residual series
are preprocessed according to (10). The original traﬃc ﬂow
series, trend component, residual series, and preprocessed
residual series on National Day in 2014 are shown in Figure 5.

Table 1: The prediction performance on Tomb-sweeping Day.

ARIMA
SVR
EMD-SVR
DFT-SVR

MAE =
MAPE =

RMSE =

1 N
〠 x̂ − xi ,
N i=1 i
1 N x̂i − xi
〠
× 100%,
N i=1 xi

17

1 N
〠 x̂ − xi 2 ,
N i=1 i

where x̂i is the prediction value, xi is the actual observed
value, and N is the length of the test series.
3.4.2. Prediction Results. In this section, the traﬃc ﬂows on
Tomb-sweeping Day and National Day in 2015 are predicted
with the proposed DFT and SVR model using the traﬃc ﬂow
data from 2011 to 2014. Figures 6(a) and 6(b), respectively,
exhibit the predicted and real traﬃc ﬂow on Tombsweeping Day and National Day by 4 diﬀerent models:
DFT-SVR, ARIMA, SVR, and EMD-SVR. From this ﬁgure,
it is apparent that the proposed DFT and SVR model has
the best prediction performance, and the prediction value
of the proposed method is identical to the real value during
most of the hours, especially during the rush hours. The
prediction results by ARIMA and EMD-SVR are worse than
that of the proposed model. Because holidays are longer on
National Day compared to Tomb-sweeping Day, the traﬃc
ﬂow is relatively smooth on National Day. However,
Tomb-sweeping Day is a traditional holiday for tombsweeping, and traﬃc ﬂow data during this holiday is very
high with a more stochastic characteristic. The prediction
accuracy is higher on National Day than on Tombsweeping Day in Figure 6.

MAPE (%)

RMSE

53.2863
29.3454
43.6135
12.1147

0.7967
0.3801
0.5995
0.3700

Table 2: The prediction performance on National Day.

3.4. Prediction Results and Performance Comparison
3.4.1. Measuring Performance of the Proposed Prediction
Method. Several standard evaluation measurements are
adopted in the experiments to evaluate the proposed method,
including the mean absolute error (MAE), mean absolute
percentage error (MAPE), and root mean square error
(RMSE). Although these indicators are used to evaluate the
prediction performance, each indicator has its emphasis on
evaluation. In order to evaluate the performance of the proposed model accurately, we have adopted three indicators
at the same time to represent the diﬀerence between the
actual value and the predicted value.

MAE
63.8955
43.8453
50.9304
28.004

ARIMA
SVR
EMD-SVR
DFT-SVR

MAE

MAPE (%)

RMSE

37.0084
29.0494
32.9437
14.0734

26.7927
13.3154
28.4532
9.6237

0.4788
0.1496
0.4791
0.1386

The prediction performances are shown on Tombsweeping Day and National Day in Tables 1 and 2. It can
be seen that the proposed DFT-SVR method has better prediction performance than ARIMA, SVR, and EMD-SVR on
both Tomb-sweeping Day and National Day. All algorithms
have better prediction accuracy on long holidays than on
short holidays, and the average prediction accuracy is higher
at 15.04% on National Day than on Tomb-sweeping Day.
The prediction performance of the proposed DFT-SVR
method improved at least by 3.69% on National Day, but it
improved by at least 17.23% on Tomb-sweeping Day, indicating that the proposed method has more advantages for
dealing with stochastic traﬃc ﬂow data.

4. Conclusions
This paper presents a traﬃc ﬂow prediction method for the
holidays based on DFT and SVR. The trend components
are extracted from holiday traﬃc ﬂow data with DFT, and
the trend can be predicted by extreme extrapolation with historical data. The residual component is further analyzed by a
preprocessing method and SVR. The ﬁnal prediction result is
obtained by combining the trend with the residual prediction
result. Real traﬃc data, collected from toll stations in Jiangsu
province from 2011 to 2015, are used to evaluate prediction
performances of the proposed DFT-SVR model. The test
results show that the proposed DFT-SVR model has the best
performance compared with ARIMA, SVR, and EMD-SVR,
and prediction accuracy is higher on long holidays than on
short holidays. Since the traﬃc ﬂow data during the holidays
is aﬀected by weather and other factors, the impact of
weather factors on traﬃc ﬂow will also be further studied,
so as to improve the prediction accuracy.

Data Availability
The data used in this paper were collected from the toll stations in Jiangsu province on Tomb-sweeping Day and
National Day from 2011 to 2015. The data are supplied by
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Measuring and identifying human behaviours are key aspects to support the simulation processes that have a signiﬁcant role in
buildings’ (and cities’) design and management. In fact, layout assessments and control strategies are deeply inﬂuenced by the
prediction of building performance. However, the missing inclusion of the human component within the building-related
processes leads to large discrepancies between actual and simulated outcomes. This paper presents a methodology for measuring
speciﬁc human behaviours in buildings and developing human-in-the-loop design applied to retroﬁt and renovation
interventions. The framework concerns the detailed building monitoring and the development of stochastic and data-driven
behavioural models and their coupling within energy simulation software using a cosimulation approach. The methodology has
been applied to a real case study to illustrate its applicability. A one-year monitoring has been carried out through a dedicated
sensor network for the data recording and to identify the triggers of users’ actions. Then, two stochastic behavioural
models (i.e., one for predicting light switching and one for window opening) have been developed (using the measured data)
and coupled within the IESVE simulation software. A simpliﬁed energy model of the case study has been created to test the
behavioural approach. The outcomes highlight that the behavioural approach provides more accurate results than a standard
one when compared to real proﬁles. The adoption of behavioural proﬁles leads to a reduction of the discrepancy with respect to
real proﬁles up to 58% and 26% when simulating light switching and ventilation, respectively, in comparison to standard
proﬁles. Using data-driven techniques to include the human component in the simulation processes would lead to better
predictions both in terms of energy use and occupants’ comfort sensations. These aspects can be also included in building
control processes (e.g., building management systems) to enhance the environmental and system management.

1. Introduction
Occupants are the key factor for the building energy assessment [1] since they inﬂuence the indoor environment both
in a passive and active way [2]. The former is related to the
presence of the users just in terms of sources of heat and
CO2 production. The latter concerns the direct interaction
between the people and the building systems and devices
(e.g., open and close the windows, switch on and oﬀ the heating system). The minimization of the importance of the
human component in the simulation environment led to signiﬁcant discrepancies (also known as “energy gap”) between

real and simulated building performances [3]. One of the
main weaknesses of building performance simulation (BPS)
programs is the lack of advanced, but also user-friendly,
methods to measure and replicate real behaviours.
The majority of simulation software adopt deterministic
rules and ﬁxed settings (e.g., Department of Energy, ASHRAE 90.1) to model behavioural features. The standard
proﬁles, although coming from real monitoring campaigns,
barely reproduce the actual patterns of occupancy and the
interactions with the building devices [4, 5]. Despite the fact
that this approach is still the most diﬀused, some signs of
progress have been achieved in the last years. For example,
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the EMS (energy management system) feature in EnergyPlus
provides the opportunity to adjust the same controls available through EMSs in real buildings through an integrated
interface inside the simulation engine [6]. Deeper customizations can be achieved by modifying the source code. However, the software houses do not usually provide the access
to the source code, and even if it was possible, a very high
level of expertise is required [7]. Recently, the cosimulation
is becoming very popular since it provides the higher level
of ﬂexibility to the external user. Allowing data exchange
between diﬀerent modules in real time, this approach accurately reproduces the mutual interactions and inﬂuences
between the occupants and the environment. Because of its
potentialities, several cosimulation approaches have been
proposed. The cosimulation can be performed by coupling
PC-based energy engines (e.g., EnergyPlus and ESP-r) to a
Functional Mock-up Unit [8] or using web-based applications (e.g., the Occupancy Simulator) [9] and external platforms (e.g., BCVTB to couple Matlab with EnergyPlus)
[10–12]. The literature analysis provides a clear evidence of
the advantages derived from cosimulation approach applied
to building performance assessment. Therefore, there is the
need to increase the knowledge on how behaviours can be
accurately measured and ﬁtted for wider application in the
context of building design and management.
Endorsing this emerging approach, the NewTREND
European project developed a cosimulation framework to
empower the IESVE energy simulation engine with a
stochastic behavioural tool. The software has been enhanced
to allow user-deﬁned functions and a two-way data exchange
between diﬀerent modules during the simulation runtime.
Given the availability and the advantages of the cosimulation
framework, a complete workﬂow to apply the tool to
buildings’ retroﬁt design has been performed. The proposed
research is aimed at demonstrating how human behaviours
can be measured and ﬁtted to create calibrated functions
suitable for the cosimulation in the building performance
assessment.
Monitoring and data collection are the ﬁrst steps to investigate occupants’ behaviours in the built environment [13].
The measurement of human behaviour means building up
a dedicated sensor network able to capture both physical
and behavioural quantities and to deﬁne robust methods
for the data ﬁtting and model development [14]. Each
building has its own contextual factors aﬀecting human
behaviours and comfort perceptions [15, 16]. Thus, a dedicated monitoring plan needs to be designed when starting
the investigation, to rely on realistic basis rather than
unfounded assumptions [17]. Moreover, IoT solutions can
be exploited to gather the necessary information, given their
growing popularity and employment [18]. According to
these premises, the methodology proposed in this paper is
based on environmental and occupants’ data ingestion to
apply statistical analyses and to determine correlations
between a certain action (e.g., window opening) and the state
of the surrounding environment. Collecting data is not
enough, but also, the measurement accuracy plays an important role to allow the required understanding. For example,
thermal comfort, one of the major factors motivating the
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interaction with the building, requires an accurate measurement [19], and in some cases, the mere environmental monitoring is not enough, but the inclusion of physiological
measurements could provide the required level of accuracy
in the determination of personal factors [20].
Experimental data need to be statistically analysed
through data ﬁtting procedures to identify correlations
between users’ actions and environmental drivers and, as
a consequence, to obtain data-driven behavioural models.
In recent years, the wide proliferation of behavioural
approaches leads to the identiﬁcation of the most important
features that a model should incorporate [21]. Basically, a
model should be stochastic to provide probabilistic and not
ﬁxed outputs. It could be presented both in an implicit (i.e.,
giving the status of the device) or explicit form (i.e., giving
the probability of an action occurrence). Explicit models
are preferred since they usually provide functions for
reversal action too. In fact, even if the inclusion of the
reversal form (e.g., opening and closing) is crucial for simulations, many models lack in this sense [22, 23]. Also, the
contextual factors and the boundary conditions of the data
monitoring (e.g., duration, sample frequency) and of the
case study (e.g., building end-use, climate) must be explicitly
described. In fact, this information can be useful for
understanding models’ applicability to other contexts. In this
perspective, researchers should present a method including
all the steps to obtain the models and not just a mathematical
formula [21].
The stochastic attribute of behavioural models is essential
to replicate the variability of the human nature; however, this
feature leads to some issues in the simulation environment.
In fact, probabilistic inputs can generate diﬀerent output
even under the same boundary conditions. This means that
to reduce the uncertainty produced by the method, a number
of simulations are required. However, performing multiple
runs increases both the computing time and the examining
eﬀorts and, in parallel, it is not a synonym of greater accuracy
in the results [24]. Uncertainty analyses oﬀer a statistical
procedure for estimating the coverage interval achievable
running a predetermined number of simulations. In this
paper, uncertainty estimation has been performed to evaluate
the feasibility of running just one simulation.
Addressing the building performance gap, modelling the
human-building interaction and integrating models within
simulations have been recognised as three main current
challenges of BPSs [25]. In the perspective of overcoming
these issues, several EBC Annexes (53 and 66) focused on
developing tools to understand occupants’ behaviours and
to calculate real building energy use [26]. Also, many behavioural models have been developed in the last decades [27].
Referring to either one or multiple actions, to several
climate zones and to diﬀerent building uses, such models
are covering more and more cases and applications. However, the implementation of such models in BPS programs
is still extremely rare since few simulation software provide
options to implement or deﬁne custom settings, and those
which allow such implementation usually do not have a
user-friendly interface and require deep programming
knowledge [21].
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Figure 1: Sketch of the adopted methodology.

This study aims at bridging the gap between the measurement and development of behavioural models and their
implementation within simulation software to enhance the
predictions of energy consumptions. In particular, the paper
presents (1) the development of explicit and data-driven
behavioural models for window opening and closing and
light switching in oﬃces; (2) the implementation of the
models in the IESVE environment; (3) the explanation of
the cosimulation approach; and (4) the comparison
between simulated and actual behaviours. The ﬁnal aim
is to provide a methodology ﬂexible enough to be easily
tuned to diﬀerent contexts and research targets. Moreover,
oﬀering simulated building performances, which consider
the occupants’ perspective and the human-building interaction, the design team will be aided in the decision-making
process and in the enhancement of the building design, retroﬁt, or renovation stages.

2. Materials and Methods
The general methodology followed during the present
study is outlined in Figure 1. The methodology can be
resumed in two main actions. The ﬁrst stage is devoted
to real measurements and to the data ﬁtting targeting the
development of behavioural models, while the second is
directed to applications in the simulation environment
for the building design. In detail, the ﬁrst step concerns
the acquisition of environmental and behavioural data in
real buildings through monitoring campaigns. Then, the
data ﬁtting allows the development of data-driven behavioural models to predict users’ interactions with building
devices. The behavioural framework is coupled with the
simulation engine through a cosimulation approach which
allows the data exchange during the simulation runtime.
Finally, simulation outcomes are evaluated to assess the
design strategy which best ﬁts users’ preference and energy
requirements.
To develop the abovementioned workﬂow, the following
research steps have been carried out:
(1) Framework. Deﬁnition of the mandatory steps for developing the behavioural models in relation to data acquisition,
algorithms, and model workﬂow.

(2) Experimental Phase. Identiﬁcation of a case study building for monitoring and behavioural investigations.
(3) Data Analysis. Processing of one year of monitored data
in three multioccupied oﬃces and assessment of the drivers
for users’ behaviours.
(4) Fitting Phase. Development of behavioural models using
regression methods to predict light switching and window
adjustment.
(5) Implementation. Coupling of behavioural models and
IESVE simulation software using a cosimulation approach.
(6) Simulation. Modelling of a portion of the case study
building in the virtual environment and testing of both the
standard and the behavioural approaches.
(7) Findings. Comparison of the energy performances related
to the two approaches and the juxtaposition between standard, behavioural, and real proﬁles to assess which approach
would provide the best predictions.
(8) Uncertainty Analysis. Estimating the uncertainty due to
the number of stochastic simulations.
2.1. Measurement and Fitting of Human Behaviours. The
behavioural approach requires realistic data for a
knowledge-based modelling of occupants’ behaviour. A
monitoring campaign is thus needed to capture occupants’
actions and the parameters related to the surrounding
environment (indoor and outdoor) that potentially trigger
those actions. A ﬁne granularity of data acquisition allows
the best data interpretation. For this reason, the monitoring
approach used in this research included
(1) continuous measurements with a dedicated sensor
network, acquiring data with a time interval of 10
minutes
(2) monthly occupants surveying about personal information and the thermal environment
The monitoring campaign had a duration of one year
to cover all seasons and consequent changes in users’
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behaviours. In particular, window opening and light switching were the actions to be monitored. To this end, window
status and illuminance on the work plane were measured.
The illuminance on the work plane was used to derive turn
on and oﬀ actions since it was not feasible to install sensors
directly on the light switches. Concerning contextual factors,
indoor environmental quantities were measured together
with the occupancy, while outdoor environmental quantities
were gathered from a local weather station. A detailed
description of the monitoring is presented in the next
sections and in previous studies [28].
The raw data recorded during the monitoring need to be
analysed to assess whether any correlation exists between
environmental parameters and people’s actions. Regression
methods allow ﬁtting the data and to obtain behavioural
functions.
The regression model adopted in this paper derives
from the one proposed by Wang et al. [29]. It consists of
a general formula to evaluate the probability of occupants’
behaviour in relation to environmental conditions and
(eventually) time-related events. Based on a “memoryless
hypothesis,” the probability is inﬂuenced only by the
current environmental conditions and not by previous
states. Equations (1a) and (1b) present the increasing and
decreasing forms, respectively.
P xt =

P xt =

1 − e−

xt −u /l k Δt/t

,

0,
1 − e−
0,

if xt > u,
if xt ≤ u,

u−xt /l k Δt/t

,

if xt < u,
if xt ≥ u

1a

1b

A discrete three-parameter Weibull cumulative function
is adopted to calculate the probability. The parameters u, l,
and k are three constant coeﬃcients which quantify the way
the occupants react to a certain environmental discomfort.
The parameter u, called the “threshold,” represents the
limit above or below which starts users’ reactions to discomfort. It is the discriminating factor for the probability
calculation. The coeﬃcient l is the “scale,” namely, the
linear eﬀect of the trigger, and k is the “shape,” representing
the power exponent for the eﬀect of the environmental
stimulus. The temporal frequency is provided by the
parameters Δt and t. The ﬁrst is a discrete time step in
the measurement and/or simulation (set at 10 minutes),
and the second is a known time constant (here ﬁxed at 60
minutes).
This model is suitable to be used with every environmental variable, and in the case of behaviours driven by multiple
eﬀects, the system can be easily expanded to include further
parameters.
The approach has been already adopted to predict airconditioning usage in residential buildings [30] and light
switching in oﬃces [31]. The ﬂexibility of the formula allows
also the coupling with an agent-based model [32] and its
application at the district level [33].

In the present study, the approach has been used to predict the light-switching behaviour towards the work-plane
illuminance and the window opening and closing actions in
relation to indoor and outdoor temperatures.
The strength of the correlations is evaluated by calculating two goodness-of-ﬁt (GOF) estimators. The coeﬃcient of
determination (R2 ) and root mean square error (RMSE) have
been estimated for each correlation. The former is an
adimensional index ranging between [0, 1] which explains
the variation of the independent variable in the dependent
variable. Higher values indicate better ﬁts (especially when
overcoming 0.75). The latter represents the standard deviation of the residuals and measures the spread of the data
around the ﬁt. Good ﬁts are related to small RMSEs.
2.2. The Cosimulation Approach. In general, energy simulation software model occupants’ behaviours adopting ﬁxed
schedules and deterministic rules. However, this method
hardly captures the dynamic human-building interaction.
To overcome such standard schedule-based approach, the
IESVE software has been improved to support the cosimulation. A new type of proﬁle has been created to describe userdeﬁned functions (written in the Python language) which
include also stochastic aspects. This new feature allows a
two-way data exchange between diﬀerent modules during
the run.
Figure 2 sketches the general workﬂow of the simulation.
At start, the software evaluates whether the preconditions are
satisﬁed (in terms of building use and climatic conditions). If
the answer is negative, the behavioural model cannot be
applied and a standard simulation, with deterministic schedules, is performed. Otherwise, the behavioural models are
initialised and kept active until the simulation end.
In detail, the engine calls the functions and provides the
mandatory input to compile the algorithms. The output is
sent back to the energy model, which sets the proﬁles and
modiﬁes the environmental conditions. This process is
repeated at each time step, until the simulation end.
In this paper, the framework has been developed to modify lighting and ventilation proﬁles. Since occupants perform
diﬀerently according to the action, two diﬀerent workﬂows
have been developed and reported in Figure 3.
The workﬂow is organised into three main sections,
according to the occupancy proﬁle. In fact, the behavioural
models are active only when the room is occupied since
people’s presence is the main requirement for an action’s
occurrence. For this reason, at the ﬁrst time step, the lights
are oﬀ and the windows are closed. At arrival (i.e., at the ﬁrst
occupied time step), the models evaluate the probability to
switch the lights on and to open the windows (P0,1 ) in
relation to the environmental conditions. During the intermediate period, the lighting model calculates the turn-on
probability (P0,1 ), and once the action is taken, the lights
are maintained on until the users’ departure. In fact, according to observations in oﬃces, the workers switch oﬀ the lights
only when leaving deﬁnitely the room [34]. The ventilation
model is provided with both the direct and the reversal form.
At each time step, the window status can turn from close
(P0,1 ) to open or vice versa (P1,0 ), according to thermal
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energy model built up with the IESVE energy software and
the simulation settings are detailed.

Start

Preconditions
satisfied?

N

Deterministic
simulation

Y
Simulation
environment
Ti + ΔT
N

Occupied?
Y

Behavioural models receive input
data from environmental sim.
Calculate the probability
of actions’ occurence
Compare the probability
to a random number
Send back the output to
the environmental sim.
N

End?

IESVE
simulation
environment

Y
End

Figure 2: General simulation workﬂow.

conditions and previous status of the window. At departure (i.e., at the end of the working day), the status of
the devices returns to its initial setting, independently
from the environmental situation.
It should be noted that the behavioural functions provide
as output a probability, which can range between [0; 1] (or,
similarly, between 0% and 100%). However, the energy simulation needs a dichotomous output to modify the schedules
(e.g., 0 = window closed; 1 = window open). To overcome this
issue, the probability P (to take the action) is compared to a
random number Rn stochastically generated from a uniform
distribution. If P is greater than Rn , the action is taken; otherwise, the device status remains unchanged. This technique
has been widely adopted in the literature as a criterion for
decision [35, 36].
The workﬂow presented to model ventilation and lighting proﬁles can be easily tailored to many other behavioural
aspects (e.g., heating and cooling) by adjusting few settings
and input/output parameters.

3. Experimental Application
This section describes the experimental application of the
methodology reported in the previous section. At ﬁrst, the
features of the case study building and the monitoring campaign are presented. Then, the thermal environment is characterised both in objective and subjective terms. Finally, the

3.1. Case Study Description. The study took place in a university building settled in Ancona, Italy (latitude: 43°35′15″N;
longitude: 13°31′01″E; altitude: 140 m). The location is characterised by a hot summer Mediterranean climate, according
to the Köppen Climate Classiﬁcation System [37].
The building has a centralised heating system with at
least one fan coil unit per room. Since neither conditioning
nor mechanical ventilation systems are present, only natural
ventilation (i.e., window opening) can be used for air
exchange.
Three multioccupied oﬃces (2–3 persons) have been
selected as case studies to survey occupants behaviours. The
rooms are usually occupied from Monday to Friday and from
9 a.m. to 7 p.m., with some variations according to personal
tasks. The age of the occupants is about 30 years and they
are equally distributed between male and female.
3.2. Measurement Campaign. A one-year monitoring campaign has been performed from May 2016 to May 2017. Such
long-term approach allows obtaining environmental and
behavioural data from all seasons. A dedicated sensor network was implemented to measure and collect data from
the three rooms (Figure 4). The network is based on an IoT
gateway communicating with deployed sensor nodes
through 802.15.4 protocol. The gateway stores data locally
on MySQL database and remotely through the internet connection for continuous processing. Two diﬀerent sensing
nodes were implemented in each room: one measuring air
temperature, relative humidity, and occupancy; another one
measuring CO2 concentration, indoor illuminance, and window opening.
Table 1 illustrates the recorded parameters and the characteristics of the sensors installed in the rooms. A time step of
10 minutes has been set for all the probes. In particular, people presence has been identiﬁed as cumulative frequency during each time interval, while the window status was provided
by contact sensors, placed on the top of the casements,
through a Boolean output (i.e., 0 = window closed and
1 = window open). The outdoor temperature has been
detected from a public weather station (property of the
Marche Civil Defence), located approximately 2 km from
the surveyed building. Further information regarding the
building and the monitoring approach can be accessed in a
previous study [28].
3.3. Characterization of the Thermal Environment. This paragraph aims at providing a brief overview of the thermal
environment from both an objective and subjective point of
view.
The environmental data have been statistically analysed
and reported in Table 2. The table summarises the parameters monitored in the three rooms only during the occupied
periods. The table is split up into three sections according
to diﬀerent seasons to underline the climatic diﬀerences.
The analysis concerns nearly 200 working days, with about
100 days of both heating and nonheating season.
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Figure 3: The general workﬂow of the behavioural models.
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Figure 4: (a) Description of the sensor network, (b) the sensing node, and (c) detail of the window-opening sensors.

The mean winter indoor temperature is slightly higher
than the recommended value (20°C) while the summer one
is slightly lower than the suggested threshold (26°C). During
the summer season, very high values (up to 34°C) have been
recorded in the room facing east. The analysis of the CO2
concentration shows that the mean is rather acceptable
(650 ppm), even if values overcoming the International

Guidelines [38] limits have been recorded too. In relation
to the work-plane illuminance, it can be noted that the mean
value is about 360 lx, which is quite lower than the threshold
recommended by the EN 12464 [39]. Despite slight variations in relation to guidelines and standards, the outcomes
suggest that the occupants should be quite satisﬁed with the
working environment.
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Table 1: Key features of the probes in the sensor network.

Sensor
Thermistor (SHT75)
Capacitive (SHT75)
NDIR
Photodiode Si
PIR
Magnetic

Acquired parameter

Accuracy

Range

Number

Air temperature (°C)
Relative humidity (%)
CO2 (ppm)
Light (lx)
Occupancy (num.)
Window status (num.)

±0.4°C
±1.8%
±50 ppm
±3%
n/a
n/a

0 ÷ 70°C
0 ÷ 100%
0 ÷ 2000 ppm
0.02 ÷ 20 klx
12 m
n/a

1 per room
1 per room
1 per room
1 per room
1 per room
4 per room

Table 2: Statistical analysis of the monitored variables during the heating season, the nonheating season, and the total period (only
occupied periods).
Indoor temp. (°C) Outdoor temp. (°C) Indoor humidity (%) CO2 (ppm) Work-plane illuminance (lx)

Season

Total

Max
Min
Mean
St. dev.

34.1
15.4
23.9
2.6

34.6
−2.7
17.3
7.5

77
21
44
10.5

1660
363
650
186

2000
0
357
196

Heating season

Max
Min
Mean
St. dev.

28.6
15.6
22.7
1.1

23.8
−2.7
11.7
5.0

65
21
37
7.6

1543
375
713
150

944
0
336
142

Max
Min
Nonheating season
Mean
St. dev.

34.1
15.4
24.9
3.1

34.6
8.4
22.5
5.2

77
24
50
8.6

1660
363
593
198

2000
0
376
235

Percentage of votes (%)

100
80
60
40
20
0
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Cool

Slightly cool

Neutral

Slightly warm

Warm

Hot

Thermal vote
Winter_north
Summer_north

Winter_east
Summer_east

Spring_north
Autumn_north

Spring_east
Autumn_east

Figure 5: Mean thermal vote during the diﬀerent seasons according to the exposure.

To have a comprehensive evaluation of the thermal environment and investigate the degree of satisfaction of the
users, anonymous questionnaires have been distributed to
the occupants once a month. The structure of the questionnaire has been set up to collect personal information (e.g.,
age and gender), room features (e.g., exposure and nr. of colleagues), and comfort sensations (i.e., thermal vote). The
gathered information allows investigating the thermal

perceptions for both the whole sample and according to the
diﬀerent orientations. Figure 5 displays the thermal vote in
relation to the four seasons and separated for the north(solid ﬁlling) and east-oriented (dashed ﬁlling) rooms. In
general, the occupants felt a neutral sensation (i.e.,
PMV = 0) along the whole year, except during the summer
where they frequently experienced warm perceptions. Intermediate seasons (autumn, in particular) show the greatest
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Figure 6: The building energy model developed in the IESVE environment.

variability (from cool to slightly warm) as a consequence of
the wide outdoor ﬂuctuations. The exposure aﬀects the thermal sensation over the whole year. In fact, 18% of the votes,
collected in the oﬃces facing north, are connected to cooling
sensations (i.e., votes −1 and −2), against 0% of the east side.
On the contrary, the percentage of votes related to warm sensations (i.e., votes 1 and 2) is 23% for the north side and 36%
for the east one. It is evident that the users working in the
north side of the building suﬀer more often for cooling, especially during the autumn.
These analyses give a useful representation of the indoor
thermal conditions and of users’ perceptions in their working
environment. However, it should be noted that the answers
collected in the questionnaires are representative of an entire
month. Along such period, many diﬀerent situations could
have been occurred, and so the occupants reported just the
prevalent perception. This time span has been chosen targeting at performing a long-term seasonal analysis to support
and complete the environmental monitoring. Therefore, this
monthly data collection did not allow deriving neither hourly
nor daily correlations to be implemented in the behavioural
models.
3.4. Building the Energy Model. This section describes the
virtual model created to test the workﬂow detailed in the
previous section (Materials and Methods). The IESVE
energy simulation software has been adopted to create
the energy model.
The sketch, depicted in Figure 6, represents three ﬂoors
of the case study building consisting of 12,183 m3. The

heating surface is about 1150 m2 for each of the three ﬂoors.
Oﬃces (green), corridors (blue), and stairs (grey) have been
set according to rooms’ real properties both in terms of materials and schedules.
The heating system, set at 20°C, is active from the beginning of November to the mid of April, following the directives of Italian regulations [40]. As for the actual building,
the cooling system and the mechanical ventilation are not
included.
Table 3 summarises the settings of the proﬁles (i.e., occupancy, lighting, heating, and ventilation), which have been
applied considering both the rooms end-use and the guidelines of ASHRAE 90.1 [41] and ISO 13790 [42].
A one-year baseline simulation has been run using standard and ﬁxed schedules with the settings recapped in
Table 3. After that, the behavioural models have been
employed for a stochastic variation of lighting and ventilation proﬁles during the simulation runtime in the oﬃce
rooms. The baseline simulation has been used for comparing
deterministic and stochastic results.
The main aim of this study is to provide a methodology to include the human component within the entire
design process. To provide a concrete application of this
methodology, the connection to a real case study is essential. As a consequence, the behavioural models presented
in this paper are strictly connected to the context in which
they have been developed. In these terms, they can be
deﬁned as “calibrated models” since they are tailored on
a speciﬁc and detailed case study. The models should be
applied without changes in buildings which have similar
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Table 3: Summary of the energy settings according to the diﬀerent end-use.

Settings
Occupancy proﬁle
Lighting threshold
Lighting proﬁle
Heating proﬁle
Ventilation threshold
Ventilation proﬁle

Room type
Corridor

Oﬃce
Mon–Fri/8–19
500 lx
Mon–Fri/8–19
Mon–Fri/6–23 Sat/6–19
24°C
Mon–Fri/8–19

boundary conditions of the surveyed building (e.g., settled
in the Mediterranean climate, oﬃce buildings, free humanbuilding interaction).
Applications in contexts with dissimilar features could be
possible but the uncertainty of the results would increase.
One of the key points in extending the models to diﬀerent
contexts is the identiﬁcation of the trigger parameters for
users’ behaviours and the tuning of the coeﬃcients of the
equations. Model adjustments require experimental data that
can be collected not only with long-term monitoring but also
performing spot campaigns along the diﬀerent seasons.
Moreover, the mathematical approach adopted in this
research has been derived from previous studies which
already provide behavioural models for applications in diﬀerent contexts (e.g., use of air-conditioning units in homes).

4. Results and Discussion
Starting from presenting the developed behavioural models,
this section oﬀers a critical comparison of the predicting
capabilities using the behavioural approach and the standard
simulation approach, also in relation to real actions. A further analysis concerns the evaluation of the most inﬂuencing
action on the energy consumptions to assess which behaviour mainly leads to a variation of building performances.
Finally, simulations’ repetition has been investigated using
an uncertainty analysis.
4.1. Behavioural Models. The human-building interactions
recorded during the monitoring have been analysed to identify the triggers for users’ behaviours. Window opening and
closing actions are mainly driven by thermal comfort preferences. In naturally ventilated buildings (as for the case study),
ventilation patterns are strictly connected to indoor and outdoor temperature trends [43–45]. Light-switching behaviours are related both to visual comfort and habits. In
particular, the lights are more likely to be turned on at the
decrease of the indoor illuminance [46, 47], while switch oﬀ
actions occur almost only when the occupants leave the room
[34, 47].
According to these patterns, the regression analysis for
window opening and closing has been carried out in
relation to indoor and outdoor temperature, while light
switching (i.e., turn-on behaviours) has been correlated
to work-plane illuminance.
In reference to the numerical approach explained in the
previous section (Measurement and Fitting of Human

Stairs
—
—
—
—
—
—

Mon–Fri/8–19
500 lx
Mon–Fri/8–19
Mon–Fri/6–23 Sat/6–19
—
—

Table 4: Coeﬃcients of the behavioural models and goodness-of-ﬁt
estimators.
Correlation

u

l

k

Window open-indoor temp.
18
8.6
3.9
Window open-outdoor temp. 0.1 25.1 8.9
Window close-indoor temp.
31.5 8.7
3.1
Window close-outdoor temp. 31
18.9 3.5
Light switching-illuminance
360 269.4 12.6

R2

RMSE

0.96
0.98
0.71
0.93
0.99

0.07
0.05
0.15
0.04
0.01

Behaviour), Table 4 reports the constant coeﬃcients u, l,
and k for each correlation. It also includes R2 and RMSE,
which highlight the quality of the ﬁts on the experimental
data. It can be noted that all correlations are statistically
signiﬁcant since both GOF estimators are of good quality.
The best ﬁt is the one relating the work-plane illuminance to light-switching behaviour, while indoor temperature and window closing are linked with a less robust
correlation.
Figure 7 graphically shows the behavioural models for
window opening (Figure 7(a)), window closing
(Figure 7(b)), and light switching (Figure 7(c)). The probability functions for window opening present a monotonically increasing trend, with a very similar shape. They
show a signiﬁcant probability when the temperatures overcome about 25°C, with T 50 (i.e., the temperature at which
half of the occupants open a window) around 30°C. The
models for predicting the closing actions, characterised
by a decreasing trend, signiﬁcantly diﬀer. The one linked
to the indoor temperature reaches a closing probability
of 50% at 19°C, while that driven by the outdoor temperature arrives at 60% at 0°C. The light-switching probability
function is almost ﬂat until 130 lx; then, it rapidly
increases reaching 100% for 0 lx.
4.2. Behavioural Approach vs. Standard Approach. This paragraph presents a comparison between the stochastic
approach and the deterministic approach.
A baseline scenario has been achieved running a one-year
simulation with static settings. The proﬁles from standards
(Table 3) have been applied in all the rooms, according to
their speciﬁc end-use. Then, the proﬁles regulating the
“oﬃce” rooms (see Figure 6) have been linked to the behavioural models for a stochastic adjustment of ventilation and
lighting schedules.
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Figure 7: Behavioural models for the (a) opening probability; (b) closing probability; (c) switch-on probability.
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Figure 8: Diﬀerences in using a standard approach and behavioural approach in (a) absolute and (b) percentage diﬀerence terms.

The computation time to perform one-year simulation
using the behavioural functions is about 1 minute, for the
current model. This new functionality increases the duration
of the simulation of few seconds in comparison to the traditional settings.
The total energy performance (MWh) and the lighting
consumptions (MWh) have been selected as key indicators
to compare the two approaches.
Figure 8(a) highlights that the standard approach provides a higher energy use than the behavioural one for both
the two indicators. Figure 8(b) reports the percentage absolute diﬀerence between the two approaches. The variation of
the overall energy consumptions is minimal since it is
roughly 2%. This result is mainly a consequence of several
building features and modelling settings. In fact, the window
use is minimal during the winter season, when the consumptions are mainly a consequence of the heating system.
Conversely, during the nonheating season, window adjustments are extremely frequent but no building system

consumes fuel (i.e., neither cooling nor mechanical ventilation systems are present).
In comparison to consumptions related to the whole
buildings, those related to lighting use show a much bigger
variation. The diﬀerence up to 10% is mainly aﬀected by
the proﬁle settings. According to the behavioural model
shown in Figure 7(c), the light-switching probability starts
for values lower than 360 lx but provides more consistent
probabilities from 130 to 0 lx. Diﬀerently, the standard
schedules consider the lights switched on when the indoor
illuminance is lower than 500 lx, as stated in the prescriptions
for oﬃce buildings.
4.3. Comparing Behavioural and Standard Proﬁles to Real
Behaviours. The comparisons between simulated and real
data give a concrete idea of the predicting capabilities of a
model. In general, such observations are made at the building
level, especially using energy consumptions as indicators. In
the case study, it was not possible to record or derive this
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Figure 9: Comparison between standard (grey), behavioural (red), and real (black) light-switching monthly behaviours in a north-exposed
room (a) and an east-exposed room (b).

information both because of privacy issues and systems’ conﬁguration (the building has a very complex centralised system with central heating). To overcome these limitations
and, in parallel, provide a realistic comparison between predicted and actual data, the analysis has been performed on
the lighting and ventilation proﬁles. In detail, simulated proﬁles, both using the behavioural and standard approaches
and real patterns, have been examined to assess the percentage of occupied time with lights on and the window open.
The analysis has been performed for each month, except
August since the case study building was almost always
closed for the summer vacations.
Figures 9 and 10 show the results of this comparison for
two rooms with a diﬀerent orientation (i.e., north-exposed
on the top and east-exposed on the bottom) in relation to
lighting and ventilation proﬁles, respectively.
The behavioural proﬁles present a better prediction of the
real patterns, in all the cases. The greatest diﬀerence between
the standard approach and the behavioural approach can be
appreciated for the light switching (Figure 9). Standard

proﬁles present a constant trend along the year. The lights
are always switched on during occupied hours since the simulated indoor illuminance never overcomes the threshold of
500 lux. The greatest discrepancies are related to the summer
season (especially July), during which real lighting events are
very rare. On the contrary, during wintertime, the gap is substantially shrunk because the occupants are more likely to
work with lights turned on. Tuned on real users’ preference,
the behavioural model provides a much greater accuracy for
both the orientations. In the north-exposed room, the behavioural proﬁles tend to overestimate real interactions. However, the diﬀerence is very little for most of the year
(especially from March to September). The east-exposed
room presents a real proﬁle characterised by much more
hours with lights turned on. The behavioural model provides
better predictions for most of the year, except from March to
May where the standard approach performs better.
The diﬀerence between actual and simulated ventilation patterns presents fewer diﬀerences for most of the
months (Figure 10). The behavioural and standard
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Figure 10: Comparison between standard (dark blue), behavioural (light blue), and real (black) window-opening monthly behaviours in (a) a
north-exposed room and (b) an east-exposed room.

approaches follow a very similar trend during the heating
season (i.e., from October to April). Predicting almost no
hour with the window open, they slightly underestimate
real behaviours. The gap is lower than 10%. In fact, in
winter, occupants are unwilling to ventilate the oﬃces to
avoid thermal discomfort.
During the nonheating season, the two rooms behave
similarly. They present an increase in the opening percentage
until July when it reached the maximum. Then, the ventilation decreases due to thermal issues. During this period, the
behavioural model provides more accurate predictions than
the standard one. In particular, in July, the standard proﬁles
show an overestimation of about 30% against the 5% of the
behavioural ones.
The overall accuracy of the behavioural and standard
approaches in reproducing the real actions has been assessed
considering their predicting capabilities along the whole year.
In detail, the percentage of hours with lights turned on and
the window open has been calculated for the three patterns

(i.e., the behavioural model, the standard approach, and the
real behaviours). Then, the percentage diﬀerence (in absolute
terms) between the two simulated patterns and the real one
has been calculated to estimate the overall discrepancy. The
results of this analysis are presented in Figure 11. It reports
the diﬀerences for the lighting and ventilation proﬁles determined in the north-exposed (Figure 11(a)) and east-exposed
(Figure 11(b)) rooms.
The greatest divergences are observed in the northexposed room for both the patterns. In relation to the two
approaches, the adoption of standard proﬁles (grey histogram) would lead to discrepancies between 230% and
340% when simulating light switching and to gaps of 70–
120% for the ventilation pattern. The behavioural approach
(red histogram) is related to much lower diﬀerences. The
discrepancy for the lighting patterns is similar in both the
rooms and it is about 130%. The divergence of the ventilation proﬁles ranged between 50% (east-exposed) and 90%
(north-exposed).
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In summary, the adoption of behavioural rather than
standard proﬁles reduces the discrepancy of 58% for light
switching and 23% for the ventilation pattern in the northexposed room, while the reductions related to the eastexposed room are 48% and 26% for the two proﬁles,
respectively.
It should be noted that, despite the important reduction
of the discrepancy achieved with the proposed methodology,
the diﬀerence between the real and the behavioural proﬁles
remains relevant, and it is caused by further important factors that were not taken into account during the simulation
process. Inﬂuencing physical variables (e.g., wind speed,
rainfall), occupancy patterns, and individual psychological
features are key aspects aﬀecting human-building interactions. Thus, the inclusion of those factors could make the discrepancy with the reality negligible.
Despite the diﬀerence between real and simulated conditions, the results presented in this section are very promising.
The implementation of behavioural models in BPS is a key
step to enhance simulation results. In fact, the improvement
of predictions would provide more accurate energy and comfort assessments until the early design stages of the building.
4.4. The Most Inﬂuencing Action on Energy Consumptions.
The modelling of multiple stochastic actions allows investigating which one has the greatest impact in energy terms.
To perform this evaluation, it is necessary to perform n + 1

runs (with n being the number of probabilistic behaviours).
For the case study, three simulations have been separately
run. In the ﬁrst one, only the lighting proﬁles have been modelled stochastically; in the second, only the windows, while in
latter, both the actions.
Figure 12 shows the total energy consumptions derived
from the three scenarios. It clearly appears that light switching is the most inﬂuencing behaviour on the building
performance.
This result is strictly connected to the features of the
simulation model. In fact, the interaction with the lights
occurs almost along the whole year, aﬀecting constantly
the energy demand. Conversely, window opening is frequent only during the nonheating season, when no system
requires energy.
This evaluation has the aim to underline potentialities of
the behavioural modelling. In fact, recognising which action
mainly leads to the building performance, the designers
would focus their attention on that speciﬁc pattern to reduce
energy use.
4.5. Evaluation of Standard Uncertainty due to the Number of
Runs. Considering that the behavioural-based simulation follows a probabilistic approach, each simulation provides
unique results, derived from the calculation of the probability
that a certain action has been done at each step. Figure 13
highlights that both deterministic (e.g., internal loads) and
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probabilistic inputs (i.e., lighting and ventilation proﬁles)
aﬀect the simulation process proposed in this study. The
inclusion of stochastic components (even if limited) creates
variability in the ﬁnal outcomes (i.e., the building energy consumptions). The main consequence is that each run produces
diﬀerent outcomes and not ﬁxed results. Thus, a number of
runs should be necessary to provide an accurate estimation
of the energy consumption even if it would produce a probability distribution. However, an elevated number of simulations would not be feasible in terms of computational and
time requirement. The uncertainty analysis is a valuable
method to assess the uncertainty linked to models’ stochasticity [48]. For this reason, an uncertainty evaluation has been
performed to estimate the coverage interval achievable running one single simulation. The uncertainty can be evaluated
from N independent observation obtained under the same
conditions [49]. The uncertainty is then estimated from the
standard deviation calculated on residuals, where the average
observation is considered as the expected value. This standard deviation characterizes the dispersion about the
expected value.
In this case, N = 103 runs of cosimulation were performed
to generate a population of observations. One observation is
the energy consumption calculated with a run. During each
run and at each time step, the behavioural model calculates
the probability of an action that is to be used by the simulation core engine. Thus, a distribution of energy consumptions is generated and used to calculate the coverage
interval. The uncertainty due to the running of one simulation is then considered as the deviation achieved by 99.7%
of distribution samples, applying a coverage factor of 3 (3σ).
Figure 14 shows the distribution of energy consumption
residuals obtained with the analysis.
A standard deviation of ±0.1 MWh was found on an average energy consumption of 426.6 MWh. This turned out to
provide that running one simulation the uncertainty on the
energy consumption would be ±0.3 MWh (3σ), conﬁrming
the feasibility of running one simulation.

5. Conclusions
This paper presents a methodology for the human-in-theloop design applied to building retroﬁt and renovation. It

started from the target of measuring, ﬁtting, and including
the behavioural component in the simulation environment
to enhance the predictions of building performance. To
reach this aim, three steps have been carried out: (1) measurement of users’ behaviours and physical parameters; (2)
the data ﬁtting for the development of stochastic and datadriven behavioural models; and (3) the coupling of
behavioural functionalities and energy engine to improve
simulation outcomes. Such general workﬂow has been
experimentally applied to investigate its capabilities. A
one-year monitoring in a demo site allowed the development of data-driven behavioural models to predict lightswitching and window-opening behaviours in oﬃces. The
models have been coupled with the IESVE energy simulation software through a cosimulation approach. The
outcomes achieved using the behavioural approach have
been compared to those obtained from a baseline simulation, performed using proﬁles from standard and deterministic rules. A variation up to 10% has been observed for
lighting energy consumptions, while a minimal diﬀerence
(about 2%) is related to the total energy. Due to missing
information about real building performance, the comparison between simulated and actual behaviours has been
performed on lighting and ventilation proﬁles. The behavioural approach, showing lower discrepancies, provides
more accurate outcomes in representing users’ actions than
the standard approach. In fact, the behavioural models
reduced the discrepancies of light-switching and ventilation
proﬁles up to 58% and 26%, respectively. The inclusion of
several behavioural features allows the identiﬁcation of the
most inﬂuencing action on energy consumptions. For the
case study, light switching has been recognised as the behaviour which plays a crucial role in energy assessment.
Since the behavioural models follow a probabilistic
approach, each simulation gives a peculiar result. A number
of runs would be required to provide accurate estimations
of the outcomes. For this reason, an uncertainty analysis
has been adopted to estimate the coverage interval achievable
running one single simulation. Reducing the runs to one, an
uncertainty of ±0.3 MWh (3σ) on the building energy consumption has been reached.
The behavioural algorithms embedded in the simulation
software are representative of a speciﬁc and precise context
since they have been obtained from a homogeneous sample
(i.e., three oﬃces settled in the Mediterranean climate). The
adoption of speciﬁc behavioural models is one of the main
reasons for the slight deviations between diﬀerent stochastic
simulations. Increasing the availability of the experimental
data is one crucial step to generate models that could be
applied to broader contexts. This objective can be reached
using diﬀerent kinds of data sources and especially those
provided by IoT devices. This approach can enhance the
robustness of the behavioural models and, in parallel, simplify the overall procedure for the model development since
the long-term environmental monitoring phase could be
considerably reduced or avoided at all. The increase of data
availability would also multiply the number of possible
stochastic inputs (e.g., stochastic occupancy patterns) and
so aﬀect the variability of the simulation results.
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In this perspective, future studies will be directed in
investigating further probabilistic features and in testing the
methodology in diﬀerent contexts. These next steps will be
targeted at increasing the applicability of the approach, covering more behavioural components. This comprehensive
methodology can be a useful aid during the building design,
retroﬁt, or renovation phases. The building control and management can be improved too. In particular, the embedding
of behavioural models inside model-predictive-control
(MPC) processes and within building management systems
(BMS) would support the control of the energy ﬂows. In
parallel, the adoption of machine-learning algorithms and
model training would evolve the behavioural models adapting them to speciﬁc comfort preferences of the users, which
could change along time (e.g., diﬀerent exposure, change of
the occupants).
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For the serious impacts of network failure caused by the unbalanced energy consumption of sensor nodes, hardware failure, and
attacker intrusion on data transmission, a low-energy-consumption distributed fault detection mechanism in a wireless sensor
network (LEFD) is proposed in this paper. The time correlation information of nodes is used to detect fault nodes in LEFD
ﬁrstly, and then the spatial correlation information is adopted to detect the remaining fault nodes, so as to check the states of
nodes comprehensively and improve the eﬃciency of data transmission. In addition, the nodes do not need to exchange
information with their neighbor nodes in the detection process since LEFD uses the data sensed by the node itself to detect
some types of faults, thus reducing the energy consumption of nodes eﬀectively. Performance analysis and simulation results
show that the proposed detection mechanism can improve the transmission performance and reduce the energy consumption of
the network eﬀectively.

1. Introduction
A wireless sensor network (WSN) consists of a large number
of sensor nodes deployed in a speciﬁc area in a self-organized
manner. There is no central control node in the network, and
the end-to-end information transmission can be achieved by
the intermediate nodes in a multihop forwarding way [1].
WSN with the ﬂexible, distributed, and dynamic characteristics has a wide range of applications, such as battleﬁeld, disaster relief, exploration, environmental threat detection, and
other ﬁelds [2]. The sensor nodes, however, often suﬀer from
various attacks and other external damage since they are usually deployed in severe environments. In addition, sensor
nodes have the low manufacturing cost and limited resources
and radio coverage. All the factors will cause failure to the
nodes and thus will reduce the accuracy of monitoring data.
Therefore, the network node fault detection is very important
for ensuring the accuracy of monitoring results.
The fault detection algorithms of sensor nodes in WSN
can be divided into centralized fault detection and distributed

fault detection according to diﬀerent data processing
methods [3]. The centralized fault detection algorithms usually require all the information being collected by a particular
node and then determine the states of the other nodes. These
algorithms can lead to many problems easily, such as singlenode failure, information loss, and much energy consumption [4]. The distributed fault detection algorithms require
each node to possess the ability to detect faults and adopt
the data collected by itself or the surrounding nodes to determine their own faults [5]. At present, some problems existing
in the fault detection algorithms are as follows [6]:
(1) The network energy consumption is sacriﬁced for
higher detection accuracy and lower false-positive
ratio. In the existing detection algorithms, the sensor
node needs to communicate with its neighbor nodes
during fault detection, which will lead to higher
energy consumption
(2) The types of fault nodes are not fully considered.
Therefore, the detection performance of these
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algorithms will decline rapidly if the types of fault
nodes increase
(3) The ability of sensor nodes to collect data is not fully
utilized, and only the spatial correlation of the sensor
network is used to achieve fault detection so that the
complexity of algorithms increases signiﬁcantly

In order to solve the above problems, a low-energyconsumption distributed fault detection mechanism in a
wireless sensor network is proposed in this paper. LEFD
adopts the time correlation features of the data collected
by sensor nodes to detect certain types of fault nodes and
then removes them from the network. LEFD may reduce
the time and energy consumption in the communication
between neighbor nodes. Then, LEFD adopts the spatial correlation properties of WSN to detect the remaining fault
nodes that are not detected during the initial detection
phase. If the measured value of a node is the same or similar
to that of the neighbor which is in the normal state, the node
can be considered a normal node. Otherwise, the node is
considered a faulty node. The algorithm also considers the
transient faults in the sensor readings and corrects the fault
data using the data collected in a short period of time when
transient faults occur, which avoids mistaking the normal
node as a faulty node.

2. Related Work
A distributed Bayesian algorithm for detecting and correcting node faults in WSN (BAFD) is proposed [7]. In BAFD,
a sensor node exchanges information with its neighbor nodes
to obtain the statistical probability of the event, and the failure ratio of the node is used to identify events and fault
nodes. A fault detection scheme is proposed in [8], where
each node detects any suspicious behavior using time correlation in its own reading, and the suspected node is required
to communicate with the conﬁdent neighbor node to ﬁnd the
fault node. The algorithm has high detection accuracy and
low communication overhead but does not take into account
the impact of transient failure. The authors in [9] propose a
distributed byzantine fault detection method based on
hypothesis testing, the Neyman-Pearson test method is used
to predict the fault states of each sensor node and adjacent
sensor nodes, and then the ﬁnal state of the node is determined by voting in this mechanism. A distributed fault detection method based on metric correlation is proposed in [10].
The algorithm detects the fault nodes through the internal
metric correlation of sensor nodes. The computational complexity of the algorithm is low, but it does not consider the
inﬂuence of transient faults. A distributed localized fault sensor detection algorithm for wireless sensor networks (DLFS)
is proposed in [11], and the mutual test results between nodes
and neighboring nodes are utilized to determine the states of
nodes. DLFS has high detection accuracy and low computational complexity, but the algorithm requires at least two
communications between adjacent nodes, thus resulting in
much energy consumption. The authors in [12] propose a
fault detection mechanism based on the hidden Markov

random ﬁeld. The HMRF model is used to characterize the
correlation between the measured value and the actual value
of the sensor node, and then the parameters of the HMRF
model are obtained through the variable error estimation
method to determine the state of the node. The method has
high detection accuracy and low false-positive ratio, but it
also causes high computational complexity and much energy
consumption. In [13], a fully distributed fault detection algorithm is proposed. In this algorithm, the nodes ﬁrst collect
the measurements of their neighborhoods and process them
to determine whether they contain an exception value and
broadcast the results. Then, nodes determine their own operational state autonomously. Therefore, the computational
complexity of the algorithm is low, while the algorithm needs
to communicate with its neighbor nodes several times, thus
leading to much energy consumption. The authors in [14]
propose a novel method for detecting a sensor that generates
fault data in a distributed manner. The algorithm detects the
fault nodes in the cluster locally through the cluster head and
uses the trust concept to identify the type of data failure,
which may reduce the inﬂuence of a fault node on sensor
probability. However, this method leads to the uneven energy
consumption of sensor nodes.
It can be seen that the existing detection algorithm
does not fully consider the types of the faulty nodes, resulting in poor detection performance. In addition, the multiple
communications between adjacent nodes generate much
energy consumption.
Aimed at improving the detection accuracy and reducing
the energy consumption of the existing detection algorithm,
this paper presents a low-energy-consumption distributed
fault detection mechanism in a wireless sensor network. The
main contributions of this paper are summarized as follows:
(1) A low-energy-consumption distributed fault detection mechanism is proposed, which uses the time
correlation information of sensor nodes to detect
the fault nodes in the initial detection stage. During
the detection of the remaining nodes, the other nodes
do not need to communicate with the detected fault
nodes, thus reducing the communication traﬃc and
network energy consumption
(2) All kinds of fault nodes are fully considered to ensure
the performance of the detection algorithm. In addition, the proposed algorithm also considers the nodes
that may have transient faults in the sensor readings.
For transient faults, the fault values will be promptly
corrected by LEFD to avoid mistaking the normal
node as a faulty node, thus improving the utilization
of nodes and reducing false-positive ratio

3. System Model
3.1. Network Model. WSN is a special wireless communication system, which does not depend on any ﬁxed communication facilities; it can be deployed in a complex environment
for data communication rapidly, and the architecture of
WSN is shown in Figure 1. Each node plays the role of a
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Table 1: Notations and their deﬁnitions.

Base station

Notation
Cluster heads

ni
Sensor nodes

Num N ni

router and endpoint and has access service and wireless backbone interface [15]. There is no absolute domination of the
nodes in WSN, and each node is equal and independent.
The data between nodes are transmitted to the destination
node by intermediate nodes; that is, data transmission is carried out by multihop forwarding, which can guarantee the
ﬂexibility of network topology.
Assume that the number of nodes randomly deployed in
a speciﬁc area is N. These sensor nodes have the same communication radius Rmax . A node stores at least k segments
of data that has been collected before executing the fault
detection algorithm. ni represents the i-th node in WSN.
The node in the node n′is communication radius is called
the neighbor node of ni . N ni denotes all neighbor nodes
of ni , and Num N ni represents the number of neighbor
nodes of ni . dti denotes the measurement data of the node
ni at t. It is assumed that the k segments of the data have been
collected in the sensor and stored in the memory before t,
t−k−1
. Node ni and node N ni are in
that is, dti , dt−1
i , … , di
the same or similar environment, which means that the
neighbor nodes of ni are also in the same event area if the
node ni is in the event area and the neighbor nodes of ni
are also in the same normal area if the node ni is in the normal area. The remaining parameters are shown in Table 1.
3.2. Fault Model. Nodes could still receive, send, collect, and
process data if the network is partially faulty, but the data
collected by nodes is usually wrong. According to the abnormal data collected by nodes, the fault of sensor nodes can be
divided into the following speciﬁc types [16]:
(1) Fixed fault: a sensor with this fault collects data with
the same reading, and the data is not aﬀected by the
environment
(2) Random fault: node readings are random and
uncertain
(3) Oﬀset fault: the node readings deviate from normal
values, and the readings may change if the environment changes
(4) Transient fault: transient fault may occur in a short
time due to the hardware characteristics and the
impact of the environment on the data collecting

Number of neighbors of ni

Si

Initial states of sensor nodes

vri

Each row in matrix Q

Ec

Total energy consumption

N ni
Figure 1: Network model.

Deﬁnition
The i-th node

All neighbor nodes of ni

dti

Measurement data of node ni at t

FSi

Final states of sensor nodes

k

Number of data collected by node ni

Rmax

Communication radius

DA
FPR

Detection accuracy
False-positive ratio

process, resulting in data anomalies occurring one
or more times
In order to improve the utilization of the sensor nodes,
this paper considers that the nodes with transient faults are
normal nodes because the readings of these nodes are available at most of the time.

4. Proposed Fault Detection Model
4.1. Detection Principle. The data collected by sensor nodes in
a short time is temporally relevant, which means that the collected data is the same or similar in a short time, and the
change is not so great [17]. LEFD can detect some types of
fault nodes based on this feature, such as random faults and
transient faults. The value of the collected data in a short time
is unstable when these faults occur. However, this paper will
consider that the nodes with transient faults are normal
nodes to improve the utilization of nodes, so only the collected data generated when the fault occurs is corrected; the
normal node will not be mistaken for a fault node. The
matrix Q is established to determine whether there are transient faults or random faults based on the diﬀerence of the
data collected by nodes. The faulty data will be replaced by
the collected normal data at other times for transient faults;
therefore, the false-positive ratio can be eﬀectively reduced.
However, it is not enough to use only the time correlation
information. For example, the node’s reading still satisﬁes
the time correlation feature when ﬁxed faults or oﬀset faults
occur, and this type of fault nodes cannot be detected just
by using the time correlation feature, so the neighbor nodes
are necessary. The node fails if the collected data of most
neighbor nodes is not similar to the node’s collected data;
that is, the sensor nodes have spatial correlation property,
which means that most sensor nodes have the same or similar
readings in smaller areas.
The diﬀerences between LEFD and the existing algorithms can be summarized from the above analysis. Firstly,
LEFD uses time correlation information to detect certain
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types of fault nodes and corrects some values as needed, and
then the spatial correlation property of nodes is adopted to
detect the remaining fault nodes. However, the existing algorithms do not use time correlation information, or only the
spatial correlation information is adopted to detect fault
nodes, so there always are undetected fault nodes in the network. Secondly, the existing algorithms do not consider the
transient faults of nodes so that the normal node is mistaken
as a faulty node, thus reducing the utilization ratio of nodes.
4.2. Detection Method. The latest k segments of data can be
obtained after the node ni collects the data at time t. The
matrix Q is established according to

Qm×n =

0,

n
if dm
i − d i ≤ β1 ,

1,

otherwise,

1

m, n = 0, 1, … k − 1

FSi =

0,

〠

if

n j ∈N ni ,Si =0

1,

0,
vri =

j=t−k+1

1,

2

otherwise,
t−k+1≤r≤t

At time t, the value of vri is corrected by vti :
t

vti

=

0,

〠 vri <

if

r=t−k+1

1,

k
,
2

3

otherwise

Any measured value at other times when vri = 0 can be
considered its value at time t.
Equation (4) is used to determine the initial states of sensor nodes:
t

Si =

0,

〠 vri <

if

r=t−k+1

1,

k
,
2

4

otherwise

For the node ni with state 0, the neighbor reading whose
initial fault condition is 0 is obtained. Then, the ﬁnal state of
the node is determined according to (5) and (6):

vtij =

dti − dtj ≤ β2 ,

0,

if

1,

otherwise

5

,

6
where Num N ni , T = 0 denotes the number of neighbor
nodes of ni and the number of nodes whose state may be normal. β represents the node failure thresholds. FSi = 0 represents that the node ni is a normal node. Otherwise, the
node ni is a faulty node.
For example, assuming that k = 5 and Num N ni = 5,
the k segments of data collected by the node ni at time t
t−2 t−3 t−4
, and their correand before t are d ti , dt−1
i , di , di , di
sponding values are 60 12, 30 23, 31 54, 10 68, 30 87 . The
neighbor nodes’ reading of node ni is d t1 , d t2 , d t3 , d t4 , d t5
at t, whose values are 70 22, 31 35, 65 79, 30 84, 31 10 ,
and β = 2. Then, the matrix Q is established according to (1):

Q5×5 =

k
,
2

〠 Qij <

if

Num N ni , S = 0
2

otherwise,

For each row in matrix Q, vri is calculated as
t

vtij <

0

1

0

0

1

1

0

1

1

1

0

1

0

0

1

0

1

0

0

1

1

1

1

1

0
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There are vri = 0, 1, 0, 0, 1 and t − 4 ≤ r ≤ t t ≥ 4
according to (2). According to (3), the value of vti is corrected
to 0; then, there is vri = 0, 1, 0, 0, 0 . The measured value at r
is used to update dti when there is vri = 0, namely, d ti = 30 23.
According to (4), the initial fault state of node ni is considered S = 0, which represents that the node ni is a normal
node. Then, the algorithm obtains the neighbor nodes’ data
of node ni at time t. Equation (6) shows FSi = 0, and the ﬁnal
state of ni is normal.
As can be seen from this example, LEFD is a very eﬀective
detection method for transient faults and random faults. The
detailed description of LEFD is shown in Algorithm 1.
The algorithm adopts the historical data sensed by nodes
to determine the initial state of nodes. The node may be a
normal node if the collected data is stable in a short time
(almost no change). Otherwise, the node may be a faulty
node. In other words, only the sensor node’s own data can
be used to identify some of the fault nodes. After determining
the initial states of nodes, LEFD further determines that the
initial states of their neighbor nodes are normal for the nodes
with a normal initial state. A node will be determined as a
normal node if its measured value is similar to that of most
of its neighbor nodes. In the whole algorithm implementation process, the fault nodes that are identiﬁed in the initial
detection process are no longer able to communicate with
other normal nodes, and the algorithm adopts the data from
nodes whose initial state is normal. This method not only
consumes less energy but also reduces the error detection
ratio. In addition, LEFD also considers the transient faults
of nodes. The algorithm will correct the false readings when
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(1) Begin
(2) for each node ni in WSN i = 1, 2, … , N
/* The following method is adopted to establish Q*/
(3)
for each k times before time t (including time t)
n
(4)
if dm
i − d i ≤ β1
(5)
Qmn = 0
(6)
else
(7)
Qmn = 1
(8)
end if
(9)
end for
/* Generate test vri */
(10)
if ∑tj=t−k+1 Qij < k/2
(11)
vri = 0
(12)
else
(13)
vri = 1
(14)
end if
/*Correct vti */
(15)
if ∑tr=t−k+1 vri < k/2 and vti = 1
// t − x ∈ t − k + 1, t and vt−x
=0
(16)
vti = 0, dti = dt−x
i
i
t
r
(17)
else if ∑r=t−k+1 vi ≥ k/2 and vti = 0
// t − x ∈ t − k + 1, t and vt−x
=1
(18)
vti = 1, dti = dt−x
i
i
(19)
end if
/* Generate a state value Si = 0 based on the value of vri */
(20)
if ∑tr=t−k+1 vri < k/2
(21)
Si = 0
(22)
else
(23)
Si = 1
(24)
end if
/* For the nodes with status value Si = 0, test each member of their neighbors to generate test vtij 0, 1 by adopting the following
way*/
(25)
if dti − dtj ≤ β2
(26)
vtij = 0
(27)
else
(28)
vtij = 1
(29)
end if
/* Make the ﬁnal decision of the nodes’ state FSi */
(29)
if ∑n j ∈N ni and Si =0 vtij < Num N ni and S = 0 /2
(30)
FSi = 0
(31)
else
(32)
FSi = 1
(33)
end if
(34) end for
Process end
Algorithm 1: The pseudocode of low-energy-consumption distributed fault detection algorithm.

transient faults occur, which means that the algorithm adopts
the reading at other times instead of the reading at this time
to further improve the fault tolerance ability of sensor nodes
to transient faults.

5. Simulation Experiment and
Performance Analysis
5.1. Performance Indicators. The two indicators are usually adopted to evaluate the eﬀect of fault node identiﬁcation, namely, detection accuracy and false-positive ratio.

Detection accuracy (DA) refers to the ratio between the
number of fault nodes that have been correctly identiﬁed
and the total number of actual fault nodes:

DA =

F∩A
,
A

8

where F represents the set of fault nodes detected by the
algorithm and A represents the set of actual fault nodes.
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The false-positive ratio (FPR) refers to the ratio between
the number of normal nodes which are identiﬁed as fault
nodes and the total number of normal nodes:
FPR =

F−A
N− A

9

Most of the energy consumption is caused by communication between nodes [18]. Thus, the total number of communications between nodes can be adopted to represent
the total network. When the communication radius of node
is Rmax , it is assumed that the average energy consumption
when the node ni communicates with its neighbor node
once is eleci :
N

Ec = 〠 eleci ,

10

i=1

where Ec denotes the total energy consumption.
5.2. Parameter Settings. The performance of LEFD was analyzed using NS2 in this study [15]. In order to maintain the
generality, it is assumed that the position of each node is
known and all nodes have the same communication radius
Rmax , and the reading of the nodes in the normal region is
subject to the distribution of N μ, σ μ = 35, σ = 1 . At least
5 segments of data (k = 5) are stored in each sensor node. The
value of k should not be chosen too high because the sensor
nodes have limited storage capacity. The data may take up
too much storage space if the value of k is too high. The node
failure threshold β is 5, and the basic idea of the node failure
threshold selection is to determine the node failure threshold
according to the allowable deviation of the sensor node. The
key step is designing an observer. The output of the observer
and the output of the sensor node constitute a redundant signal, and then the two signals are compared to obtain the sensor residual sequence. The allowable error of the sensor node
is selected as the node failure threshold [19]. Since the ﬁxed
fault is similar to the oﬀset fault, the two types of faults are
also regarded as oﬀset faults. The results were obtained from
the mean of 100 experiments. All of the simulation parameters are shown in Table 2.
5.3. Experimental Results and Performance Analysis.
Figures 2(a) and 2(b) show the performance comparison
results of diﬀerent algorithms in terms of DA and FPR when
only oﬀset faults occur. It can be seen that the DA of DLFS is
much higher when the sensor fault probability is less than
30% as shown in Figure 2(a), and the DA of LEFD proposed
in this paper is similar to that of BAFD; the DA of DLFS is
rapidly reduced compared with that of LEFD and BAFD
when the sensor fault probability is higher than 30%. However, DLFS has low FPR, and the FPR of LEFD is between
the FDR of DLFS and BAFD. Based on all the above factors,
the performance of the LEFD algorithm is between the performances of DLFS and BAFD when only oﬀset faults occur.
Figures 3(a) and 3(b) show the performance comparison
results of diﬀerent algorithms in terms of DA and FPR when

Table 2: Simulation parameters.
Parameter
The type of nodes
The number of nodes
Network range

Value
Normal node, fault node
1024
32m × 32m

The reading range of oﬀset fault
The reading range of random fault
The reading range of transient fault
Rmax

61–70
1–100
1–100

eleci

10−5 J

k

2
5

only random faults occur. It can be seen that the sensor fault
probability has a little eﬀect on the DA, and the FPR increases
with the increasing sensor fault probability as shown in
Figure 3. However, LEFD also has good performance and
always maintains high DA and low FPR even in the case of
high sensor fault probability for random faults, since the
LEFD algorithm ﬁrst checks whether the nodes’ reading is
stable in a short time. The node may be faulty if its reading
is unstable, because the data of the random fault sensor is
random and unstable. Since the range of random faults is
from 1 to 100, DLFS and BAFD are eﬀective for this fault
but are less eﬃcient than LEFD. The DA of DLFS and BAFD
are also more than 93%, and the DA may increase (such as
that of BAFD) when the sensor fault probability increases.
But the FPR of DLFS and BAFD also increase when the sensor fault probability increases. However, the FPR of LEFD is
almost zero.
Figure 4 shows the relationship between the sensor fault
probability and the FPR if only transient faults occur when
k = 5. It can be seen that the FPR of all algorithms increase
with the increasing sensor fault probability as shown in
Figure 4. The FPR of LEFD is very low because it has a good
ability to handle transient faults. For example, the FPR of
LEFD is still less than 5% when the sensor fault probability
is 50%, since LEFD determines whether the collected data is
correct according to the k segments of data. LEFD will
replace the current data with the data collected at another
time to avoid the impact of transient faults if data is wrong.
This is why LEFD has a good fault tolerance performance
for transient faults. However, both DLFS and BAFD do not
consider transient faults, so the FPR will continue to increase
as the sensor fault probability increases.
Figures 5(a) and 5(b) show the relationship between the
sensor fault probability and the DA/FPR when the oﬀset
faults, random faults, and transient faults occur randomly,
respectively. The DA of DLFS and LEFD is almost the same
as shown in Figure 5(a). The DA of DLFS and LEFD are
higher than that of BAFD when the sensor fault probability
is less than 35%. However, the DA of DLFS will decline rapidly when the sensor fault probability is greater than 35%.
The FPR of LEFD is the lowest of the three algorithms. In
short, the performance of the LEFD algorithm achieves our
expectations in the event of mixed faults.
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Figure 2: (a) Detection accuracy under oﬀset faults. (b) False-positive ratio under oﬀset faults.
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Figure 3: (a) Detection accuracy under random faults, (b) False positive ratio under random faults.
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Figure 4: The relationship between the false-positive ratio and the
sensor fault probability under transient faults.

Figure 6 shows the relationship between the energy consumption (EC) of DLFS, BAFD, and LEFD and the sensor
fault probability when the transient fault ratio and the oﬀset
fault ratio are 1 : 1, the communication radius Rmax is 2, and
the nontransient faults occur. It can be seen that DLFS has
much higher energy consumption as the sensor fault probability increases under the same conditions as shown in
Figure 6, since each node needs to communicate with its
neighbor nodes at least twice (the ﬁrst communication is to
exchange the initial data set, the second communication is
to exchange the initial state of each node). However, nodes
that have not yet determined the ﬁnal state need to make
the third communication. As a result, the energy consumption of DLFS is always relatively high. Each node only needs
to communicate with its neighbor nodes once for BAFD, so
its network energy consumption is moderate and does not
change with the sensor fault probability. LEFD ﬁrst adopts
the time correlation information for initial fault detection,
and each node does not need to communicate with its neighbor nodes in this process. Only nodes that have been detected
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Figure 5: (a) The relationship between the detection accuracy and the sensor fault probability under mixed faults. (b) The relationship
between the false-positive ratio and the sensor fault probability under mixed faults.
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the fault values will be promptly corrected by LEFD to avoid
mistaking the normal node as a faulty node, thus reducing
false-positive ratio. The simulation results show that LEFD
has high detection accuracy, low false-positive ratio, and less
energy consumption for various faults. Future research will
study a fault tolerance method for WSN, which may provide
a new way for the eﬀective transmission of data and ubiquitous routing.
0.05 0.10 0.15 0.20 0.25 0.30 0.35 0.40 0.45 0.50
Sensor fault probability
LEFD
BAFD
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Figure 6: Energy consumption of diﬀerent algorithms.

to have a normal state need to communicate with the neighbor nodes and consume additional energy. Therefore, most
of the nodes will be detected as fault nodes by the LEFD algorithm in the case of high sensor fault probability, and the
energy consumption of the network also decreases. In summary, the energy consumption of the LEFD algorithm is low.

6. Conclusions
WSN is an important component of modern mobile communication systems. However, network performance is seriously
aﬀected due to the breakage of data link and frequent changes
of network topology. Therefore, a low-energy-consumption
distributed fault detection mechanism in WSN is proposed
in this paper. LEFD adopts the data sequence collected by
the sensor node itself to detect a particular type of fault and
then further uses the neighbor data to determine the states
of nodes, thus reducing the communication traﬃc and network energy consumption. In addition, LEFD also considers
the nodes that may have transient faults. For transient faults,
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The localization technology is the essential requirement of constructing a smart building and smart city. It is one of the most
important technologies for wireless sensor networks (WSNs). However, when WSNs are deployed in harsh indoor
environments, obstacles can result in non-line-of-sight (NLOS) propagation. In addition, NLOS propagation can seriously
reduce localization accuracy. In this paper, we propose a NLOS localization method based on residual analysis to reduce
the inﬂuence of NLOS error. The time of arrival (TOA) measurement model is used to estimate the distance. Then, the
NLOS measurement is identiﬁed through the residual analysis method. Finally, this paper uses the LOS measurements to
establish the localization objective function and proposes the particle swarm optimization with a constriction factor (PSOC) method to compute the position of an unknown node. Simulation results show that the proposed method not only
eﬀectively identiﬁes the LOS/NLOS propagation condition but also reduces the inﬂuence of NLOS error.

1. Introduction
The rapid development of microelectromechanical system
(MEMS) technology, sensor technology, wireless communication, and low-power embedded technology promotes
the progress and development of wireless sensor networks
(WSNs). WSNs consist of a large number of inexpensive
microsensor nodes deployed in a monitored region. The
sensor nodes are connected to each other by selforganization and multihop communications [1]. Sensor
nodes consist of sensors, digital processing units, a wireless communication module, and a power module. They
can collaboratively sense, gather, and process the information of the perceived objects in a monitored region
and then send the information to the sink node. WSNs
are widely used in traﬃc management, environmental
monitoring, medical care networks, logistics management,
and other ﬁelds and profoundly inﬂuence the social life
of people [2].

One of the most important issues for WSNs is localization technology [3]. The localization technology is the essential requirement of constructing a smart building and smart
city. WSN-based localization methods can be categorized as
range-based localization methods and range-free localization methods. In range-based localization methods, diﬀerent measurement techniques for localization can be
classiﬁed as time of arrival (TOA), time diﬀerence on
arrival (TDOA), received signal strength (RSS), and angle
of arrival (AOA). The range-free localization methods do
not need to measure the distance or angle between the
nodes [4]. These methods can estimate position based on
the network connectivity and the distribution of the history
measurements. The range-free localization methods can be
divided into multihop estimation-based localization and
pattern matching-based localization.
For the TOA-based localization method, the signal velocity is known in advance. It measures the travel time of the signal from the beacon node to the unknown node, and the
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distance between two nodes is equal to the product of the
signal velocity and the travel time. However, this method
requires high-precision time synchronization between two
nodes. As light synchronization error can signiﬁcantly
aﬀect the ranging error. Therefore, the TOA method
requires additional hardware to ensure the time synchronization. The TDOA method requires two diﬀerent transceivers on a node so that the node can transmit two
signals with diﬀerent velocities at the same time. It estimates the distance by measuring the two signals’ arrival
time diﬀerence between the beacon node and the
unknown node. The requirement of time accuracy of the
TDOA method is lower than the TOA method, but it still
has high requirements for hardware. The RSS method is
one of the least expensive ways to locate an unknown
node because it does not need additional hardware. The
RSS method measures the signal power loss value from a
beacon node to an unknown node, and it converts the
power loss value to the distance through a signal propagation model. The AOA method measures and calculates the
angles between beacon nodes and an unknown node and
then estimates the position of the unknown node based
on the angle between two nodes.
In this paper, we investigate the TOA-based localization method in an indoor environment. Obstacles can
result in NLOS propagation in harsh indoor environments,
and the accuracy of localization will drop sharply. We ﬁrst
propose an NLOS identiﬁcation method based on residual
analysis. The propagation condition can be identiﬁed by it.
Then, the localization objective function is established
using the LOS measurements. In addition, the particle
swarm optimization with a constriction factor method is
proposed to ﬁnd the optimal solution of the localization
function. The optimal solution is the estimated position
of the unknown node. The main contributions of this
paper are given as follows:
(1) The NLOS identiﬁcation method does not need prior
knowledge of the NLOS error. In addition, it can
identify the NLOS measurements when the number
of LOS measurements is larger than the number of
NLOS measurements.
(2) The proposed NLOS correction method can mitigate
the eﬀect of the NLOS error.
(3) The proposed method not only uses TOA measurements but also uses other signal features
such as TDOA and RSS easily. Therefore, it is not
constrained by diﬀerent physical measurement
techniques.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2
analyzes the NLOS localization technology for WSNs. Section 3 introduces the proposed NLOS identiﬁcation methods
based on residual analysis and a localization method based
on an intelligent optimization algorithm. In Section 4, the
simulation results of the proposed algorithm are presented,
and the performance of the proposed algorithm is analyzed.
The conclusions are presented in Section 5.

2. Related Work
Compared with traditional positioning systems, WSNbased localization systems can be quickly deployed and
can adapt to various harsh environmental conditions. They
have the characteristics of low power consumption, low
cost, and strong expansibility. In addition, the Global Positioning System (GPS) technique, which is widely used at
present, has the characteristics of high energy consumption,
high cost, and large volume compared with WSNs [5].
Thus, WSN-based localization systems have broad application prospects, and they can be used in environmental
monitoring, medical care networks, military applications,
target tracking, intelligent traﬃc management, and other
ﬁelds. The development of WSN-based localization technology has promoted an industrial revolution that inﬂuences the social life of people.
Because the WSN localization technology has remarkable superiority, both researchers and designers are paying
more attention to it and devoting more eﬀort to improving the positioning accuracy. In [6], a residual test method
is proposed to determine the number of LOS and identify
the propagation condition synchronously. This method
can identify the NLOS with high accuracy. In [7], the
authors proposed a routing algorithm that is widely used
in centralized range-based localization schemes. Experimental results show that the algorithm provides distance
estimates with low estimation error. However, the algorithm requires a large amount of calculation. A novel
localization algorithm based on an approximate convex
decomposition (ACDL) is proposed [8]. It relies only on
network connectivity information. The hop count distance
between nodes can provide a good approximation of the
Euclidean distance. In [9], the authors design a localization
method with outlier detection, and the ranges with large
errors can be eliminated explicitly before computing the
location. However, the method must deﬁne veriﬁable
graphs in which all edges should be veriﬁable. To obtain
a low complexity, the authors proposed a modiﬁcation of
the gradient descent method and an accurate multilateration localization algorithm for wireless sensor networks
[10]. Only when using the RSSI to estimate the distances
between nodes, the proposed algorithm can obtain better
convergence properties and a lower computational load
in the presence of signiﬁcant range error.
NLOS propagation is ubiquitous in practical indoor
environments. NLOS propagation will contribute a positive
additional excessive delay to the measured value. NLOS
error is the main source of the localization error. To
improve the positioning accuracy in practical conditions,
NLOS identiﬁcation and mitigation methods are widely
investigated. A residual weighting algorithm (Rwgh) is
proposed in [11]. The sum of squared residuals of a least
squares estimation is used as the indicator to show the
accuracy of the calculated node coordinates. Least squares
multipoint location is applied on all possible combinations
of the distance measurements. Then, the authors compute
the estimated location and used it as a weighted combination of these intermediate estimates. The RANSAC
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In this section, we ﬁrst analyze the TOA measurement
model in LOS and NLOS propagation conditions, respectively. Then, we propose an NLOS identiﬁcation method
based on residual analysis, according to the characteristics
of the NLOS error. Finally, we improve the existing NLOS
localization method by using particle swarm optimization
with a constriction factor.
3.1. TOA Measurement Model. The TOA method measures
the travel time of a signal from the beacon node to the
unknown node. The true distance of TOA is modeled
as follows:
1

where c is the speed of the signal, d is the distance
between the two nodes, and t is the travel time of the
signal between the two nodes.
Because the travel time t cannot be completely synchronous in LOS propagation conditions, it consists of
measurement error. The time estimation of TOA is as
follows [16]:
̂t = t + nit ,

2

where t is the true travel time of the signal between the
two nodes; nit is the measurement error modeled as a
zero-mean white Gaussian process with variance σ2it .
The distance between the ith beacon node and the
unknown node in LOS propagation conditions is as
follows [17]:
d̂ i = c ⋅ t + ni = c ⋅ t i + ni = d i + ni ,
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Figure 1: The CDF for measurement noise and NLOS error.

3. System and Range Measurement
Model Description

d = c ⋅ t,

Empirical CDF

1

CDF

algorithm is an iterative method to estimate the position
from a set of measurements that contains NLOS error
[12]. A reasonable result is produced only with a certain
probability, so RANSAC is a nondeterministic algorithm
in this sense. The probability can be increased as more
iterations are allowed. In [13], the authors proposed a
distributed multiple-model estimator for simultaneous
localization and tracking (SLAT) with NLOS mitigation.
The diﬃculties of exponentially growing terms for centralized multiple-model estimation can be overcome if
the fusion is carried out in a distributed manner. An
NLOS mitigation technique based on convex SDP optimization is proposed in [14]. Especially in severe NLOS
environments, the proposed SDP estimator outperforms
the other algorithms substantially. In [15], a novel algorithm is presented by the authors to solve NLOS propagation. The algorithm depends only on the features
extracted from the received waveform. In addition, there
is no need to formulate an explicit statistical model for
the features.

3

where di is the true distance between the two nodes; ni is
the measurement error modeled as a zero-mean white
Gaussian process with varianceσ2i .
In practical conditions, the existence of obstacles will
result in NLOS conditions. Such obstacles will admit a
positive error component to the estimated distance. Considering the NLOS error, the distance between the ith beacon node and the unknown node in NLOS propagation
conditions is modeled as follows [18, 19]:
d̂ i = d i + ni + nNLOS ,

4

where nNLOS is the NLOS error and it is the positive bias error,
and nNLOS is uniformly distributed (nNLOS ~U 0, Bmax ).
Because the causes of NLOS error and measuring error
are diﬀerent, NLOS error is assumed to be independent
of the measuring error [20].
Figure 1 shows the cumulative distribution function
(CDF) of measurement noise and NLOS error. The measurement noise ni obeys a Gaussian distribution, that is, ni ~
N 0, 0 5 . The NLOS error is a uniform distribution or a
Gaussian distribution, that is, nNLOS ~U 0, 4 and nNLOS ~
N 2, 3 .
3.2. An NLOS Identiﬁcation Method Based on Residual
Analysis. NLOS propagation is ubiquitous in practical
conditions and has a large inﬂuence on measurements.
To obtain more accurate measurements, approaches to
reduce the inﬂuence that NLOS error admits to localization accuracy must be considered. NLOS error has distinct
characteristics compared with the measuring error: (1) NLOS
error is always positive. (2) The standard deviation of the
distance measurement in NLOS propagation conditions is
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larger than that in LOS propagation conditions. (3) NLOS
error exhibits high randomness.
Considering the characteristics of the NLOS error, NLOS
identiﬁcation methods based on residual analysis can be used
to determine and eliminate the NLOS measurements. The
basic approach of the residual analysis method can be
expressed as follows:

where d̂ i is the measured distance from a beacon node
xi − x 2 + yi − y 2 is the
to an unknown node, d i =
true distance between the ith beacon node and an
unknown node, xi , yi is the coordinate of the ith beacon node, and x, y is the true location of the unknown
node. We use the LOS measurements to establish the
objective function as follows:

Step 1. There are N diﬀerent beacon nodes in the ﬁeld.
Combine the measurements provided by these beacon
nodes. M diﬀerent combinations of distance measurements
can be obtained.

L

x̂, ̂y = arg max

f LOS d i

,

9

i=1
N

5

M = 〠 CiN
i=3

Step 2. Use the maximum likelihood method to compute
the estimated location of each combination. The estî k . The details
mated position of the kth combination is X
of the maximum likelihood method are shown in
Appendix. Calculate the residual of each measurement
as follows:
̂ k − Xi ,
Re si k = d̂ i − X

6

where d̂ i is the distance from the unknown node to the ith
beacon node, and X i is the coordinate of the ith beacon
node.
Step 3. Accumulate the residuals of each measurement as
follows:
M

7

CResi = 〠 Resi k
k=1

k
k
k
k
k
vk+1
iD = K v iD + c1 ξ piD − xiD + c2 η pgD − xiD

We can obtain N cumulative residuals CResi ,
… , N.

3.3. PSO with a Constriction Factor-Based Localization
Method. The probability density function of the measurement in an LOS condition can be expressed as follows [21]:

f LOS di =

2πσ2i

exp

−

2σ2i

2

,

10
11

k
k+1
xk+1
iD = xiD + v iD

By using the above steps, we can determine the
NLOS measurements, and the rest of the measurements
can be regarded as measurements in LOS propagation
conditions.

d̂ i − di

,

i = 1,

Step 4. Sort the cumulative residuals from large to small; the
measurements with the largest residual can be regarded as
NLOS measurements.

1

where L is the number of LOS measurements.
To solve the position function directly, not only is a large
amount of calculation required but the diﬃculty of ﬁnding
an analytical solution is also encountered. Therefore, we
use the particle swarm optimization with a constriction
factor (PSO-C) method to determine the optimal solution.
PSO is based on simulating a simpliﬁed model of social
interaction. PSO is easy to implement and does not
require gradient information, so it is widely used in scientiﬁc research and engineering practice.
The basic principle of the algorithm is as follows:
assume that a swarm includes M particles. The search space
is a D-dimensional vector. The location of the ith particle in
the swarm is X i = xi1 , xi2 , … , xiD . The velocity is vi = vi1 ,
vi2 , … , viD . The experienced best location of a particle is
pi = pi1 , pi2 , … , piD , where 1 ≤ i ≤ m. The experienced best
location of all particles in the swarm is pg = pg1 , pg2 , … ,
pgD . The location and velocity of the particles change
according to the equation as follows:

8

K is a constriction factor and is a function of c1 and c2 .

K=

2
2−φ−

φ2 − 4φ

,

φ = c1 + c2 > 4,

12

where c1 and c2 are learning factors, and where c1 = c2 = 2 05.
ξ and η are two uniform random numbers in [0, 1], that is,
ξ , η ∈ U 0, 1 . The velocity of the particles is limited to a
maximum range V max . V max determines the search ability
of particles in the search space.
The pseudocode of the PSO-C strategy is shown as
follows:
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1. Initialize the basic parameters of PSO-C
2. Generate an initial population X = X1, … , XM and its velocities V = V1, … , VM randomly
3. Calculate the ﬁtness values of the population F = f 1, … , f M
4. Set S to be the pbest = p1, … , pM for each particle
5. Set the particle with best ﬁtness to be pg
6. For t = 1 to tmax do
7. For i = 1 to M do
8. Update the velocity of particle Xi using equation (10)
9. Update the location of particle Xi using equation (11)
10. Compute the ﬁtness values of the new particle Xi
11. If the ﬁtness value of Xi is better than the ﬁtness values of pbi
12. Then, set Xi to be pi
13. End if
14. If the ﬁtness value of Xi is better than the ﬁtness values of pg
15. Then, set Xi to be pg
16. End if
17. End for
18. End for
Pseudocode 1

The pg is the estimated position of an unknown node.
Parameters

In this section, we evaluate the performance of our proposed NLOS localization algorithms. We compare the proposed method with RANSAC [12], ML [22], and Rwgh
[11] methods. The N beacon nodes and one unknown
node are randomly deployed in a 30 m × 30 m square
space. One obstacle is randomly deployed in the ﬁeld.
The communication range of sensor node is 50 m. The
measurement error ni is modeled as a zero-mean white
Gaussian process with variance σ2i . The NLOS error
nNLOS obeys the uniform distribution (nNLOS ~U 0, Bmax ).
The simulation results are obtained through 1000 Monte
Carlo runs. The default parameter values in the simulation
are shown in Table 1. We consider the average localization
error (ALE) as the performance metric.
1 M
〠
M i=1

x̂ i − x i

2

+ ̂y i − y i

2

,

13

Symbol

Default values

N

8

σi

1

The NLOS errors

N μNLOS , σ2NLOS

μNLOS = 2, σNLOS = 7

The NLOS errors

U 0, Bmax

Bmax = 7

Number of beacon nodes
The standard deviation of
the measurement noise

0.9
0.85
Identification success rate

4. Simulation and Experiments Results

ALE =

Table 1: The default parameter values.

0.8
0.75
0.7
0.65
0.6
0.55
0.5

where M = 1000, x i , y i is the true location of the
mobile node, and x̂ i , ̂y i is the estimated location for
the ith Monte Carlo run.
First, the identiﬁcation success rate of the proposed
method is evaluated. Figure 2 shows the identiﬁcation success
rate versus the number of beacon nodes. In this simulation,
the standard variance of the measurement noise in the LOS
condition σi is varied from 0.1 to 0.5, and the number of beacon nodes is varied from 5 to 10. The results show that as the
number of beacon nodes increases, the success rate of the
proposed method increases. In addition, as the value of σi
increases, the success rate of the proposed method decreases
because, as the value of σi increases, the measurements will
be disturbed by measurement noise more seriously.

0.45

5

6

7
8
The number of beacon nodes

9

10

𝜎i = 0.1
𝜎i = 0.3
𝜎i = 0.5

Figure 2: The identiﬁcation success rate versus the number of
beacon nodes.

When the NLOS error obeys the uniform distribution
(nNLOS ~U 0, Bmax ), the identiﬁcation success rate versus
the maximum bias of NLOS error Bmax is determined as
shown in Figure 3. In this simulation, the standard variance
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0.6
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0.5
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0.4
0.35
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Figure 3: The identiﬁcation success rate versus Bmax .
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Figure 5: The localization error versus σi .

Figure 4: The localization error versus the number of beacon nodes.

of the measurement noise in the LOS condition σi is 1.
The results show that when the number of measurements
in the NLOS condition is equal, the success rate is less
aﬀected by Bmax . However, as the number of measurements in the NLOS condition increases, the success rate
of the proposed method decreases.
In Figure 4 we evaluate the impact of the number of beacon nodes on the localization error. The results show that the
localization error decreases as the number of beacon nodes
increases. In addition, the ML method has the largest

localization error. When the number of beacon nodes is relatively fewer, such as 8, the Rwgh method works best. When
the number of beacon nodes is 9, the localization errors of the
Rwgh method, the RANSAC method, and the proposed
method are approximately the same. However, the localization error of the proposed method declines faster, and this
method has the highest localization accuracy when the number of beacon nodes increases.
Figure 5 shows the relation between the localization error
and the standard variance of the measurement noise σi . σi is
varied from 1 to 5. The results show that as the value of σi
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Figure 7: The localization error versus Bmax .

increases, the localization error increases. In addition, the
proposed method has the highest localization accuracy compared with the other methods. In comparison with ML,
RANSAC, and Rwgh methods, the localization accuracy of

Figure 8: The ﬂoor plan for the test bed.

the proposed method increases to 29.36%, 33.05%, and
20.37%, respectively.
Figure 6 shows the CDF of the localization error when the
NLOS error obeys the uniform distribution nNLOS ~U 0, 6 .
We can see that the 80% localization error of the proposed method is less than 7.122 m, and the CDF trends
toward one with a localization error of less than 22.7 m.
In comparison with the 80% localization error of the
Rwgh, ML, and RANSAC methods, 7.2 m, 8.1 m, and 6.1 m
are achieved, respectively.
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Figure 9: The CDF of localization error in realistic experiment.

Figure 7 shows the impact of the parameter Bmax on the
localization error. As the value of Bmax increases, the localization errors of all algorithms are increasing. However, the ML
method is seriously aﬀected by Bmax . The proposed method
achieves the lowest localization error. In comparison with
ML, RANSAC, and Rwgh methods, the localization accuracy
of the proposed method increases to 30.46%, 11.68%, and
5.64%, respectively.
In order to verify the eﬀective of the proposed localization method, we perform the realistic experiment in the
indoor environment. As shown in Figure 8, eight beacon
nodes and one unknown node are deployed in the room.
The beacon node and unknown node are installed up to
1.7 m above the ground. The experimental equipment is
chirp spread spectrum (CSS) localization system.
Figure 9 shows the CDF of the localization error in
realistic experiment. It can be seen that 80% localization
error of the proposed method is less than 1.879 m. The
CDF trends toward one with a localization error of less
than 2.559 m. The average localization error of the proposed method is 1.0205 m. The average localization errors
of RANSAC, Rwgh, and ML are 1.3491 m, 1.2603 m, and
1.5036 m, respectively.

5. Conclusion
The NLOS problem is one of the most challenging problems for wireless sensor networks. It can seriously reduce
localization accuracy. In this paper, the TOA measurement

model is ﬁrst introduced. We then proposed an NLOS
identiﬁcation method based on residual analysis to solve
the problem caused by the NLOS error. In addition, the
particle swarm optimization with a constriction factor
algorithm is proposed to ﬁnd the optimal solution of the
location estimate of an unknown node. Simulation results
show that this method can reduce the inﬂuence of NLOS
error and improve the positioning accuracy, especially
when the number of beacon nodes is relatively large. In
future work, the proposed method could be extended to
the distributed localization method. At the same time, we
will modify the residual analysis method and apply it to
the mobile localization to improve the eﬀectiveness of particle ﬁlter.

Appendix
In this section, we introduce the maximum likelihood localization method. We assume that the position of the beacon
node is denoted as x1 , y1 , … , xN , yN . The position of
an unknown node is θ = xu , yu T . d̂ i is the measurement distance for the ith beacon node.
x1 − xu

2

+ y 1 − yu

2

= d̂ 1

2

,
A1

⋮
xN − xu

2

+ yN − yu

2

= d̂ N

2
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The above equation can be represented by a linear equation A ⋅ θ = B, where A and B are given by

A=2

B=

x1 − x 2

y1 − y2

x1 − x 3

y1 − y3

⋮

⋮

x1 − xN

y1 − yN

d̂ 2

2

− d̂ 1

2

d̂ 3

2

− d̂ 1

2

d̂ N

2

− d̂ 1

2

[6]

[7]

,

− x22 + y22 + x21 + y21

A2

[8]

− x23 + y23 + x21 + y21
⋮

[9]

− x2N + y2N + x21 + y21

We can obtain the estimated position of the unknown
node as follows:
θ = AT A

−1

AT B

[10]

A3
[11]
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Recent progress in the development of sensor devices improves information harvesting and allows complex but intelligent
applications based on learning hidden relations between collected sensor data and objectives. In this scenario, multilabel feature
selection can play an important role in achieving better learning accuracy when constrained with limited resources. However,
existing multilabel feature selection methods are search-ineﬀective because generated feature subsets frequently include
unimportant features. In addition, only a few feature subsets compared to the search space are considered, yielding feature
subsets with low multilabel learning accuracy. In this study, we propose an eﬀective multilabel feature selection method based
on a novel feature subset generation procedure. Experimental results demonstrate that the proposed method can identify better
feature subsets than conventional methods.

1. Introduction
Recent progress in the development of sensor networks
improves the precision of continuous data sensing [1],
which increases the coverage of ambient applications such
as activity monitoring in daily routines that may involve
the concurrent prediction of the activity level and caloric
expenditure [2, 3]. Owing to limitations in computational
and storage capability [4, 5] and redundant data sensing
for denoising [6, 7], composing a strategy that would
produce the best accuracy under given data collection
conditions is considered one of the most important issues
in this ﬁeld [8]. Consequently, multilabel learning is considered to be a promising approach because it allows for
improvements in accuracy by exploiting the dependency
among labels [9, 10].
Let W ⊂ ℝ F denote the set of patterns described by a set
of features F = f 1 , ⋯, f d . Then, each pattern wi ∈ W,
where 1 ≤ i ≤ W , is assigned to a certain label subset λi ⊆ L
in which L = l1 , l2 , l3 , ⋯, l L and represents a ﬁnite set of
labels. To attain additional improvements in accuracy, the

algorithm has to exploit useful dependencies among labels
based on input feature values [11]. For this purpose, the
multilabel feature selection that identiﬁes a subset S ⊂ F with
maximum n < <d features that provide the largest dependency on L can be used as a promising preprocessing step
because it remedies the complicated relation among features
and labels by selecting important features and discarding
unnecessary ones [12, 13].
Basically, multilabel feature selection is a search problem
[14]; it can be achieved by identifying the optimal feature
subset that gives the best prediction accuracy from
n

d

k=1

k

〠

1

candidate feature subsets [15]. Because the examination of all
feature subsets is impractical, conventional methods employ
a heuristic search method that identiﬁes a feasible solution
within limited computational costs by sacriﬁcing optimality
[16]. Of the many search methods, the evolutionary search
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method is considered a promising approach because it
eﬀectively narrows down the search space by examining
neighbor solutions or feature subsets of the best solutions
created from past generations [17, 18].
In the evolutionary search method, the best solution is
replaced if a newly created neighbor solution yields a better
ﬁtness value. Therefore, generating promising solutions
determines the eﬀectiveness of the search. Owing to the
extensively wide search space and limited computational
cost, a conventional strategy tackling this diﬃculty is to
employ a cheap evaluation method that measures the
potential of possible solutions, ﬁltering out unpromising
solutions and then validating the exact ﬁtness value of
the remaining solutions [19]. However, to the best of our
knowledge, there is no serious investigation on this direction
from the literatures related to intelligent sensor applications
and multilabel feature selection.
In this study, we propose a novel eﬀective evolutionary
search method for multilabel datasets. Previous studies
considering the intelligent sensor applications incurring
multilabel feature selection did not tackle the issue related
to the generation of promising feature subsets, resulting in
a degeneration of search eﬀectiveness. Our contribution
can be summarized as follows:
(i) The proposed method improves search eﬀectiveness
by producing a large number of feature subsets with
important features and then ﬁlters out unpromising
feature subsets using a cheap evaluation method.
(ii) A cheap feature subset evaluation method is
employed to ﬁlter out unpromising feature subsets
without checking the ﬁtness value which demands
expensive computational cost.
(iii) We compared the performance of conventional
multilabel feature wrapper methods and the proposed method on 14 multilabel datasets and conducted 53 standard statistical tests to validate the
superiority of the proposed method

2. Related Work
Because multilabel feature selection can improve the learning
accuracy as well as the eﬃciency of a later algorithm by
highlighting important features such as multilabel classiﬁer
for the concurrent prediction, it gained signiﬁcant attention
from diverse ﬁelds [20, 21].
Feature selection methods come in two categories: ﬁlters
and wrappers. Filter methods rank features based on their
own criterion by evaluating the importance of each feature.
For multilabel feature selection on multilabel datasets, a
simple strategy that changes the label sets to a single label
set was often considered, such as a label powerset [22]. This
method is advantageous because it enables conventional
feature selection methods for single-label datasets. Several
conventional ﬁlter methods have been reported [23]; however, ﬁlter methods commonly suﬀer from low multilabel
classiﬁcation accuracy, owing to noninteraction with multilabel classiﬁers or subsequent problems such as imbalance in

transformed single-label data. By contrast, wrapper methods
evaluate created feature subsets and improve them. In
detail, they locate promising feature subsets using a search
method employed and then evaluate them using a later
learning algorithm [17]. Although the learning algorithm
can be diﬀerent according to the application, recent review
indicated that the most frequent choice for the search
method is the evolutionary search [24] because it is eﬀective
at searching for feasible solution in global perspective.
Zhang et al. [14] proposed a multilabel feature selection
method based on genetic algorithms. However, a major
drawback of the genetic algorithm is their premature convergence to unreﬁned solutions [17]. On the other hand,
a genetic algorithm-based nondominated sorting genetic
algorithm-II [25] and multiobjective particle swarm optimization [26] have been used for multilabel feature selection.
Although most studies consider single-label sensory
datasets, there are several studies on feature selection
methods because of the promising potential. To apply automatic view generation, a semisupervised feature selection
method for features extracted from very high-resolution
remote sensing images was proposed [27]. Speciﬁcally,
features are categorized into a series of disjoint groups, and
then important features in each group are selected by solving
the l11,2 -norm-based minimization problem. Similarly, a
reﬁned feature subset from discrete wavelet transform coeﬃcient features, extracted from artiﬁcial tongue sensor signals,
was selected by using a dispersion ratio computation [12].
Activity recognition using accelerometers was also shown
to be improved by feature selection [28]. There are several
studies related to the identiﬁcation of a set of important features based on the ﬁtness or classiﬁcation accuracy derived
from the learning algorithm. For example, a feature subset
can be obtained by iteratively including the best feature at
each step, which is referred to as the sequential forward
selection algorithm [29]. This technique is applied to the
application of chiller fault detection [30], which is an
instantiation of an automatic fault detection problem in a
smart factory [31]. The genetic algorithm which is one of
the most famous evolutionary search methods in the
machine learning community was also considered for
selecting discriminative features for online bearing fault
diagnosis [32]. In addition, the particle swarm optimization
technique, which is another popular evolutionary search
method, was also used to ﬁnd the optimal feature subset
for intrusion detection [13]. Support vector machine recursive feature elimination has been used for the analysis of
correlated gas sensor data [7]. Energy consumption was
minimized and the classiﬁcation accuracy was improved
by feature selection from sensor data [5].

3. Proposed Method
3.1. Preliminary. Of the various evolutionary search methods,
estimation of distribution algorithm (EDA) has proven
eﬀective for solving various problems [24, 33]. Unlike typical evolutionary search methods, to generate new feature
subsets, EDAs do not use genetic operators [19]. Instead,
conventional EDAs generate new solutions or candidates
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using a probability model and update the probability model
based on a statistical distribution estimated from the representation of solutions. Thus, it provides an opportunity to
generate promising feature subsets by manipulating the
probability model. The probability model can be implemented as follows [33, 34]:
Pt+1 i = Pt × 1 − LR + F t i × LR,

2

where Pt i is the selection probability of the i-th feature
in the t-th generation, F t i is the probability associated
with the i-th feature in the top 50% feature subsets in
the t-th generation that are ranked in terms of their ﬁtness
values, and LR is the learning rate, which is a user-deﬁned
parameter that controls the inﬂuence of F i to the probability model in the next generation. Through (2), the probability of selecting a feature in the (t + 1)-th generation,
Pt+1 , is calculated, and in the (t + 1)-th generation, feature
subsets are built. This process is repeated until the maximum allowed computational cost is exhausted. Although
there are many stopping criteria, we set the number of
spent ﬁtness function calls (FFCs) as the termination condition for all evolutionary search methods employed in this
study for a fair comparison against diversiﬁed settings and
implementations [35].
In the feature selection problem, the algorithm should
be capable of searching a huge parametric space; thus, signiﬁcant computational cost is associated with ﬁnding a
promising solution. Although simple probability models
are easy to implement, it can be insuﬃcient for solving
complicated problems, such as pinpointing promising feature subsets in a large search space [36]. For example, in
the conventional EDA-based feature selection method, all
features are initially assigned the selection probability of
0.5. This means that nonpromising features can be also
present in feature subsets. To overcome this drawback, we
devise a process for generation of a promising feature
subset. Speciﬁcally, when creating a feature subset, the algorithm will consider important features more frequently by
setting the priority to such features given by an individual
feature ﬁlter.
After creating the feature subsets, the next step amounts
to selecting promising feature subsets. Although good feature subsets can be created using ﬁlter methods, there can
be nonpromising feature subsets because the creation process is probabilistic and there can be eﬃcient interaction
among features. Nonpromising feature subsets consume
FFCs and negatively aﬀect the search eﬃciency. To overcome this problem, we propose a feature subset evaluation
method consuming a cheap computational cost. Using the
methods of information theory, the proposed method calculates, for each subset, the relevance and redundancy of
the subset features. Then, the proposed method selects
feature subsets with maximal relevance and minimal redundancy. Because there is a possibility that the proposed solution will be only locally promising, the proposed method
uses roulette wheel selection as the selection algorithm

[37]. Thus, nonpromising feature subsets are ﬁltered out
from the neighbor set, without exact evaluation.
In the proposed method, there are two key functions for
the feature subset generation. create function makes candidate feature subsets that is composed of relevant features.
select function selects promising feature subsets among created ones by using roulette wheel selection based on their
potential given by a feature subset evaluation method.
Figure 1 schematically shows the proposed method. In the
ﬁrst stage, the probability model is initialized, indicating
feature subsets containing randomly chosen features will
be created frequently. The probability model is represented
as a vector where each element encodes the presence of
each feature. In the next step, feature subsets are created
using create function. All feature subsets are assigned random integers, ranging from one to n. If one feature subset
is determined to choose two features, the proposed
method ranks the features in terms of their importance,
using a ﬁlter method. In the ﬁrst iteration, the most
important feature is f 4 . Then, the proposed method
chooses a random number r between 0 and 1 and compares r to the selection probability of f 4 in the probability
model, p4 . Since p4 is greater than r in the example, f 4 is
selected and added to the feature subset. In the second
iteration, features are again ranked using the ﬁlter method.
In this case, the features’ importance is measured again in
terms of relevance and redundancy under the selection of
f 4 . Thus, the features’ ranks can change. In this example,
f 2 is the most important feature. Then, another random
number r is drawn and compared to the selection probability of f 2 , p2 . However, p2 is lower than r; thus, f 2 is
not selected. Then, the second most important feature
can be selected. In this example, f 5 is added to the subset
of features, and iteration is terminated. Through this
process, the proposed method creates a series of new
feature subsets including important features. The next step
amounts to selecting promising feature subsets among created feature subsets using select function. The proposed
method chooses m promising feature subsets by roulette
wheel selection biased by the proposed feature subset evaluation. Finally, the probability model is updated using m
promising feature subsets and (2), to reﬂect the presence
of features in the best half of new feature subsets ranked
by ﬁtness value.
3.2. Proposed Search Procedure. The proposed algorithm
creates feature subsets to large searching spaces and ﬁlters
nonpromising subsets using the proposed subset evaluation
method that does not incur exact evaluation. Algorithm 1
shows the proposed method. For the population size m and
maximal number of FFCs v, the method initializes feature
subsets O t and the probability model P (line 3). The
method generates a set of m feature subsets O t through
a random assignment of maximum F binary bits. The
probability model P is an F length vector, and each entry
in the vector refers to the probability of choosing coordinated features. Each entry is initialized for the distribution
of the features of O t . Then, the created set O t is evaluated (line 4). The method set consumed FFCs u to 0
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1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:

Input: population size m, max FFCs v
Output: best feature subset Sg
initializing O t and probability model p
evaluating O t
u←0
store the global best feature subset to Sg
while u ≤ v do
update P by Eq. (2)
E t ← create neighbor set
O t + 1 ← select feature subsets in E t
evaluate O t + 1
u ← u+m
update global best feature subset Sg
end while

⊳ Set consumed FFCs to 0

⊳ update consumed FFCs

Algorithm 1: Proposed method.

1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:

Input: neighbor population size e, probability model P
Output: neighbor set E (t)
E t ←∅
for k = 1 to e do
n ← random integer value in 0, F ⊳ set a feature subset size randomly
Sk ← {∅}
for i = 1 to n do
R ← f1, f2, f3, ⋯
⊳ ranked features by Eq. (6)
for j = 1 to F do
if Pt f j >random value in [0,1] then
S k ← Sk ∪ j
break
end if
end for
end for
E t ← E t ∪ Sk
end for
Algorithm 2: create function.

(line 5) and stores the global best feature subset to Sg (line 6).
P is updated by (2) (line 8). The method creates a set of
neighbor feature subsets E, which is based on a ﬁlter
method by create function (line 9). Then, m feature subsets are selected by roulette wheel selection weighted by
select function in the set E t and yield the new generation
O t + 1 (line 6). The feature subset O t + 1 is evaluated
(line 11), and sets consumed FFCs u (line 12). The feature
subset Sg , which oﬀers globally optimal performance, is
stored and replaced in the procedure (line 13). After all
allowed FFCs are consumed, the algorithm returns the feature subset Sg .
Algorithm 2 is a create function that shows the process of creating feature subsets. Each feature subset selects
random size n features (line 5). To introduce important
features more frequently, ﬁrst, each feature should be
ranked by their importance value. To achieve this, we

evaluate the importance of each feature using the relevance
criterion [20]:
I f i = Rel f i − Red f i ,

3

where Rel f i and Red f i denote the relevance and redundancy of the i-th feature and I f i denotes the importance
of the i-th feature. Although both functions can be implemented diﬀerently according to the subject of each study,
we use a recent ﬁlter method for measuring the importance
of features. In the work of [15], we proposed a ﬁlter method
for multilabel dataset, and was shown to outperform conventional ﬁlter methods. Because of this reason, we use this
method for measuring the importance of features. Accordingly, Rel f i can be implemented as
Rel f i = 〠 M f i ; l ,
l∈L

4
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where M x ; y = H x − H x, y + H y indicates the mutual
information between variables x and y and H x =
− ∑P x log P x is the joint entropy obtained from the
probability P x , P y , and P x, y . Next, Red f i can be
implemented as
M fi ;l
M fi ; f
H fi
f ∈S l∈L

Red f i = 〠 〠

5

Thus, the feature f i ’s importance is measured by
M fi ;l
M fi ; f
H fi
f ∈S l∈L

I f i = 〠M f i ; l − 〠 〠
l∈L

6

Then the rank of each feature can be determined by using
(6) and remembered (line 8). After then, the function decides
whether to choose a feature from the most important subsets
by P (lines 9 to 13). If a feature is chosen, it is added to subset
Sk (line 11). In addition, after a subset is created, it is added to
the set of neighbor feature subsets E (line 16).
It is well-known fact from the feature selection community that a set of individually good features is not necessarily a good feature subset due to the interaction among
features. This means that the created feature subset can be
unpromising even though (6) only included important
features. To achieve this, select function described in Algorithm 3 that shows the process for selecting promising feature subsets in a neighbor set is necessary. In select
function, a new feature subset ﬁlter method is employed
[38]. Speciﬁcally, it evaluates the ﬁtness of the feature
subset as
E S = 〠 〠M f i ; l − 〠 〠 M f i ; f j
f i ∈S l∈L

f i ∈S f j ∈S

7

By using (7), select function ranks feature subsets in
the neighbor set E (line 3). Next, the algorithm selects m
feature subsets G t using roulette wheel selection [37],
which is a biased selection weight by (7) (line 4).
In summary, in the generation of a feature subset, the
algorithm ranks the importance of features using the ﬁlter
method and selects the most important feature i based on
the probability Pt i considering subset S selected at this
point. If the i-th feature is not chosen, the next most important feature j can be selected with the probability Pt j , and
the process repeats until a feature is selected. Then, for each
neighbor feature subset, (7) ranks the importance of feature
subsets, and feature subsets with highest E · values are likely
to selected.

4. Experimental Results
We conducted experiments on 14 datasets from various
domains. The Birds dataset is audio data containing samples

1:
2:
3:
4:
5:

Input: neighbor set E, population size m
Output: ﬁltered set G t
rank feature subsets in set E by Eq. (7)
select m feature subsets by roulette wheel selection
G t ← selected feature subsets
Algorithm 3: select function.

of multiple bird calls. The Enron and Language Log (Llog)
datasets are generated from text mining applications, where
each feature corresponds to the presence of a word and
each label represents the relevance of each text pattern to
a speciﬁc subject. The Mediamill dataset contains video
data from an automatic detection system. The Medical
dataset is sampled from a large corpus of suicide letters
obtained from the natural language processing of clinical
free texts. The TMC2007 dataset contains safety reports of
a complex space system. The remaining eight datasets came
from the Yahoo dataset collection. We performed unsupervised dimensionality reduction on datasets, including the
TMC2007 and Yahoo collections, consisting of more than
10,000 features. Because our algorithm uses information
theory, for numeric features, we performed discretization
using the supervised discretization method [39]. Table 1
shows the standard characteristics of the multilabel datasets
used in our experiments, including the number of patterns
in the datasets W , number of features F , type of features,
and number of labels L . The label cardinality measure C
ard represents the average number of labels for each
instance. The label density measure Den is the label cardinality over the total number of labels. The number of
distinct label sets Distinct indicates the number of unique
label subsets in L. Domain represents the applications
associated with the extracted datasets.
We compared the proposed method with conventional
methods, including the genetic algorithm (GA) [14], nondominated sorting genetic algorithm-II (NSGA-II) [25],
and multiobjective particle swarm optimization feature
selection (MPSOFS) [26]. We considered a conventional
multilabel classiﬁer, namely, the multilabel naïve Bayes
(MLNB) classiﬁer [14]. We used conventional hold-out
cross-validation for each dataset. Of the patterns, 80%
were randomly chosen as a training set and the remaining
20% were chosen as a test set. We set the size of the
population to 20, and the maximal number of FFCs was
limited to 100. In our proposed method, we created 500
feature subsets using the probability model and set the
learning rate (LR) to 0.4. The GA and NSGA-II created
two oﬀspring feature subsets and one feature subset from
mutation operators in each generation. The MPSOFS preserved the global best particle solutions and each particle’s
best solutions. Thereafter, the MPSOFS updated the velocity
values. All experiments were repeated 10 times, and the
average measured values were used to compare the performances of the methods.
To measure the methods’ performances, we employed
the following four evaluation metrics: multilabel accuracy,
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Table 1: Standard characteristics of employed datasets.

Dataset
Birds
Enron
Llog
Mediamill
Medical
TMC2007
Business
Education
Entertainment
Health
Reference
Science
Social
Society

W

F

Type

L

Card

Den

Distinct

Domain

645
1702
1460
43,907
978
28,596
11,214
12,030
12,730
9205
8027
6428
12,111
14,512

260
1001
1004
120
1449
49,060
1096
1377
1600
1530
1984
1859
2618
1590

Mixed
Nominal
Nominal
Numeric
Nominal
Numeric
Numeric
Numeric
Numeric
Numeric
Numeric
Numeric
Numeric
Numeric

19
53
75
101
45
22
30
33
21
32
33
40
39
27

1.014
3.378
1.180
4.376
1.245
2.158
1.599
1.463
1.414
1.644
1.174
1.450
1.279
1.670

0.053
0.064
0.016
0.043
0.028
0.098
0.053
0.044
0.067
0.051
0.036
0.036
0.033
0.062

133
753
304
6555
94
1341
233
511
337
335
275
457
361
1054

Audio
Text
Text
Video
Text
Text
Text
Text
Text
Text
Text
Text
Text
Text

hamming loss, ranking loss, and normalized coverage. Multilabel accuracy is deﬁned as
T

1
λ ∩ Yi
,
〠 i
T i=1 λi ∪ Y i

mlacc T =

8

where T is a given test set. Hamming loss is deﬁned by
T

hloss T =

1
1
〠
λ ΔY ,
T i=1 L i i

9

where λ denotes the correct label subset and Δ denotes the
symmetric diﬀerence between the two sets. Ranking loss is
deﬁned by
T

rloss T =

1
〠
T i=1

a, b a ∈ λi , ψi,a ≤ ψi,b
λi λi

,

10

where λi is a complementary set of λi . Ranking loss measures
the average fraction of a, b pairs with ψi,a ≤ ψi,b over all
possible relevant and irrelevant label pairs. Finally, normalized coverage is deﬁned as:

Tables 2, 3, 4, and 5 list the experimental results for the
diﬀerent performance measures as averages over the experiments on the employed datasets. The best performance of
each dataset is indicated by a bold font. In each table, the last
column shows the average rank (Avg. rank) of each comparison method over all the multilabel datasets. In terms of the
multilabel accuracy and ranking loss measures, the proposed
method outperformed the GA, NSGA-II, and MPSOFS, on
all datasets. In terms of the hamming loss, the proposed
method outperformed conventional methods on all datasets
except TMC2007. In terms of the normalized coverage, the
proposed method outperformed the conventional methods
on all datasets except Llog.
After measuring the performance of the methods on all
datasets, we analyzed the performance using statistical tools.
We employed the Friedman test, a widely used statistical test,
for comparing multiple methods over a number of datasets
[40]. Supposing there are k methods and N datasets, and let
R j denote the average rank for the j-th method under the null
hypothesis (i.e., when all of the methods perform equally
well). Then, the following Friedman statistic F F is distributed
according to the F-distribution with k − 1 numerator degrees
of freedom and (k − 1) (N − 1) denominator degrees of
freedom as parameters:
FF

ncov T =

1
L

T

1
〠 max rank l − 1 ,
T i=1 l∈λi

11

where rank · returns the rank of the corresponding relevant
label l ∈ λi according to ψi,l in nonincreasing order. Therefore, normalized coverage measures how many labels must
be marked as positive for all relevant labels to be positive.
Higher values of multilabel accuracy and lower values of
hamming loss, ranking loss, and normalized coverage
indicate good classiﬁcation performance.

N − 1 χ2F
,
N k − 1 − χ2F

12

where χ2F is deﬁned as
χ2F =

12N
k k+1

k

〠 R2j −
j=1

k k+1
4

2

13

If F F is larger than the critical value at a signiﬁcance
level α, the null hypothesis is rejected, implying that the
compared methods have diﬀerent performances. After the
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Table 2: Comparison results in terms of multilabel accuracy.

Method
Proposed
GA
NSGA
MPSOFS

Birds
0.527 ± 0.044
0.491 ± 0.055
0.480 ± 0.040
0.453 ± 0.031

Enron
0.383 ± 0.012
0.284 ± 0.022
0.282 ± 0.022
0.206 ± 0.012

Llog
0.249 ± 0.014
0.209 ± 0.018
0.208 ± 0.014
0.042 ± 0.002

Mediamill
0.362 ± 0.004
0.336 ± 0.031
0.347 ± 0.013
0.163 ± 0.007

Medical
0.427 ± 0.030
0.303 ± 0.058
0.297 ± 0.018
0.286 ± 0.033

Method
Proposed
GA
NSGA
MPSOFS

TMC2007
0.441 ± 0.004
0.435 ± 0.010
0.434 ± 0.005
0.420 ± 0.005

Business
0.672 ± 0.011
0.657 ± 0.021
0.662 ± 0.013
0.634 ± 0.008

Education
0.318 ± 0.009
0.316 ± 0.010
0.318 ± 0.010
0.283 ± 0.005

Entertainment
0.396 ± 0.004
0.361 ± 0.011
0.362 ± 0.010
0.365 ± 0.010

Health
0.537 ± 0.011
0.499 ± 0.011
0.495 ± 0.009
0.496 ± 0.013

Method
Proposed
GA
NSGA
MPSOFS

Reference
0.436 ± 0.009
0.422 ± 0.012
0.429 ± 0.009
0.414 ± 0.017

Science
0.288 ± 0.010
0.231 ± 0.009
0.237 ± 0.010
0.234 ± 0.013

Social
0.546 ± 0.008
0.517 ± 0.012
0.526 ± 0.009
0.527 ± 0.012

Society
0.371 ± 0.008
0.258 ± 0.011
0.267 ± 0.010
0.239 ± 0.007

Avg. rank
1.00
2.79
2.64
3.57

Table 3: Comparison results in terms of hamming loss.
Method
Proposed
GA
NSGA
MPSOFS

Birds
0.061 ± 0.008
0.072 ± 0.015
0.064 ± 0.008
0.135 ± 0.018

Enron
0.060 ± 0.003
0.100 ± 0.033
0.104 ± 0.026
0.198 ± 0.007

Llog
0.016 ± 0.001
0.075 ± 0.073
0.072 ± 0.071
0.292 ± 0.008

Mediamill
0.034 ± 0.000
0.048 ± 0.022
0.054 ± 0.032
0.174 ± 0.005

Medical
0.020 ± 0.001
0.023 ± 0.001
0.022 ± 0.001
0.023 ± 0.001

Method
Proposed
GA
NSGA
MPSOFS

TMC2007
0.088 ± 0.002
0.088 ± 0.004
0.086 ± 0.004
0.117 ± 0.002

Business
0.029 ± 0.001
0.035 ± 0.005
0.037 ± 0.010
0.079 ± 0.003

Education
0.042 ± 0.001
0.046 ± 0.003
0.048 ± 0.004
0.061 ± 0.002

Entertainment
0.055 ± 0.001
0.070 ± 0.007
0.068 ± 0.004
0.105 ± 0.003

Health
0.039 ± 0.001
0.051 ± 0.004
0.054 ± 0.005
0.067 ± 0.002

Method
Proposed
GA
NSGA
MPSOFS

Reference
0.034 ± 0.006
0.055 ± 0.013
0.047 ± 0.008
0.086 ± 0.005

Science
0.035 ± 0.003
0.051 ± 0.012
0.045 ± 0.008
0.110 ± 0.005

Social
0.025 ± 0.003
0.042 ± 0.007
0.040 ± 0.010
0.070 ± 0.002

Society
0.054 ± 0.002
0.062 ± 0.005
0.060 ± 0.002
0.144 ± 0.007

Avg. rank
1.07
2.71
2.29
3.93

null hypothesis is rejected, we perform a post hoc test to
analyze whether the proposed method performs signiﬁcantly
better than other methods. The Bonferroni–Dunn test is
employed [41]. Critical diﬀerence (CD) is used to compare
the proposed method and one comparison method. CD
is deﬁned as

CD = qα

k k+1
,
6N

14

where the critical value qα is constant and is determined
by the number of methods and the signiﬁcance level. If
the diﬀerence between the two compared methods’
average ranks is greater than CD, the better-ranking
method is concluded to perform signiﬁcantly better than

the other method. Because our experiment used four
methods, including the proposed method, and 14 datasets,
we set k = 4 and N = 14. We employed the Friedman test
when the signiﬁcance level α was 0.05. Table 6 shows the
summary of the employed Friedman test. The critical value
for 3 and 39 degrees of freedom was 2.845. The Friedman
statistic F F for all performance measures was above the
critical value. Thus, the null hypothesis that the compared
methods perform equally well was rejected.
To employ the Bonferroni–Dunn test, the calculated
CD with α = 0 05 was 1.168 since qα = 2 394 at the significance level α of 0.05. Figure 2 shows the CD diagrams for
all evaluation measures, where the average rank of each
method is on the top of each ﬁgure. Our proposed method
signiﬁcantly outperforms other, conventional, methods on
all evaluation measures.
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Table 4: Comparison results in terms of ranking loss.

Method
Proposed
GA
NSGA
MPSOFS

Birds
0.115 ± 0.017
0.129 ± 0.015
0.125 ± 0.017
0.132 ± 0.017

Enron
0.100 ± 0.008
0.133 ± 0.024
0.149 ± 0.031
0.194 ± 0.011

Llog
0.155 ± 0.023
0.164 ± 0.023
0.163 ± 0.023
0.180 ± 0.021

Mediamill
0.060 ± 0.001
0.066 ± 0.007
0.067 ± 0.011
0.159 ± 0.004

Medical
0.115 ± 0.026
0.145 ± 0.026
0.139 ± 0.026
0.140 ± 0.024

Method
Proposed
GA
NSGA
MPSOFS

TMC2007
0.073 ± 0.001
0.075 ± 0.002
0.076 ± 0.002
0.078 ± 0.002

Business
0.062 ± 0.027
0.070 ± 0.029
0.067 ± 0.027
0.096 ± 0.027

Education
0.089 ± 0.003
0.100 ± 0.004
0.100 ± 0.003
0.101 ± 0.003

Entertainment
0.111 ± 0.002
0.140 ± 0.007
0.137 ± 0.009
0.153 ± 0.005

Health
0.085 ± 0.028
0.098 ± 0.027
0.097 ± 0.028
0.098 ± 0.028

Method
Proposed
GA
NSGA
MPSOFS

Reference
0.111 ± 0.023
0.130 ± 0.021
0.128 ± 0.025
0.140 ± 0.023

Science
0.118 ± 0.003
0.154 ± 0.007
0.150 ± 0.006
0.157 ± 0.004

Social
0.075 ± 0.010
0.088 ± 0.012
0.085 ± 0.011
0.097 ± 0.012

Society
0.135 ± 0.003
0.151 ± 0.008
0.153 ± 0.011
0.212 ± 0.005

Avg. rank
1.00
2.86
2.29
3.86

Table 5: Comparison results in terms of normalized coverage.
Method
Proposed
GA
NSGA
MPSOFS

Birds
0.194 ± 0.015
0.223 ± 0.025
0.212 ± 0.020
0.222 ± 0.023

Enron
0.277 ± 0.015
0.337 ± 0.038
0.336 ± 0.038
0.413 ± 0.014

Llog
0.202 ± 0.025
0.201 ± 0.021
0.199 ± 0.025
0.201 ± 0.023

Mediamill
0.196 ± 0.003
0.205 ± 0.005
0.208 ± 0.019
0.330 ± 0.006

Medical
0.155 ± 0.029
0.180 ± 0.027
0.178 ± 0.029
0.179 ± 0.027

Method
Proposed
GA
NSGA
MPSOFS

TMC2007
0.203 ± 0.002
0.208 ± 0.004
0.209 ± 0.004
0.211 ± 0.002

Business
0.132 ± 0.023
0.139 ± 0.024
0.141 ± 0.021
0.168 ± 0.023

Education
0.148 ± 0.004
0.159 ± 0.003
0.159 ± 0.004
0.159 ± 0.004

Entertainment
0.197 ± 0.003
0.221 ± 0.009
0.219 ± 0.009
0.233 ± 0.003

Health
0.157 ± 0.023
0.167 ± 0.026
0.167 ± 0.026
0.166 ± 0.025

Method
Proposed
GA
NSGA
MPSOFS

Reference
0.157 ± 0.023
0.177 ± 0.022
0.171 ± 0.021
0.179 ± 0.022

Science
0.182 ± 0.004
0.215 ± 0.005
0.213 ± 0.006
0.215 ± 0.006

Social
0.127 ± 0.010
0.140 ± 0.011
0.136 ± 0.014
0.145 ± 0.011

Society
0.242 ± 0.007
0.257 ± 0.006
0.261 ± 0.008
0.317 ± 0.007

Avg. rank
1.21
2.86
2.43
3.50

Table 6: Summary of the Friedman statistics F F (k = 4, N = 14) and
critical value in terms of each evaluation measure.
Evaluation measure

FF

Critical value (α = 0 05)

Multilabel accuracy
Hamming loss
Ranking loss
Normalized coverage

30.333
65.642
75.472
16.355

2.845

5. Conclusion
To handle multilabel sensor datasets, we proposed an eﬀective search based on a promising feature subset generation
method for multilabel feature selection problem. The main

contribution of this work is to propose and validate a new
feature subset generation method. Speciﬁcally, the proposed
method generates candidate feature subsets using important
features and chooses promising subsets of features without
consuming signiﬁcant computational cost. Experimental
results show that our method converges faster than other
conventional methods. In the future, we would like to
investigate a new feature subset generation that is more
eﬀective because the proposed feature subset generation is
strongly dependent on the employed ﬁlter method, and it
may result redundant feature subsets during the search
process. In addition, we would like to apply the proposed
method to various sensor datasets and compare the performance with conventional feature selection methods considered from sensory data analysis.
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Figure 2: Bonferroni-Dunn test results of four comparison methods with four evaluation measures (signiﬁcance level α = 0 05).
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The research on the green roof is of great importance in the ﬁeld of urban beautiﬁcation and improving ecological eﬀect. According
to the previous research, plants have shown a signiﬁcant impact on the absorption of particulate matter (PM2.5) in the air.
Therefore, it is justiﬁed that the appropriate planting design or some particular combinations of plants can be considered as a
solution, dealing with the urban PM2.5. This paper presented a work in progress on developing wireless sensor networks (WSN)
system based on a prototype wind tunnel, which is used for the simulation of the green roof. Several data collection processes
are handled by this system, where the concentration of PM2.5, wind speed, temperature, and relative humidity are obtained and
stored in the database simultaneously. Additionally, users are able to real-timely deﬁne their commands in detail, controlling the
sensor’s height through a GUI on the website. Experimental and simulation results and measurements have veriﬁed the validity
of the wind tunnel module as well as the reliability of the sensor network. The system can be operated on thousands of devices
when the packet delay maintained in a low level.

1. Introduction
In 2014, 92% of the world population were living in places
where the WHO air quality guideline levels were not met,
especially for the particulate matter with diameter equal or
smaller than 2.5 micrometers, which acts as a major environmental risk to health [1]. Therefore, it is urgent to look for
ways to mitigate the PM2.5 pollution [1]. Green roofs
become popular in urbanized area to ﬁght air pollution.
Green roofs, referred as roofs with planted vegetation on
top of buildings, not only have aesthetic and economic
beneﬁts but also have been proved to be an eﬀective way to
mitigate air pollution [2]. Particularly, green roofs can be
used to reduce the particulate matter in the air as shown in
one study that one square meter green roof can remove
the particulate matter generated by a car [3].
However, until now, there are not many ﬁeld measurements on the green roof ﬁltering eﬀect on air-borne particles.
Most of measurements were conducted in the wind tunnel
with artiﬁcial aerosols, whose structure, density, and thus
dynamics will be signiﬁcantly diﬀerent from natural particulate matter. Therefore, one of the main purposes of this study

is to design a portable wind tunnel system to monitor the
roof vegetation performance on air cleaning under diﬀerent
meteorological conditions outdoors.
Most related research projects are generally based on the
theoretical mathematical models [4], whose simulation accuracy relies on the veriﬁcation from ﬁeld or lab experiments.
However, they cannot be well controlled to obtain the results
under the desired environment. On the other hand, the lab
work often uses the artiﬁcial aerosols, whose shape and
dynamics are diﬀerent from natural aerosols. In addition,
other wireless sensor system solutions based on the similar
projects such as in [5, 6] did not take the duplex control into
consideration, which sometimes is essential when the settings
of the sensors need changing from time to time to adapt the
change to some circumstances of the environment. The
duplex control designed in the system enhances the ﬂexibility
and facility of the structure. Moreover, extensibility of the
whole system is considered as well. Several solutions
presented in the literature such as in [7] provided a limited
design concept of the extensible structure of the system.
When the growth in the variety of devices is connected to
the server, further needs of throughput of the whole system
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would be driven, which reﬂects the extensibility of the system
especially the choice of the data transmission protocol [8]. In
the light of these, a wind tunnel system with the functionality
of real-time sensor measuring as well as the duplex control
was designed. It is suitable for outdoor use especially the
scenario of the roof in urban to study on the actual process
of pollutants’ movement.
The paper demonstrates the development of a robust data
acquisition as well as remote-control system for a wind
tunnel design that monitors in-air PM2.5 concentration,
temperature, relative humidity, and wind speed at both
terminals of working section in the wind tunnel. Wireless
sensor networks (WSN) are selected as the solution to deal
with works including integrating sensing, data processing,
packet formation, and wireless transmission, which are
attributed to the combination of a cluster of low costs but
easily deployed nodes [9]. Each unit of the monitoring
system can be freely joined or separated from the network
and adjusted independently, which is designed in parts to
meet various demands.
In this project, a real-time environment measurement
monitoring, duplex communication, and control system
are built, which are connected to a prototype outdoor wind
tunnel so as to simulate complex environmental changes
that occurred in the urban outdoor space. The system itself
can be applied to urban environmental monitoring. Additionally, the prototype wind tunnel can also be regarded as
a microsystem utilized in the research process, creating a
convenient research environment on how the eﬀectiveness
of the green roof is inﬂuenced by the diﬀerent plant
species combination.
The primary contribution of this paper are as follows:
(i) A remotely controllable sensor network system used
to monitor the environment of a green roof is
deployed in a wind tunnel. The sensors equipped in
the system include a temperature sensor, a relative
humidity sensor, inhalable particle sensor, and the
anemometer. All of these sensors can be remotely
controlled to adjust their positions, which enables
us to monitor a green roof environment actively
and quantitatively.
(ii) An extensible server and a user-friendly front for
data analysis are used. The server interacts with
the sensor network via an Asynchronous JavaScript
and XML- (AJAX-) based Web application. The data
will be collected and stored in MongoDB every
second. A user-friendly graphical user interface
(GUI) is developed to facilitate data analysis and
remote sensor control.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows:
Section 2 describes the hardware architecture of the whole
system including the wind tunnel as well as developed
wireless sensor system, listing speciﬁc components and
their speciﬁcations. Section 3 describes details of the software design and comprehensive comparison, and analysis
of choices in each par is also included. Section 4 presents
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Figure 1: Wireless sensor hardware architecture.

experiment, and Section 4.2 presents the results. Finally, the
conclusion is brought in Section 5.

2. Hardware Architecture
2.1. General Overview. The module of the proposed system is
brieﬂy described in this section as presented in Figure 1. The
ambient sensors act as a stand-alone device, which measures
the level of the ﬁne particulate matter (PM2.5) in the air. As
another inﬂuencing factor, wind speed is measured by a
portable intelligent wind speed measuring instrument. The
humidity coupled with temperature data is recorded by
AM2301. The acquired information is sent to the Wi-Fi
module via the UART after the formation of the data packet.
Simultaneously, acquired data is available to be displayed on
a local LCD screen unit, where 8 rows data text representing
for data collected from both terminals of the wind tunnel are
shown. When the device is power on, users will receive the
real-time data with visualizing numerical and graphical
values through the website at a remote location. As shown
in Figure 1, all sensors together with other peripheral devices
such as the LCD are attached to a core microcontroller
where the data are concentrated and are communicated
to the Wi-Fi module via USART. The speciﬁcations are
listed in Table 1.
2.2. Hardware Infrastructure. The hardware infrastructure is
decomposed into ﬁve parts, which is demonstrated below.
2.2.1. The Minimum System of Single-Chip Microcontroller.
The minimum system of STM32 ship (MCU) is the smallest
hardware design to support the single-chip microcomputer
work regularly. The block diagram of the main routines is
shown in the next section to demonstrate the design of data
collector part.
Considering that outdoor environment may exacerbate
aging of the device, the STM32F103VET6 is selected,
equipping on the advanced Cortex-M3 kernel in ARM,
which has a right balance between high operating speed
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Table 1: The measured data.
Measured data
Concentration of PM2.5
Wind speed
Temperature
Relative humidity
Distance

Unit
μg/m3
m/s
°
C
%
mm

and robustness [10, 11]. Moreover, the cost of minimum
system design is represented as another essential criterion
implemented in this project. When STM32F103 controller
is used, the cost leads this system design to be suitable for
mass production. Furthermore, the program occupies 72%
of ﬂash memory and 4.2% of SRAM. All related sensors are
attached to the MCU, operating simultaneously. All sensors
are chosen to respect a reasonable range and requirement
of accuracy.
In test environments, sensors for environmental data
measurement work continuously, passing information to
the MCU, where the packet is formed and transmitted to
the host computer once per second.
2.2.2. PM2.5: Wind Speed Sensors. The TSI DUSTTRAK™ II
8530 aerosol monitor was selected for the measurement of
the in-air PM2.5 concentration. It can monitor PM2.5
concentration between 0 and 500 μg/m3, where real data is
translated to a voltage level between 0 and 5 V proportionately (analog signal). It is essential that the level of PM2.5 is
possibly aﬀected by the change in temperature and humidity
of the outdoor environment. Furthermore, the wind speed
may also have an indirect eﬀect on temperature and humidity
derived from the agency of plant. The Kanomax Anemomaster™ 6036 was chosen to do the wind speed measurement
(±0.1 m/s). Corresponding data is recorded by the core chip
through a group of ADC channels. After ﬁltering, signals
experience the conversion from analog to digital. Due to
the fact that stm32F103Vx is equipped with three 12-bit
ADCs which share up to 16 external channels, they perform
conversions in a relative fast speed, which aids stability when
the core is dealing with an abundant supply of sensor data.
Because of the 1-wire bus digital transmission, cable wiring
work of the sensor node becomes more ﬂexible [12]. Meanwhile, the antinoise performance of the whole system is
further enhanced with the help of insulating and damageprotecting cover.
2.2.3. Temperature and Humidity. The AM2301 digital
sensor is a product integrated with 1-wire digital bus and
temperature and relative humidity sensor, which has industrial reliability.
Its measuring range is 0~100% for relative humidity
and 0~50 degree Celsius for temperature, showing the
positive agreement with the typical situation of the atmospheric environment. Therefore, collected data is returned
more eﬀectively.
The check bit is applied on the ﬁnal inspection of a read,
where the read error can be avoided. In addition, because

AM2301 acts as a typical representative of the device based
on 1-wire bus communication pattern, another technical
property of AM2301 minimizes its impact on the working
system. Its function is merely triggered by receiving a special
signal from the microprocessor based on the established
telecommunication protocol. Therefore, the stability of the
system has been further guaranteed.
2.2.4. Wireless Module. The wireless module performs all the
data which exchanges between diﬀerent nodes. A stand-alone
wireless 802.11 b/g/n networking module, the ESP8266EX
Wi-Fi chip, was chosen for sending the measurement data
to the broker conﬁgured in the cloud via the Message
Queuing Telemetry Transport protocol [13, 14]. The slave
computer, MCU of STM32f103, uses Universal Asynchronous Receiver Transmitter (UART) to reach the connection
to the wireless transmission module. It talks in baud-rate
115200, to further realize wireless transceivers of data collecting and motor controlling. According to the requirements of
low power consumption of the devices which work outdoors
for extended time, the performance of energy consumption
of the Wi-Fi chip should be considered. The ESP8266 provides three working modes, which, respectively, correspond
to diﬀerent scenarios: Deep sleep forces all of the components
except for the RTC (real-time clock) module of the chip to
pause working. The chip can wake up from the deep-sleep
state at each set interval of time to upload data. In modem
sleep mode, the chip will be automatically woken up each
time before the next Beacon arrives. The sleep time is
determined by the DTIM Beacon interval time of the router.
In this way, ESP8266 can stay connected to the Wi-Fi during
sleep mode and receive the interactive information from the
MQTT server. Light sleep is similar to the modem sleep
mode. The only distinction between them is that the chip in
light-sleep mode cannot respond to the signals and interrupts
from peripheral hardware ports or the server. Since real time
is one of the main requirements of the WSN system, apparently, the deep-sleep mode cannot reach it. ESP8266 will
not be in keep-alive connection under this mode, which
means that the packet loss rate will be high [5]. With regard
to the light-sleep mode, if the mode is applied in, the chip
would suspend the internal CPU (central process unit),
which results in much less consumption of power than the
modem sleep mode together with not receiving any packets
from the MQTT server. Therefore, the proper way to apply
a low-power resolution in the system is to utilize its modem
sleep mode in the aspect of Wi-Fi chip. The system can
respond to the external interruption as the occasion demands
including the UART, bridge between ESP8266 and STM32,
and the MQTT processing unit. It would not be aﬀected with
over average 30 mA compared to the normal mode. The
transmission mechanism and the details about the MQTT
protocol along with the message format will be presented
in Section 3.
2.2.5. Mechanical Structure and PCB. Concerning that the
distribution of particulate matter has a diﬀerent pattern
at a diﬀerent height, sensors are transported to diﬀerent
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heights, usually ﬁxed at the average height of the plants, to
measure data.
A pinion and rack mechanism is supported by a pair of
type-42 step motors located at both the terminals of the wind
tunnel to support the functionality of duplex control.
Figure 2 shows the overview of core functional circuit board
which was designed in Altium Designer. The PCB (Figure 3)
was double-sided. All components including the MCU,
Wi-Fi module, power circuit, and pins for LCD were on
the top layer, and the bottom layer was used for traces.
The wind tunnel design and the established mechanical
structure are demonstrated in Figure 4. The precision of
pinion and rack mechanism through minimizing the
spacing between each measurement was considered to
increase the accuracy of the data. The rack size is maintained to the minimum, in order to have a better control
through the step motor. On the other hand, to ensure
enough air-tightness, the structure of the elevator screw
was abandoned, which may cause a large hole on the side
of the tunnel. Detailed explanation will be speciﬁed in the
experiment part.
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Figure 2: Wireless sensor circuit board.

Figure 3: PCB of the wireless sensor circuit board.

3. Software Design
3.1. General Overview. The ﬂow diagram of the main routines
is presented in Figure 5. As one of the most common applications employing a large number of wireless sensors, WSN
model is the archetype of this system. All environmental
sensors together with the LCD work as input, and they
are connected to STM32 via diﬀerent protocols such as SPI,
1-wire bus, and UART. The MCU sends the monitoring
packet, messages consist of header, order, data contents,
direction, CRC (cyclic redundancy check), and the end of
frame observing the designed data transmission protocol,
via USART at PA9 (TX) to ESP8266, the Wi-Fi module,
according to an established period (1 second by default)
which can be set on the website. A timer interrupt is implemented in the STM32, which is responsible for the function
of this part. When the wireless module is ﬁrst used, it should
be initialized and conﬁgured, including connecting to the
gateway (router) together with setting the key information
such as host IP, PORT, user name, and password concerning
to the MQTT connection.
These actions can be triggered oﬀ while resetting or
powering up the device via pressing the button on the board.
Once the ESP8266 receives messages sent from STM32 via
USART, the MQTT client conﬁgured in the Wi-Fi module
will send out the message momentarily. Another important
mechanism applied in the system is the MQTT (Message
Queuing Telemetry Transport). Numerous applications
utilize the MQTT such as health care, monitoring, and
energy meter. The MQTT protocol represents an ideal
messaging protocol for the M2M (machine to machine)
communication in WSN since it is able to provide routines
for small, low power, and low memory devices in unstable
and low bandwidth networks [15].
The MQTT server, also commonly called “broker,” is
conﬁgured and bound on the cloud, which provides publishing/subscribing message transportation among (or between)

devices that conﬁgure an MQTT client. The website backend implemented with node-JS and ESP8266 conﬁgures an
MQTT client in their internal system.
3.2. Information Processing. In this section, the main information processing as well as details about data transmission
protocol parts are described.
The collected ambient sensor data are sometimes not of
accuracy or even get corrupted results due to inherent errors
and random errors in the system. These unreliable readings
should be well coped with. Data packet formation and
processing take place at each ambient data transmission
cycle. The core data transmission protocol used in the sensor
network is MQTT.
3.2.1. Data Smoothing and Reduction of Noise. Unstable
sensor hardware, internal inaccuracy of hardware units such
as ADC progress, and clutter during collecting lead to the
data noise to some extent. The system explores a method
from the perspective of software, speciﬁcally, the moving
average ﬁlter method which can alter the signiﬁcance level.
The MCU collects the sensor data and combines them
into the message packet every second (by default). By
applying the moving average ﬁlter method, the continuous
data would be balanced so that the measurement noise can
be reduced.
Take the temperature data as an example. The system
takes the continuous 6 values where the length of the queue
is ﬁxed. Each time a new sample of data is added to the queue,
the origin data of the queue would be thrown out as shown in
Figure 6. The MCU would compute the citation error at each
cycle, if the result is over than the preset threshold, it would
obtain and update the calibrated value by calculating the
weighted average value of the 6 values (including the latest
one) in the queue.
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The random error can be handled to some extent which
improves the real-time performance.
3.2.2. Packet Formation. The main data packet formation
takes place at every one second (by default) in the MCU,
which means the packet is created at the same rate as the
MCU sends it out. Also, it is created on the cloud (web back
end) whenever the control order is triggered. There is
another kind of special data packet, which is created in the
MCU whenever an error happens during the data transmission. The main packet consists of six parts, and the whole
content is in string format. These describe the settings of
the measurement results or action commands.
The speciﬁc ﬁelds of each part in a main data frame are
shown below.
(i) Frame header: ﬁxed as “AA.”
(ii) Function: the function ﬁeld is ﬁlled according to the
speciﬁc action such as setting “00” to represent the
function of controlling the device.
(iii) Frame data: if the function is sensor collecting,
the frame data is passed from all the sensors
including temperature and humidity sensors
AM2301, PM2.5 sensors. The ﬁeld stores the speciﬁc numerical values. If the function is to control
the device, the ﬁeld will store the crucial information concerning to the speciﬁc action commands.
(iv) Identiﬁer: the identiﬁer comes from the MCU,
which represents the whole collecting and duplexcontrol system. Each stand-alone system is unique
as it would be put on the roof, and for each ID of
the entire system, there is a corresponding location
stored in the database.
(v) End of frame: ﬁxed as “ZZ.”
(vi) Cyclic redundancy check: the CRC is used to detect
error such as accidental changes to raw data [16].
The CRC is combined in the frame, and the receiver
can judge whether the CRC matches the data. If the
data does not match the CRC, then the frame would
be discarded which ensures the stability of data
transmissions to some extent.
(vii) Figure 7 shows the frame packet format.
3.2.3. Transmission Protocol. The Wi-Fi standard was used to
accomplish the part of wireless sensor data transmission
since the application scenario, roof of buildings in city, is
not large where the wireless node can associate and send
messages directly via the access to the router in the building.

The success of Wi-Fi technology has even catalyzed many
city administrations to build city-wide Wi-Fi coverage.
Therefore, some more complex routing protocols such as
ZIGBEE were not taken into consideration.
The protocol chosen for data transmission was MQTT,
which is a lightweight TCP/IP-based publish-subscribe
protocol. Compared with other transmission protocols such
as UDP, MQTT utilizes the publish/subscribe pattern to
provide transition ﬂexibility and simplicity of implementation [15]. Also, MQTT is suitable for resource-constrained
devices since each message header can be as short as 2 bytes
to minimize the network traﬃc. To improve the stability and
reliability of the whole system, three levels of quality of
service (QoS) are used since conditions of wireless connection diﬀer from each roof of the buildings. In accordance
with the various connection requirements, the corresponding
QoS level can be conﬁgured which costs the system low
computational resource usage in a weak network condition.
According to the requirement of real-time integration
approach to data as well as the potential needs of big data,
the extensibility of the system is also of signiﬁcance. The
mode of Sub/Pub realizes a ﬂexible interface, which means
each time a client publishes a message on a particular topic,
all the clients’ devices (including the client conﬁgured in
the cloud) that have subscribed to the same topic can receive
this message.
The broker, regarded as the key component that
completes the transfer process by which one-to-many
connections are enabled, is portable to be conﬁgured on
diﬀerent platforms such as a server with more capacity.
3.3. Web Front and Back End. Considering the accessibility of
this monitoring system for the green roof, a website was particularly designed and established to visualize the data
acquired from the multiple sensors on which real-time data
is displayed and an up-to-date dynamic line chart is rendered
accordingly as shown in Figures 8 and 9. The data collected is
also stored in the database for further retrieval and analysis.
Moreover, for the purpose of collecting adequate data
simulating various scenarios and better analyzing while
piloting the system, the website added support for manipulating the mechanical parts of the sensors in wind tunnel
model through the control panel, controlling the sensors to
alter their positions and collect the corresponding data.
3.3.1. Front End. Despite the fact that the front end did not
act as an indispensable role in the implementation of the
overall system, it deﬁnes how the experiments’ data is
visualized. In this system, the design of the web’s front end
enables users to monitor the data of all sensors remotely
and most importantly in real time. Evaluating the principles
as human-computer interaction design approaches described
[17], we elaborately designed the user interface as well as the
operation logic of the web to make it more intuitive and userfriendly. For instance, particular snippets of JavaScript code
enable users to manually specify/set the frequency of the
dynamic line chart updating or even temporarily freeze the
chart to inspect the current trend of the sensor data. Due to
the utilization of AJAX technology, the latest data transferred
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Figure 8: Front panel of the web application.

from the back end can be displayed dynamically without the
need of refreshing the web page which guarantees the instantaneity and accuracy of the data as further analysis requires.
3.3.2. Back End. The last main component is the back end of
the website which undertakes the concrete core tasks including receiving the messages from the sensors while storing the
preprocessed data in the database simultaneously and
feeding them to the front end when invoked. Furthermore,
it also acts as a crucial part in initiating a request for
hardware manipulation in wind tunnel model.
We were confronted with several choices when deciding
the appropriate structure for the back end of the website.
Ones using PHP, JSP, and Node.JS are all examples of the
current trending structures, and each of them has its own
superiority and drawbacks. At the very beginning, PHP was

picked as the back end solution for the primary model of
the website due to its convenience of deploying. However,
keeping subscribing MQTT messages consumed much
memory and server resources, giving rise to latency to be
reckoned with which compromised the accuracy, reliability,
and promptness of the data.
Therefore, we reconsidered the overall structure of the
website and the choice of framework for the back end.
According to experimental results acquired from a benchmark test, PHP and Node.JS performed at virtually the same
level when “Hello World” module, which was a fundamental
module to build an adequate web server, was requested by a
total of no more than 100 users at the same time, both handling about 3000 requests. However, when the number of
multiuser access reached 200, Node.JS still can handle about
3500 requests while PHP could only handle 500 requests per
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Figure 9: User interface to enter control commands.

second, leading to the case that Node.JS was virtually 7 times
faster than PHP, and the diﬀerence was even more dramatic
with the increase of users. The result gave rise to a conclusion
drawn by the experiment researcher that PHP was only
suitable for applications of small scale and middle scale
while Node.JS was an ideal choice for I/O intensive website
applications which to some extent matches this project’s
requirements considering the extensibility and real-time
performance of the entire system, and further demonstration
is clariﬁed in the experiment part.

4. Experiment and Simulation
Elaborated experiments were carried out in a particularly
designed wind tunnel model to simulate the complicated
situations that might occur in real applications and to justify
the overall eﬀectiveness of the prototype, the monitoring
system for the green roof, spotting the potential need for
optimization in the process.
4.1. Experimental Setup. A wooden wind tunnel which has
three parts including an air intake part in shape of a big
trumpet with convergence from the inlet entrance to the head
of working section, a cylindrical part with 20 centimeters of
diameter and 100 centimeters of length, and an adjustable
suction auxiliary system was designed and produced as
shown in Figure 4. The suction system consists of a
velocity-regulating motor-driven fan which can control the
range of simulated wind speed in the tunnel to keep constant
between 0 and 15 m/s. The PM2.5 sensor is installed under
the lever. The wind tunnel was set on the balcony in the
Environmental Science Department at the Xi’an JiaotongLiverpool University.
The underlying surface part in the cylinder is the
main experimental space in the apparatus. The PM2.5

concentration and other sensor values are measured at
the beginning and ending of the working section.
There was a total of three sets of comparison experiments
to justify the feasibility of the system by measuring the PM2.5
absorption capacity of plants under separate circumstances,
using the same kind of plants with diﬀerent leaf area indexes
(LAI) [18], under diﬀerent wind speeds, and under diﬀerent
weather conditions which represent diﬀerent conditions of
temperature and humidity. Due to the fact that the distribution of PM2.5 in the air is nonlinear and presents an irregular
density, we deﬁne the following formula as a metric to
describe the ﬂux of PM2.5 ﬂowing through the cross section
of the two sides of the working section and to further track
the quantity of PM2.5 absorbed by plants.
Q = C ⋅ V ⋅ S,

1

where Q (μg/s) represents the mass ﬂow rate of PM2.5, which
passes through a wind tunnel cross section S (m2) with
PM2.5 concentration of C (μg/m3) and wind speed of
V (m/s). PM2.5 concentration is collected at the average
height of the leaves of the plants, where the position of
a sensor implemented by the duplex control and S has
the value of 0.3 square meters. After obtaining the value
of Q, it would be practical to acquire the quantity of
PM2.5 absorbed by plants by calculating the diﬀerence
between the amount of PM2.5 at the head and end to
justify the absorption capacity. Considering the complex
inﬂuence factors in the test, Ophiopogon japonicus, with a less
complex contour shape to be calculated for LAI, was chosen
to be the experimental plant [19].
Before the start of the experiment, we carried out a
pretest, in which PM2.5 measurement is exempted from the
inﬂuence of the apparatus and the wind tunnel walls itself
by not placing any plants in the working section to minimize
the error. The comparison of Q values obtained at head and

Q (휇g/s)
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4.2. Result Analysis. The leaf area index (LAI) is an important
parameter to describe how plant populations use the
resources as well as the eﬃciency of capturing the particles,
and it can be calculated by the formula below [18]. The
leaf area measurement is based on the LI-3000C portable
meter which utilizes an electronic method of rectangular
approximation to provide 1 mm2 resolution.

PM2.5 absorbed by apparatus

LAI =

0

0.5

1
(h)

1.5

2

Head of section
End of section

Figure 10: Pretest to measure the PM2.5 absorbed by the
equipment itself.

end of the working section is shown in Figure 10. The area
inside the curves represents the PM2.5 absorbed by
apparatus during 2 hours with 10 m/s of wind speed. The
cause of this eﬀect is considered in follow-up experiments.
The position of a PM2.5 sensor in each of the test, ﬂexibly
controlled by web page due to the functionality of duplex
control, should be ﬁxed to minimize the eﬀects of diﬀerent
measuring angles on the entrance. Since the experimental
subjects are plants and most PM2.5 was absorbed by the area
of dense leaves, the standard position of the measuring
sensor we regulated was at the plants’ average height. We
compared the PM2.5 values measured at diﬀerent positions
under similar environmental conditions to testify the theory
and the functionality of duplex control as Figure 11 displays.
The pretest was carried out continuously to compare the
eﬀects of diﬀerent measuring positions of the sensor. It is
apparent that data collected at the average height of the
plants have shown a more dramatic change over the position
at the top of tunnel, which can reﬂect the conclusion of the
numerical simulation more intuitive.
To justify the capability of the overall system, we also
simulated the situation in which 5000 devices sent and
received sensor data simultaneously.
The sampling rate of data transmitted in the whole
system is conﬁgured to one sample per second by default,
which can be customized to any interval value greater than
the default value.
For the purpose of collecting more accurate data, the
system has added support for timer conﬁguration, where
sensors can be set to automatically patrol at multiple heights
for certain diﬀerent periods of time.
Each experiment dedicated to testing and verifying one
inﬂuencing factor lasted for 2 hours in consideration of the
changing environment aﬀecting elements such as diﬀerent
kinds of ﬂowing particles in the air especially under the
unstable weather conditions in Suzhou, the city where we
processed the experiment.

Sleafarea
Sground

2

The experimental result for the eﬀects of LAI is shown in
Figure 12. The scale of left y-axis represents the Q condition
at the head of working section while the right one represents
the real-time value of delta Q which can be obtained by
adding all the diﬀerences of Q values (measured at head
and end of the working section) at each second. Under the
same conditions of environmental factors, working section
with a higher LAI performs a better ability of PM2.5 absorption. Two curves below the diagram have indicated that the
absorption rate of PM2.5 gradually reaches a local minimum
point over time, then tends towards stability and shows a
modest growth. The experiment was operated under the
condition of 10 m/s wind. Additionally, leaves will experience
procedures of washing and drying in the clean room during
the time gap between experiments. We wiped and dried
the surface of the wind tunnel in order to minimize the
interrelationship between each group of experiment.
As the demonstration of Figure 13, the displayed realtime data in the situation of LAI = 2 indicates the extent of
impact on the absorption rate caused by diﬀerent wind speed
conditions (5 m/s/10 m/s). This is evident: the experiment
showed the same trend of delta Q as its counterpart in the
LAI experiments. With other equal conditions, the PM2.5,
however, is better absorbed under the high-speed wind
condition, which agrees well with the real measurement
revolving around wind speed and PM2.5 absorption in the
ambient environment.
It is complicated to analyze the relationship between the
PM2.5 absorption behavior by plants and the weather.
However, temperature and relative humidity are main eﬀect
elements which can be the dependent variables in tests. Three
typical groups of data are chosen for the illustration of PM2.5
absorption circumstance under diﬀerent weather conditions
as shown in Figure 14. Data was recorded in a three-month
experiment time span when the weather condition of the
high T&RH diﬀerence has been experienced. Abnormal
measurements were eliminated by moving average algorithm
on the software and hardware level.
In the light of the application of WSN, it is essential
for the system to satisfy the real-time requirement [20].
Therefore, corresponding packet delay tests were conducted
in situations where the levels of QoS in MQTT data transmission are diﬀerent. The subject in the test is the MQTT
publisher whose packet delay performance can be simulated
via JMeter-MQTT, a third-party open source that helps do
the load testing [21]. We created a JMeter plugin which
provides the conﬁguration element interfaces that allow
virtual clients to register the server. The result of the test is
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Figure 12: Time series representation of PM2.5 absorption measurement under the condition of LAI 2/3.

shown in Figure 15. Obviously, the latency of packets has a
positive correlation with the level of QoS [22]. Nevertheless,
in the situation of experiments and simulation, a higher level
of QoS set in transmission will exactly result in a more

serious latency. Simultaneously, the value of QoS, however,
has the positive correlation with the stability of communication. Thus, the QoS level for the green roof scenario is level 1
for devices which can ensure the quality of communication as
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Figure 14: Time series representation of PM2.5 absorption measurement under diﬀerent weather conditions.

well as achieve a relative high concurrency. In general, it
has been approved by the results of the tests that the
system can ensure a relative low packet delay and low
packet loss rate according to the data analyzed while the
number of devices is under 50,000. Because of the high
extensibility of the MQTT broker, corresponding server
conﬁguration operations can be ﬂexibly achieved according
to the number of devices. Due to the fact that strategies and
methods to reduce errors on both levels of software and

hardware are considered at the very beginning, this proposed
system is expected to achieve a higher stability and real-time
performance. In addition to this, the selection of elements
also owns a high-cost performance.

5. Conclusion
Aimed at studying on the problem of urban air pollution
which is highly correlated with the excessive particular
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Figure 15: Comparison of experimental and simulated packet delay in data transmission.

matter in the air, the work develops a real-time wireless
sensor system simulating the scenario of a green roof that
monitors the PM2.5 and other related sensor parameters
such as relative humidity, temperature, and wind speed
which are based on the IEEE 802.11b/g/n standards. The
main goal of the approach is to justify the stability, extensibility, and data accuracy of the prototype which was designed
and tested. Considering the fact that real applications of
green roofs in the city require multiple concurrent devices
online, the performance in the monitoring system was
elaborately evaluated and optimized for concurrent
connections. And we carried out multiple experiments to
examine and evaluate the system in terms of key points
overall performance, latency, and accuracy of data. Also, by
carefully selecting the hardware components as well as
software conﬁguration, the solution is highly eﬀective and
has a wide potential application.
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